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THE NATIONAL CENTER MISSION STATEMENT
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individual career pla4ng, preparation, and. progression.
The National Cente/Mfills its mission by:
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Installing educational programs and products

Operating information systems and services

COnducting leabership development and training
programs
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FOREWORD

.Researth and development, if properly directed, Can be .a.moncT

the most effectiye means of dealing with the.needs.aild problms .

facing vocational education. The selection of research stu4ies
anp development aCtivities that offer the most Ieverage,on Major
problegp is a:complex decision requiring many kinds of inforMation.
The National Center,'under its contract with the Bureau ocf Occu-
pational-and Adult Educaticin, U.S.'Office of Education, is pleased
to bffer this 'report *111.4 is intended to assist in .selectilig
national priorities for applied re.search and development., Major
needs of vocational education are identified as are thdse fot
which research and development are most needed. Particularre-
search and development needs are tited and,strategies are sUg-
gested.

.The National Center expresses its. appreciation to the marly
individuals,who contributed.to this study and'report. Elev4
prominent scholars and adminiStratorS, -whose names app'ear'iihe
Table of Contents., are due special recognition for their inglight-

ful xeports on important research'and deVelopment needs in 'partic7
ular areas. .We,appreciate, too, the generous ssistance of tile

distinguighed consultants who gave invaluable aksistance in ..den-
tying and clarifying research and development ndeds: tipett N.

Evans, Marvin F. Feldman, Charles L.,Law, Gordon I. Swanson;
Grant Venn, George Wallrodt, William D. Woolf, and Robert M.
Worthington. Finnic B. Thomas, Allen.A. Wiant, and William D.
Woolf made.valuable contributions in their critical reviews pf
the manuscript prior to final revision.

Finally, recognition ip due to several members/of the
%National Center staff: Morgan V-. Lewis ditected the study and
prepared this report_with the assistance of Stephen A._14ercus 0-

and Bruce J. Shylo'under the general direction of Edward J. Morrison.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director.
The3'National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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ChAPTER 1

VINTRO6UCTION'

k,

One of the ,direct charges to the.National Center for Research
in VoCational Education under Public Law.94-482 is to "develop
and.provide.information to facilitate national planning and pro-
gram develOpment in vocational eduCationm. (Sec. 171 (a). '(D) ).
One pf the specific tasks under this general cbarge is to provide
information on applied research and development priorities in
vocational education. This report represents the effort of the
National'Center'to,.carry out this task. It important that the
nature pf the effort is clearly' Understoot. The, task was not to
set priorities, .but, instead, to provide information which will
be useful-to the U.S. Office of Educa.tion in setting national .

priotiti.,es. This distinction,was, at times, a difficult one to
maintain. Obviously it wag,ibposAible to provide, or even to
know, all the information that Would be useful 'in setting priori-'
ties. All'that could be provided waS the information judged most' .

cogent and useful. The information in this report is thus care-
fully selectee.

'Thip distihction is stresSed so that this'report does pdt
raise ex ectations it canriOt fUlfill. .1-this report will not

id cribe the research .and devel?pment needs of vocaponal educa-
t on but some of these needs. The manner in which these needs' -

vere'ident-ified and the kinds of research that might be directed
to them are descri3Jed in detail below.

1

Before.presenting thig descriptaon, an overview of the organ-
ization of the chapter affd the remainder of the -report may be
useful. fihe ceport Contains three main chapters and'an-appendix:
This first chapter is an 'introduction and presents the nature of_
the problem to whiCh tbis study was addressed and'tIlle procedUres.
followed to examine tHe problem. The problem wa's essentially to
'identify the major needs facing vocational education, to select

. from among those needs the ones most amenable tO research and
development,and to developstrategies. appropriate to these needs.
The-vrocedur.es followed consisted of a content analysis of signi-
ficant documents, verification with a panel of expert consultants,
and the dev'elopment of background papers from sRecialists in the
need areas selected for additional attention. 4,-

Chapter 2 presents the results of the content analysis pf the
Selected documents. From this analyst's a total of tifteen major
needs, was-identifieci. The documentation is the same for each of'_
the needs. First the legislation relevant to the need is,quoted
directly from Title'II of 'the Educational Amendments of,1976.
Pertinent material from other sources is then 'sUmmarized. Each of
thee sources is cited separate1y; no attempt is mOe to integrdte

1-1
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.br compare-sources.' In fact, this chapter contains no inte pre-'
tation or discussion.; it presents no more than the relevent docu-
mentation. 4

,

..

thapter 3 presents background papers prepared. by specialists
in the need areas chosen for additional attention. These papers-
vav cqnsiderably in approach,.depth, and degree'to whiCh they
specify the kinds of R & D that should.be directE-Yd to the needs.

.! This variation reflects tosome degrec'the perspectives of the.
.consultantss- _an attempt was made to ge's a mixtof both resezircers
andipractitionerS ahd the tillie they cbuld.devote to the task:,
tit also refflects,- however, the charge,that was'given to the con,
tultilants. They were encouraged.to go beyond the present'state of
the art to,prepare a "thinkyiece" or working-notes ipstead.of a,
fully developed paper, The intention was that the time ,the.con-, -

sUItants'co4ld devote to'he'se papers shoula be spent in thinking
about the needs and the kinds of research that should be. directed
.to the chosen,areas. Consequently, many of the papers,axe nbt .

as f,ulLy developed-as thell would be if the consultants had been
asked to prepare more finiphed prOducts. Most do, however, achieve.

, 'the primary goal of raising-important res'earch and qevelopment
questions'. ,

Statement of Purpose

This report is intended to provide information ,that,will aid
the U.k.,Office of Education in setting national research and
development priorities It is directed at identifying long-term-
needs of widespread or national significance. Of particular con-
cern are those problems and needs of vocationalWucation whre
solutions .a kre impeded by lack of nowledge or .adequate tools and,
for. Which research and development are necesSary and appropriate
interventions. By definition,, such problems and needs arec-not
amenable to 'shoTt-term, easy solutions. Instead, they require
targeted efforts, necessitating sustained and sub5tantial invest-
ments of time and other scarcecresources. Suc-h a coffimitment
requires not only that the most pervasivo- and significant practical
problems and' needs be.cary,fully selecte(0.1 'and do(7umented,,hut that
these problems (and needs be.amenable to research and deve19pMent
solutions. Moreover, research and'development objectives and
priorities must be widely understood, accepted, ahd endorsed by'
a signilficant majority of he field to insure their Stability
so tha, in time, effective solutions will be possible.

Thus, the intent and bvorall strategy of thi,s,project is to
identifymajor national needs of vocational oducastion that requdre,
research and development, and :then to identify and explain the
kinds of research and development'required for each need. Suqh
identication and explanation is intended to be of use.to
Coordinating Committee on Research in Vocational Education, 'which

1-2
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is developing a.plan for est,ablishing national priorities for
vocational education researdh, and to contribute to,the aoordina-
tion of several member agencies. It is expected to be-ofrjurther
direct use in. the identificatian of the "designated" and "inde-
pendent' studies to bp conducted bi.S, the National Center.amd other
significant,,national.research and development'initiatives In-
directly., it should contribute to a variety of researbh and f

development initaatives at:State-and locaI levels. ,SeVeral fea-
.tures characterize the strategy,for this effort. 'One is the .
definition of need as a discrepancy between,what is anq what .

ought to be. Goals and objectives of Veicational education were
compared with the current realitte identify those discrepancies'
which.define signifioant-needs. Historically it has been diffi
cult to establish a widely accepted,set of vocational education
needs, partially.because of the diversity.of values and goqls held
by those affected by- and.concerned with yocational education'.
This report doeS not attempt to resolNie these difficulties or to
provide a consensus set.of national goals er'needs. As.the report
was prepared, howeverithe,importance'of involvement and input
from diverse source.d was recognized.

A secolid feature of this effort was its reliance on avail-able
sources Of'informatipm and data. Following the stipulation in the
National Center's statement of Work; the intent, in general,,is to
avoidmew data collection initi'atilres--a stipulati9n somewhat in
confli4 wi7th,the objectiVe of including a variety of individuals
affectedby or condelpeed With.vodational eduCation. .WheneVer
possible in the selection df pinelists or consUltants, attempts .

were made tcp include'individuals with varyinq profe4ional res-
.ponsibilities. However, with the liMited number of individuals.
involved ih these capacities, no claim is made that.those selected
are representatiire of all people concerned with vocational educa-
tion..

This report is the fixst in what is s.een as.a cyclisal effort.
The strategy in'this first year is to analyze currentfy available
sources of informaticin .to identi:fy R & D needp. Then, in subse-
quent years,ithe plan is to systematically expand and diversify
those sources of information and to,seek additional mean'S far
identifying and selecting research and development needs.' Each
year's report will prEvide a reeva,luation-of status, relative to
goals, and update the previous assessments. While subsequent
repotts May not necessarily reaommend,an entirely new set of
research and development needs each year, they may expand.the
list aS significant new needs,are created or detected and, over
time, they may note significant progress toward the reduction.or
'etiminatioli of needs'. Status and progress assessments will be
based on completed work and will not attempt to prtjudge the
effects of warik in progress. These procedures are intended to
vfavide for a fast start-up the first year arid'eontinued expansion*,

1-3
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of scope and capacity in subsequent.years. .111 general,: thd major
operationarobjectives. of this first yearSeffort are to:

1, Identify,and,assemble information on needs dn
vocational education. -.

.

' 2. Analyze'inforffiation and d'ata.
3. Consolidat6 and verify rieeds.

.
. . .

.
4. Select needs requiring research and development.

,

5. Interpret and eXplain the, principal research apd
.

development required for each nee'd. -
6. Report interpretations and explanations.

1. r ,

. .

the procedures that were followed to achieve these
#

oblectives'are
cthscribed below'.

,.

,.

Procedures

Identification of'Needs

When confronted with the task of identifying needs,most educa-
.

tional researchers are apt to turn to a survey, but under thd terMs
of the.National 'Center contract, the Informa-tion for Polidy and,
Planning FunCtiOn is precluded from generating new.data base.
This has been interpreted as a restriction on conducting new sur-.-
veys if existing data are ,available. Fortunatply the National .

Center had available tworecent national su-Lyeys of needs in voc-'
ational'education'td draw.upon (Adams, 1977, *and r,lorrison, 1976).
These were both attempts to identify.thajpercepti.on of different
groups. Of ocational:educators (state directors, large city direc-
tbrs, RCU directors, teachers', .etc.) concerning the most pressing.
needs in the field.

Working from these studies, a content analysis teChnique was
doveloped that could be used to code the major topics or recurring.
themes.in the documents_examined. Thia system was 'developed by
tallying the madOr content areas and grouping the areas where
appropriate. The system that was developed ta code the two needs
studies was 'then tested against Title 11 ot the EduCational Amend--
ments of 1976.

When the coding systtm was'judged adequate to accommodate the
complexities OP tlie legislation, it Was reviewed 'by seldeted staff
members of the National Center for internal consistency and.
clarity. The revisions suggeSted by the review were incorporated .

and the revised system was applied to several more documents which
are listed in Chapter, 2. The coding categories which were finally,
used are shown as the general needs and specific subne6ds in the
docuMentation' of needs in Chapter 2.

1-4
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.
.

The final-coding system yielded.a set of fifteen .general
needa in vocational education which are listed-in. C.hapter 2,
Figure A-1 'in the, Appendix shows-the freouency wit4 which-the

. fifteen needs were coded in the doc'umentg that we'Ye'analyze.d..-
Most of these major needs had'a nUmber of .subneedse and'Tpbies A-1
through A-4 in theAppendix presènt a detaiYed summary af the,
coding of:the needs_and subneeds iy,.document.

-

t

,

Verification of Nee51

The fifteen ne.edsmert revie4.4ed by two'panels: one ad been
assembled'to assist the,National Center sfaff in'planniqg a report
on the'status of vocatiOnal,education; the second was a6sembled
,sp&ifically to review:khe fifteen needs. The'fir's panel Con-',
sisted of 4 staff member`from he National Advsory,Council on
ocational Education and pne from the-U.S. Office of Education

a. state d'iredtor-, and three.Kesearchers. The second panel.cOn7
sisted,of EWo former associate commissioners of what is nms; the
Bureau of Occu'pational and Adult Education, one former and one
current state director, a-staffmember and an appointed member'.
pf tile National AdvisOry Council on Vocational Education,.-and two
leadings.scholars of vocational educatIon. Each of,these panql
Members-reViewed the list which is presented. in. Chapter 2 and .

agreed that,these, are durable and pervasive needs: Several of the
panpIist also added needs.

_The- Members of the second panel also selected from among the
15 need8 the-five:that tiqey considered the'most important for"
future R & P efforts. In making these judgments they were asked

balance.the importance of the nee,d and the po,tentiai impact
R & D could have. When the responses were received from the.panel,
ea7ch member waa cOntacted and interviewed about the needs selected
for R & D. The interviews focused on the kinds of issues under-
lying tfle 'needs that the pantIist would like to see explored.;
Summar"ies of four of.these interviews are presented'in the Appendix.

0
The infeormation received from the pancilists was then consid-

ered'with the documentation of needs-that had b en developed frdm
'the-content analysis of.the. legislation and ot1 literature. From
theise* two sources the following fi,veneeds were elected for. further
examination: coordination, curriculum content,fatld'instruction,
data collection and evaluation, plahning,-and trans.ition from
school to work.

The'criteria used to select.the'se fiie were as follcAis:

I. The'needs we , nomi-nated by at'least three of the eight
panelists. (All but one were nominated by fadr-.)

2. The needs did not require more resoUrces or better
adtinistration and Coordination of existing resourc'es.



.(The need 'coordination" does not fully meet this
criterionl however, it was selected by five of ,the.eight
panelists and appeared frequently,.in the other.doLimen-
tation.)

The'needs can.be addressed by existing reseArch Methods
And tqchnology.

. 4. Researchand development efforts directed to the needs ,

have the promise.'of *ieldtng knowledge or tools of
direct use to the fiefd.

4

Once these five'need areas were selectediterature citations:
.and peer nominations were Used to identifrConsultants who could
aevelop baCkground papers op R D within the selected areas., In
.choosing consultants an effort was made to achieve a balanCe be-
tween academic researchers and individuals with''direct administra-
tive responsibility. In most of the need areas this was achieved.

the'total. Was six academics, five administrators and
one indepenaent consUltant. The names, titles and affiliations
of these conSultants are given oh the section headings for the
paPers which are presented in thapter.3.t Since the needs are so
broad, most of the consultants addressed specific subneeds. These
had been identified frem the documentation and interviews with
verification panelists as among the'most pressing concerns in the
general need area.

Kcy:
e
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CHAPTER 2.,

MAJOR NETDS OF VOCATIONAL.EDUCATION*.

chapter summarizes selec ocuments whiCh were.
:1Sif.ed to identify major 'needs in vocational education. It

was eonsidered essential.to have some'agreement concerning the
most important needs facing the field before at7tempting to
deterMine which are most appropriate. -for Kesearch and develop-'
merit efforts. In conducting.the content analysiS A need was
.defined as a'discrepancy between actual and desired levels of
performance. In many of the documents that were analyzed, thi's
casc"repancy had to be.inferred. The analys4 yielded the follow-
ing list of 15 need areas; the list is alphabetic and no priority
order, is implied:

1. Availability of Programs
2. Caredr Development Programs
3. Community (citizen) Involvement, Participation' and

%Communication
4. Coordination
5. Currieulum"Content and:Instruction
6, Data Collection and Evaluation
7. Equipment and Facilities
8. Funding

- 9. Interaction with Employe.rs/Unions
10. Personnel Development
11. Planning
12. Research and DeVelopment
13. Sex Discrimination, Sex Stereotyping/Eqiaal Opportunity.,
14. Special Needs Groups
15. Transition From School to Work

The documents analyzed to identify these needs were selected
either because of their significance, e.g., Title II of the Edu-
cation Amendn,ents of 1976, or because they represented systematic
attempts to determine the major needs and problems facing the
field.

The format for reporting the needs and relevant_content
,analyses,is consistent throughout the chapter. Each need area
is first stated, ,e:q., "availability of programs," "career
eevelopment programs," etc. This is followed by a general need

*This chapter was prepared by Bruce J. Shylo, Graduate
Research Associate, The National Center for Research in
Vocatiemal Education.
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statement:,and specific 4leed statements where appropriate.
.

Relevant citations from the Education Amendments of 1976 appear
with most need statements. §-ince some topics ate mentiOned
many times in the law, only tha malor reference is specifically
quoted. Analyses of pertinent documents for each need area
follow immediately in a section titled "Other Sources" The,
,sources used'and the methods.usea to eite them are as folldws:

Title II of tile Education Amendments of 1976 (PL 94-482)
'is cited as legis ative aut prity 1 Amendments, The
numbers following the citation'are the secion and para-
graph numbers.

Morrison, F. J. "National -SUrvey of Vocational Ed4.1-.
cation Needs." Mimeographed. Columbus,, OH: The
Center for Vocational'Education, The 'Ohio State
University, 1976.

This was a national surv67 of local and state vo-
cational educators conducted by the Center in 1976 ,

and Is cited as Morrison, 1976. Needs wore ranked
on the.basis of the mean group rating for all
respondents.

-
Nationa,1 Association of Manufacturers. leccindary Voca-
tional Education. NAM Public Policy Report. New york:
Author, .1975.

These a a the 'conclusions hnd recommendations of
the,NAM education committee task force .after its
in-depth study of secondary vocational education.
It is cited as NAM, 1975.

Adams, Kay' 'A. "National Large Cities Vocational Edu-
cation Npeds Study." Mimeographed. Columbus, OH:
The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State
University, 1977.

This,is a national assessment which identifies
needs for vocational education programs in large
cities and ranks .them- according to their mean
ratings as perceived by urban vocational edu-
catOrs. Participants included individuals at the
district level in 106 large cities. It is ,cited
as Adams, 1977.



Ellis, M. L. A Report to the Nat/ion on Vocatio al
Education. Flagstaff, AZ: Nort ern Arizona Uni7
TigFETETT-1975,1, .Y1

In .this-report Ellis ccmpares the performance
of vocational, educafion to the intent pf the
1968 Vocational Educatiori Amendments. 'It is
cited. as'Elris, 1975.-

4.

Alabama Ari2ona, Idaho, Kansas Maine NewkJerse
Texasi Vir inia, WiTiErn and Wyoming AiI an
Five Year,(1 7 - 9/12)- State Plans f'r Vocational Edu-
cation.

One State Plan- per. UscYE 13.',egicn vas reviewed. Using
random numbers tables, plans were randomly select-
ed from an alphabetized list of *states wit4in each.,
USOE'Region..They are cited-as State Plans, 1977.

The Comptroller General of the' United States. What is
the Role of Federal Assistance for Vocational Education?
Washington, DC: Generaj Accountiliag Office,'1974..

This.report focuses pn selected aspects of second-
ary and postseconaary vocatidnal education in
scven states and discusses some underlying factors
that inhibit attainment of objectives. It is Cited
as Comptroller General of the United States, 1974.

National. Advisory Council on Vocational Education.;
Review of GAO Report on Vocational Education.
Was ington, DC: Aut or,

This report analyzes the specific issues raised
in the Comptroller General's report and suggests
hoW the problems it cites should be dealt with.
It is cited as NACVE, 1975.

National and State Advisory Councils on Vocational Edu-
cation. The Impact of the Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1.968 Was ington, C. Aut or, 19 4.

Thi.S report was prepared for Congressional Over-
sight Hearings concerning what form new-federal
legislation should take. it is cited as NACVE,
.SACVE,' 1974.



'Committee on Vocational Educatim-Research and Duvelopment.
AsSessifIg Vocational tducation Research and Oevelo ment.
Washington, DC: National Academy ofETEncest, 19

-This document 'examines the research ak develop-
ment activities sponsored by the Offipb of Edu-*
cation 'under the authority of the VoCational Edu-
ca-L_on Act of A963 as amended in 196,8, and recom-
mends changes in R & D policies and programs for
the coming decade. It is cited as'COVERD,- 1976.-

Jennings, John 7.J and Ra4cliffe, Charles W.
Commentary On Le islafion Affectin Vocational Education

and Development. Occasional Paper No.
.Columbus, OH: T e Center for Vocational Educat4
The Ohio State Universi:ty, 1977.

*

. This was a.paper- deliVered to a staff development
seminar, at the Center in March, 1977, and addresses
the Vocational Education Amendments of 1976 as they
affect vocatipnal'eduvtion research. It is cited
as Jennings alnd Radcliffe, 1977.

Halperin, Samuel. Emexging Education Policy Issues iR
the Federal Cit.' : A Report rom Washin ton. OccAsional
Paper No, 4 . ,Co um us, OH: sT e Na lona Center for Vo-
cational Ed c t.j_on, The Ohio State University, 1978.

This paper was delivered to a staff development
seMinar at the Center in January,. 1978: It con,-
tains.criticisms of vocational education that ten
key congressional staff membersshave heard membere
of Congress express in tfie recent .past. It is
cited as HalpiAll, 1978.

'The documentatidn.for each of the fifteen needs constitutes
Ithe rest of this chapter, b,ut one further note should be added:
Because of the maSsive amounts of data covered.in this report,
it was not.feaSible to prdvide specific page citations for all A

the finding's summarized in the text. 'The original documents;
however,have been cod'ed and specific citatOns are.available
upon request to the National Center.
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General Availabilityl- Any in,dividual whO is interested in vo-
,cational deducatioh training should-have access,to appropriate
-.programs. (Note: . This category invelves having appropriate
programs avaMEle within reasonable travel distance. It does
not include 'providing services to'enable persons with special
problems to sutved ifi vocational programs;. these services are
'listea as a separate nieed.)\

, Create or expand availability for specific grOups: .(Legislative
authority,- 1976 Amendments)

1. Adults -.COurse or courses for persons who have completed
or leftThigh school to prepare them to-enter, te-enter or

',t6alrogress in the work force. The amendments state,

It is also the purpose of this part to Authorize
Federal grants to States to assist- theM . . . so
that persons of all aqes'in all communiities of the
State, those.in high school, those whb have tom-
pleted or distontinued their fOrmal OUcation and
are preparing to enter the labor market, those
who have alreadity entered the labor *arket, but
nee.d to upgrade their skills or learn hew ones;'.

will haNw ready access to vocational training
or retraining which is *of hi0 quality, which is
realistic in the light of actual or anticipated
opportunities for dainfUl emPloyment, and which
ii suited to their needs, interests"..and ability
to benefit from such training. (Sec. 101)

2. Postsecondary - distinguished fromAdult by an organ_ized
program of study

It is also the purpose of this part to authorize
Federal grants to States to assist.them . so
that persons of all ages in all communities of
the State,.. . . and those in postsecondary
schools, will'have ready'access to vocational

( training or retraining which is of-high qua4_,7
ty, (Sec. 101)

3. Unemployed, out-of-school youth

For each fiscal year, at least 15 per centum of
each State's allotment under section 103 shall be
used to pay 50 per cqntum of the cost of voca-
tional education for/. persons who have
completed or left high school and who are not
described in paragr4h (1, (sec. 101 (c) (2) )
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4. Undetemploed youth and adults who seek to progress in a
career or,change to a new,cgreer pith

It is also the purpose of this part tip authorize
Federal gra.nts to States to.asSist them - ..- so
that persons of all. aget in all communities,..'..
hose who have .already entered the:labOr market,
but need-tO Upgrade their skills or learn new ones,

have ready access to.vocational training
pr,retrainina which is of high quality ...
101)

5. Remov ng 1O'cational'barri'ers/for rural or inner city
residents

Funds available to the States'. und r section a30
(a) may be used for contracts, as partfof the ,com-
prehensive plpns of program improvement mentioned
in section 131 (a), for the support of exemplaxy
and innovative programs,O.ncludina-

(1) programs designed to develop high quality
vocational education programs for grban
centers with high concentrations of econom-
ically: disadvantaged individuals, unsf(illed
workers, and unemployed individuals;
programs designed to develop training oppor-
tunities for persons in sparsely pop'ulated
rural areas and,for individu4ls migrating
from farms to urban areas; ...

Funds ... may be used for the construction, equip-
ment, and operatioD of residential schools to pro-
vide vocational education ... In using fUnds avaii-
able under section 120 for this purpose, the States
shall'g.ive special consideration tcrthe needs of
large urban areas and isolated rural areas ...
(Sec..232 (a) (1),& (2)

. Women

Any State desiring to participate in the programs
zuthorized br this'Act shall also assign such full
time personnel as may be necessary to assist the
State,board in fulfilling the purposes of this Act
by (II). assisting local educational agencies
and other interec`sted parties' in the State in imprcp44-"

ing vocational education opportunities for women;
... (Sec. 104 (b) .(1) (-1),

l'.re
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Other Sources

Aligh*priority rieeds, according to consensus of all-respondent
groups, included improving and'expanding voèational educaTtion to
meet, the needs of adults and improving and expandinu vocational
education to meet the needs..of handicapped individuals: Medium
'priority needs included improving and expanding vocationalleduca-
tion to meet the needs of disadvantaged indiViduals and improving
atd expanding vocational edudation to meet the needs of indivi-
duals who are in sparsely populated,rural areas: (Morrison, 1976)

4110.
In her'study, Adams reported fifty needs statements for

vocational education in large cities.. Each statem'ent Was riated.
on a five point cale and the mean ratings were ranked from 1
(highest need) to 50 (lowest need) The need statement, "Availa-
bility of vocational centers and tactics for attracting students
to them" (p. 114) was ranked 39.5 out of 50 (medium low) whereas
vocati)onal programs for early school leavers and unemployed youth
was ranked 43.5 (lower). (Adams, 1977)

In Yeporting enrollment trends durina.the 1971-1974 period,-
Elis documented the growth of vocational eductionl particularly
in Vie areas of adult and postsecontlary programS. She felt that
technological changes would increasd the demand'or more sophis- .

.ticatedHpreparation for the-world of work andAt4t'recent atten-
tion to continuing education and life-long 1e'gr4hg would encour-
age increased offerings at.the postsecondary. andadult levels.
(Ellis, 1975)

One half,,of the 10 state plans which werereviewed included
a geeral statement about increasing the availability of vocation-
al education programs for those desiring access to them.. A
similar number listed expansion of postsecondary programs as a
goal. A majority of the state plans included_aoal'statements'
relative to making more programs available,td unemployed, out-of-

N-'school youth. Removing lOsational barriers was also cited as a
need by almost ono half of state plans. .The need areas of
women, underemployed youth, and adUlts received very little
attention. '(State'Plans, 1977)

In assessing the impact of the 1968 Vocational Education
Amendments, the National and State Advisory Councils op Vocational)
Education called for the continued expansion of vocational educa-
tion programs. They cited the high youth uneployment rate and
the waiting lists of students anxious to learn skills but unable
to enrodl in programs as reasons for continued federal support
r the expansion and strengthening,of the vocational education

system. (NACVE, SACVE, 1974)

rAnt
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The Committee on Vocational Education Rese,arch and Develop--
ment;,kCOVERD) observed that 4ducators are now required to provide
equa.d program opportunities to all students and noted that voca-
tional education has been encouraged to:eliminate sex-bias fram
its programs."' The committee questioned the'exteht to whith these
requirements are being met and asked how vocational education can
best s'srve the disadtantaged. (.COVERD, 1976)

+ One of the common congressional criticisms of vocational
education iialperin noted was that "vecationai education is too
institufion-oriented to school-age populations and doesn't care
-'enough about the unemployed and.about out-of-school youth. Thus,
the nation is forCed to create an array of costly job training
programs out.i.de the formal 'educational structure." (Ealperin,
1978 p. 12)

Career Development Programs

I General Programs shouldrbe deVeloped and implemented to
improve the awareness, exploration, planning,and decision-making
ability of individuals with regard,to career opportuAties and
career development;

Specific Types of Programs: (legislative authority -H1976
Amendments)'

1. Career Education Program"'
0

.,. programs and 2riobjects absigned to familiarize
,elementary and secondary school students with the
broad rangeeof occupations for which special skills
are required, and the requisites for careers in
such occupations: (Sec. 132 (a) (5) (a))

2. Vocational Guidance and _Counseling

Not less than 20 per centum,of the funds avaIlable
to the States under Section 130 (a) shall be used
to support programs for vocational development
guidance and counselinq programs and services
which, subject to the-provisions of subsection (b),
shall include

(1) initiation, implementation, and improvement
of high qUality vocational guidance and
counseling pregrams and activities;
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2) vocational counseling for children, youth,
and,adults, leading to greater)understanding

0.of educational and vocationa options ...

(5) vocational and educA!tional co.unseling for
youth offenders and Adults in correctional

(4itgtitutions;
4

(6),vocational guidance and couseling fot persons
, of limited English-sEieaking Ability

(7) establifihment'of vocational resource centers
to Meet the special needs of out-of-schoole
individuals, Including indiViduals 6eeking
second careers, individtials entering the job
market late in life,_handicapped individuals,

4 from economically deptessed communities or
areas, ind early retirees; And ... (Sec.
134 (a))

3. Programs to.Develop Positive Work Habits

(No legislative reference)

Other Sources

_According to a consensus of all those respondingto the
National Survey of Vocational Education Needs, a high priority
need waS that .of providing comprehensive vooational guidance,
counseling, placement,and follow-up services to'All who need them:
This need statement xanked sixth highest out of forty-eight state-
ments rorrison, 1976)

In its report,'Secondary Vocational Education, the Nationa,1
Association of Manufacturers (NAM) cited three conditions which
they felt contributed to the ineffectiveness of some vocational
programs - the lack of student familiarity with ithe "world of
work" prior to reaching high school; the lack of program flexi-
bility; and the limited occupational counseling 'received. NAM
issued seven policy statements addressing these conditions, three

.of which directly relate to career development:

1. All students' learning experiences should include
general orientation to the world of work beginning
with the elementary grades, ....

2. Secondary vocational education students can be served
better by programs which integrate both academic and
occupational training into a total education environ-
ment so as to provide students with the opportunity
to develop social and self concepts, (and) proper
work attitudes, ....
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6. Parents,,students, educators and guidance'cOunselors
should become more aware of the critical importance

, of. developing Students' occupational orientations
-t.o enable them to get jobs and achieve full career
potentials. (NAM, '1975 p. 11)

Several high priority needs relative to career development -

were,identified by district level vocational education personnel.-
IncluUed among the highest ranked ten specific needs for voca-
tional education were:

counseling prior to enrollment to assist students in
clarifying their purpose for entolling in vocati6nal:
education-and in selecting tpte right programs (Metall
rating ranke5'3.5 out of 50)

allocation of counselor's time,so that an adequate
percentage is spent in face-to-face counseling with
vocational students (Mean rating ra'nked 5.5)

coundeling for students with negative attitudes
toward work, the educational system, themselves
and/or,others. (Mean rating ranked 9.5)

Other high priority needs cited by district level personnel Were:
providing systematic counseling for all students; instituting
testing programs to include interest and aptitude testing for all
vocational students, ninth grade through adult; and providing
opPortunities for students to develop positive woil hahits.

Fully 18 percent, or nine of the top fifty ranked needs concern
vocational guidance. This finding is consistent with the results
of a parallel assessment of national major goal priorities for
urban vocational education. Large city directors of vocational
education were asked to rate thirty major goals on a three point
scale from (1) lower priority, (2) medium priority, to (3) higher
priority.. Responses to the goals were summarized to provide mean
ratingS whioh were then ranked from highest to lowest. Of the
ten highest ranked goals, four were related to,guidance and
counseling. Th/second highest goal overall was to provide com-
prehensive guidance and counseling services so vocational students
can better select careers and eduCational programs suited to their
interests and abilities. (Adams, 1977)

Ellis reported that the career education movement seems to
be gaining momentum nationally. She represented the vocational
educator's viewpoint when she said that, career education is a way
to provide career orientation and exploration experiences and to
develop positive attitudes towards work in the elementary and
middle school grades. As more academic educators become involved,
she sees the dichotomy between academic.anditvocational education
being reduced, which would result in a situation where "education
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will begin preparing.students for vocations as wel.1, as
avoclations."41E1lis, 1g75 p. 35)

All 10 statv plans that'were i-eviewed cal# for'improving,r

and/or expanding vocational guidance and counseling activities.
In severaltinstances par.ticular mention was made of the need to
provide guidance servtces for womLi, the handicapped, those out-
of7school, :and for heads of households whose roles are changing.

few plan$ identified specific career education pr6grams to be
implemented. These htd to do Primari/y with integrating career
clu$ters into the curriculuni and establishing homemal4ng educa-
tion progxams for elementary and middle school puPi s. (State
Pa,afis, 19'77)

1r

*A finding Of the GAO report was that guidance services for ,-

..tudents enrolldd in vocational education ere inadequate.
.

Deficienciesicited included few cooperative arkangements with the
syof public employmen4 offices within states, inadequate
student exposure o thmange of occupational options available,
and theNacademic orien tion of school counselors. 'The report
ref-vred o various national and'state gtudies which donclude'
that more considera should be given to vocational career
plamning.(Comptroll eraL of 'the UnitedAsStates, 1974)

NACVE responde to thelGAO report charge that "occupational
guidance has rIcA received adequate attention-n by referring to
their sixth Report (1972), tvhich focused 'entirely on changes
needed in guidance"and,counselinOwvices. They claim that con-

. siderable progress has been ;made in tile!.area'of occupational
' guiaance but recognize.that much remains tb be done. (NAOVE,1975)

In making their recomme4ations tck,,tihe committee developing'
the oversight h arings on-PL 90-576("Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1968) , he National and St.,4te AdvisoryCouncils reported
'that.a strong ieral vocationa;AdUcation law was needed to en-

_ courage tfle ntinued growth of vocational-education, allowing
flexibility so that state's can best,Meet. the-particular needs of
their citiens,-while retaini.tig some provisions to assure that
federal priorities4 are met. The councils also suggested that the
committee raise certain questions. One question directly related 411,

to .careor,development programs vas, "Should distinctions be made
in federal.legislationtetween pre-vocational career education
and vocational skill. training?' (NACVE, SACVE, 1974, p. 9)

Several findings were reported,by COVERD relative to the
concept of career education. The committee determined that re-
search has not yet evaluated the effectiveness or established an
empirical or theoretical basis for career education. Potential
areas of rpseach noted were deterMining "at, what point in a
student'S-6ducation knowledge about jobs and careers should be
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introduced/ When specialized skills should be taught, or, hew
career education can be individualized for students% with, differ-
ing needs,drid ambitions." In reviewing previoUs R & D the-corn-

.. mittee concluded that "vocational education needs mOre knowledge
of how, and why.people choose 4nd change Carders." ,,(COVERD,' 1976,
p. 12)

Community -(Citizeiv) Involvemerit,

Participation and CommunicatiOp

. .

:General.- There beefferts fer greater interaclion,.
involvement .and,coMmunicationwith dommUnity representatives thot
including involvelient of eMployers cr.labor unions Which
ed as a separate. need) .

\

Specific types of involvement and communibation: (legislative
authority - 1976 Amendments)

1.. Establishing goalS

The State boara shalle qpnduct a seiies of public
hearings, in orderto,permit all segments of the'
population, to give their views on the adals which
ought 'to be adopted in the state plan, .

(Sec. 107 (a) (2)

2. Development of curricul(uM (advisory groups)

The State board shall, ... conduct a series of-public
hearings, in ord9r to permit all segments of the ,

populationto give their views on the goals Which
ought to be adopted in the state plan, including the
courses,to be offered, the allocations of responsi-
bility for these.courses ,(Sec. 107 (a) (2)

EaCh eligible recipient receiving assistance under this
Act to operate vocational programs shall establish a
local advisory council to provide such"agency with
advice on,curre,nt job needs and on the relevancy of
courses being offered by such agency in meeting such
needs Such local advisory*councils shall be composed
of members of the general public, especially of repro-
sentativeS from business, industry, and labor; .

(Sec. 105 (q) (1)

3. Evaluation of 'Prdgrams
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4. Specific reference to ational Advisory Council

The' National Advisory Council on Vocational Education, .

establdshed pursuant to section 104 (a) of the Voca-
tional Educ4tion Act of.1963, in effect prior to the
enactment of the Educational:Amendments'of 1976,
shall continue to exist during the period for which
appropriations are authorized under.,this Act.
(Sec. .162 (a))

5. Specific reference to State Advisory Councils
-

Any' state which deSires to particiOtte in programs
under this Act for any fiscal year shall establish
a State advisory council, ... (Sec. 105 (a))

6. Public imaga - the image that vocataonal education
has in the community-should be improved; there should
be more effective presentation of the benefits of
vocational education.

Other Sources

According to all respondents of the NationallSurvey of
Vdcational Education Needs,the lecond highest priority need was'
to better coffimugicate the benefits and content of vocational
education to parents, students, employers, and general educators..
Among respondents at the local level, this need statement was
ranked number one. (Morrison, 1976)

The NAM report determined that one,factor contObuting to
the inability of vocational education to satisfy' the, needs of
students was, "The negative attitudes of parents, businessmen,
and nonvocational educators toward Vocational education which'
influences.qounselors not to direct students into vpcatio 1
education-except as a last reso'rt." .(NAM, 1975, p.8)

1.4

Vocational education directors in large cities-felt a high '

aioriority goal was to "better communicate.the.content and benefits
of vocational education to Parents, 'students, and all general
educators." (p. 103) This fee,ling.wasreflected in several high
and medium priority need statements. :District level vocational
education personnel thought increasing parental awareness of the
goals and-opportupities' available in secondary and post-secondary
vocational programs as compared tc college was a highs pridrity
need. Up-dating the image of vocational education, increasing
the awareness of counselors about vocational education programs,
and improving general comMunity awareness of available pfogram'
offeringS were all perceived as medium needs. (Adams, 1977)
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In Falls's yiew the National arid State Advisory Councils
have met the inteht of the 1968 Amendments to bring about citizen
participation in the establishment of goals for vocational educa-
tion and in the implementation of programs. The National Advisory
Council, she reported has been an effective force, insuring that
general public concerns are expressed with.regard to the national
vocational education program. Although she recognized the valu-

- able contribution made by SACVEs in advising State Boards for
Vocational Education and in evaluating vocational education pro-
grams, services, and activities, she cautioned agains_t allowing
them to assume administrative responsibility for programs.
(Ellis, 1975)

A11 of.the ten state plans provided for a state a&thy
council and many mentioned local advisory councils. Only one,
however, listed increased coMmunity involvement as a goal or
objective for the coming years. It made specific reference to
volving Community members in establishing.goals. (State ylans,

19 )

GAO was generally critical of state advisory councils, which
it ci aracterized aS being unrepresentative of their constituencies
and ot integrated into the planning process. These state coun-
cils feel, however, that they should be inVolved earlier and more
'significantly in the planning process,, Also'noted was,the need
for state agencies to proviae guidance to LEA's regarding the
appropriatd role and fUnction for advisory committees. GAO
recommended to the Secretary, HEW, thabthe Department;should:

expand its effort to enforce the requirement that
sa.1l,local and State education agencie's, in planning,
'vocational programs, identify,the needs of public
and private business.,,kindustry, labbr,.and students
and that those needs be considered'the primary basis
for decision making about provision of voCational
services supported by VEA
-(Comptroller Generaf of the United States,1974, p. 35)

NACVE respdnded td the GAO charge that advisory council
evaluations are limited by contending that SACVEs have borne
most of the re.sponsibility for prodding state boards of vocational
education to 'comply with'the requirements of the law. The NACVE
review giaintained that the state councils, even with seV,ere fund-
ing limitations, have been an effective voice for the needs of
the people. The main lament of the state councidS' was that they
have no statutory enforcement power. (NAQVE, 1975)

k
The statee' advisory councils viewed themselves as autonomous, as

being consulted on relevant matters, and As the body whose recommenda-
tions Were implemented. State directors of vocational education,
once antagonigtic toward the. councils, have been mo-ved to commend



them for.their effectiveness in determining vocational education
"program needs,and effectiveness." Although generally satisfied
with the sections of the legislation which established them, some'
bouncils expressed a desire for stronger worsling in the law which
'would mandate that they'review the extent to which state.plans
are actually implemented-and allow them to enforce compliance
where serious discrepancies. exist. (NACVE, SACVE, 1974)

COVERD recommended that any process for identifying national
or state R & D priorities should involve advisory groups that
represent the clients of vocational edUcation, including students,

.-employees,and employers, and professionals in vocational education.
They further recommended that the terms of advisory'tgraup members.
be sufficiently long/to .a1,1(iw setting long-term priorities: The
process should be well publicized so that'those.wishing to parti-
cipate can do so. (NVEP, 1976)

In discussing the current (Carter) Administrationls educa-
. fional leanings, Haaperin noted an "encoUragement for process-
oriented requirements." Thus, Halperin thought dlat'new legisla-
tive Proposals might encourage school-wide elA district-wide needs
assessments to increase local'involvement and'to highlight differ-
ent needs and prescriptions for the subgroups served by.various

.schools.

Halperin also noted that while congressmen look with favor
on vocational programs in their home districts, they tend to
criticize-vocational education in general.. (Halperin, 1978)

Coordination

General Vocational-education should be coordinated with'
academic education to enhance relevance and there should be
greater articulation acroSs post-secondary, adult, and Department
of Labor training programs. (legislative authority 1976
Amendments)

Funds available to the States under section 130 (a)
'rrthy be used for contracts, as part of the comprehen-
sive plans of program improvement mentioned in section
131 (a), for the support of exemplary and innovative
programs, jncluding 7 ... (4) establishment of-cooper-
ative arrangements between public education and man-
power agencies, designed to correlate vocational
education opportunities with current and projected
needs of the labor market;... (Sec. 132 (a) (4) '
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Any State desiring to receive the amount for which
it is eligible for any fiscal year pursuant to this
Act shall, through its State board, submit to, and
maintain on file with, the Commissioner a general
-application providing assurances - (4) that funds
will be distributed to'eligible recipients on the
basis of annual applications which - (C) pescribe
how the activities proposed in the application relate
to manpower programs conducted in the area by a prime
sponSor established under the Comprehensjive Employment
and Training Act of 1973, if any, to apsgre a coordi-
nated approach to meeting the vocational education
and training nee'ds of the area or community, ...
(Seb. 106 (a) (4) (C)

The annual program plan and accountability report
shall be submitted to the Commissioner .. This plan
an4 report shall contain: ... (1) planning provisions
which (C) show the results of the - (i)

coordination of programs funded under this Act with
manpower training programs funded Under the Act;"
(Sec. 108 (b) (1) (C) (i))

Other Sources

Respondents to Morrison's needs survey gave high priority
status to two goals related to coordination. The first of these
was the need to provide opportunities for all vocational studehts
to acquire the basic skills required for course work And jobs.
The second was the need to coordinate comprehensive guidance,
counseling,'placement, and follow-up services with business, in-
dustry, service agencies, and manpower information systems.
Increasing cooperation with related education areas (e.g. indus-
trial arts, career education, academic subjects, etc.), and in-
creasing cooperation among the varibus levels and departments of
vocational education were seen as medium priority needs.
(Morrison, 1976)

NAM declared that, "secondary vocational education students
can be sekved better by programs which,integrate-both academic
and occupational training ipto a total environment education to
provide students with the opportunity to develop social and self-
concepts, proper attitudes, as well as general occupational edu-
cation rather than.ove,jr specialized training." (NAM 1975, p. .11)

District vocational education personnel felt that one of the
highest ranked specific needs for vocational educations in large
cities was "coordination between vocational and academic curricula
so, that academic courses emphasize vocational applications and
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academic skills are improVed within vocational courses.".k. 111)
They also_expressed a desire for greater cooperation between aca-
demic and vocational teacherg. (Adams, 1977)

o..

Ellig saw the introduction of the career education concept
as having positively affected the integration of academic and
vocational education but scant data exis't to support this claim..
Ellis cited increased vocational education enrollments at the
pogt-secondary level as an encouraging trend. In consider.ing the
proper mix between vocational education and manpower progragls,
Ellis reported that m*abpower programs should complement vocational
education programs in serving those segments of the population
which cannot be adquately gerved by the present vocational edu-
cation system, e.g. those unable to succeed in vocational educa-
tion programs, those requiring training stipends, etc.
(Ellis, 1975)

The issue of coordination was addressed in several of the
ten state plans which were reviewed. For the most part, they
spoke of the need for greater communication between secondary and
post-secondary vocational programs. One plan, for example,
addressed articulation as it relates to the provision of programs
for special subpopulations. Many state plans cited improving
coordination,with manpower training programs as a goal. (State
"Plans, 41977)

The GAO report made several recommendations to the Secretary
of HEW relative to coordination. They included recommendations
that:

. 1. HEW expa d efforts to have,SEAs and LEAs establish
working artnerships among all institiations'providing
occupational training at all levels--secondary, post-
secondary, adult. (p.'35)

2. HEW clarify the roles of Various organizational enti-
ties within HEW involved in ocoupational training and
implement some mechanism by which these juris-
dictions can engage in coordinated comprehensive
planning. (p. 35)

3. HEW should require thIlt LEAs in their,application to
SEAs describe and document the natlare and extent of
-their cooperative bfforts with other sources of train-
ing and employment. (p. 105)

4. HEW should work with states to increase flexibility
in vocational education training arrangements, through
such mechanisms as, ... prOVision of vocational train-
ing in nonpublic facilities so that more people can
be trained in more occupational categories. (g. 105)
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5. HEW s,hould develop and ifund a project ... to'seek out
.successful examples of flexible arrangements and'
develop models for use by states and LEAs in increas-
ing flexibility in vocational training arrangements.
(p. 66)

6. HEW should develop an evaluation study to identify
Federal and.Sta'te statutes and administrative pro-'
cedures that limit the use of community training
resources, ... (p7 66)

-7. Congress should establish a set-aside requirement
for cooperative arrangementS to expand.vocational
offerings and strengthen programs through use of
other public training facilities or nonpublic
training resources. (p. 66)

8. Public educational institution§ should explore
the potential of utilizing DOD training facilities..
(Comptroller General of the United States, 1974)

The Council recognized that the coordination of both second-
ary school with post-secondary school vocational education and
vocational education programs with cither community rand area
human resource programs remains a continuing problem. Althouch_
,the Council Fpported little progress.in the area, it cautioned
its cfitics.against being tpo severe by stating thate"calls for
reform must be tempered with a realistic ap2raisa1 of the pro-
blems inherent-ill all such efforts, which may be seven by many
orgarlizations as an attempt to limit their autonomy.' (NACVE,
1975, p. 10)

'COVERD reported that certain legislation and the lack of
administrative coordination of the various Parts (C, D, & I) of
the federally administered level research and development program
has hindered progress. The Committee alsoifound a lack of
coordination within the National Network for Curriculum Coordin-
ation and between that Network and other researchers. The
Committee reinterated the continuing need to Tn-tegrate vocational
and other curFiculum elements. (COVERD, 1476)

Jennings and Radcliffe discussed how one intent of the 1976
Amendments is to coordinate the R & D efforts of the Office of

i Education, National Institute of Education, and the Fund for the
Improvement of Post-Secondary Education. They also commented on
Congress' unhappiness aboufresourpes being wasted andstressed
the importance of coordination among agencies. (Jennings and
Radcliffe, 1977)

It
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Halperin reported the current Administiation moving in the
direction of, improving coordination among federal, state, and
local programs. He saw a movement toward a better integration
of those federal programs clesigned to adVance the welfare of
groups inadequately served at the state and local level. He
discussed the need to improve coordination between traditional
educational proarams and YEDIDA and reported that several_members
of Congress 'think that vocational education has resisted coordi-
nation with other components of education and has spent most ofits enetgy protecting turf. (Halperin, 1978)

Curriculum Content and Instruction

General - Cuviculum and instruction should be upgraded and
improved. SPecific Recommendations: (legislative authority
1976 Amendments)

1. Consumer and homemaking education - programs in consumer
education, food and nutrition, family living and parenthood
education, child development and guidance, housing and home
management, and clothing and textiles should be instituted.

From tha sums made available for grants under this
subpart pursuant to sections 102 and 103, the Com-
missioner is authorized to makevrants to states'
to assist them in conduoting consumer and home-

.. making education programs. (Sec. 150 (a))

Grants to states wider ,this subpart may .be used,
... for (1) educational programs in consumer home-
making education consisting of instructional pro-
grams, services and activities at all educational
levels for the occupations of homemaking d.ncluaing
but nOt limited to, consumer education, food and
nutrition, family living, and parenthood education,
child development and guidance, housing and home
management (including resource management), and
clothing and textiles which ... '(Sec. 150 (b)

encourage elimination of sex stereo-typing in con-
sumer and homemaking aducation by promoting the
development of curriculum materials ... (Sec. 150
(b) (B)

-give -greater consideration to economic, 'social, and
cultural conditions and needs; especially in econo-
mically depressed areas, and such courses may
include where appropriate bilingual 4nstruction;...
(Sec. 150 (b)------(C)
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encourage outreach programs in communities for
youth and adults ... (Sec. 150 (b) (D))

emphasize consumer education, management of re-
sources, promotion of nutritional knowledge and
food use, and parenthood education to meet the
current societal needs, ... and other means of
assuring quality in all homemaking education
programs such as ... curriculum development ...
(Sec. 150 (b) (F))

Energy education - there should be. training of'coal miners,
supervisors, and technicians in the fields of coal mining,
solar energy,.and alternative energy sources.

Funds available to states under section 120 May be
used to make grants to post-secondary educational
institutions to carry out programs for the training
of miners, supervisors, technicians (particularly
safety pevsonnel), and environmentalists in the
field of coal mining and coal mining technology,
including acquisition of equipment necessary for
the conduct of such program.7, (Sec. 123 (a) (1)) :

Funds available under section 120 may also be used
to make grants to post-secondary educational insti-
tutions to carrY out programl for the training of
individuals needed for the installation of solar
energy equipment, including training necessary for,
the installation of glass paneled solar coldectors
and of wind energy generators, and-for the instal-
lation of other related applications of solar ,

energy. (Sec. 123 (b))

3. Relevance training should be .for today's labor market and
for new and changing occupations.

....the State shall, in considering the approval of
such.applications, give priority to those applica-
tions which ... propose programs which are new to
ithe area to be served and which are designed to meet /

new and emerging manpower needs and job opportunities
in the area and, where relevant, in the State and
the Nation; and ... (Sec. 106 (a) (5) (A) (11))

Funds available to the tates undd'r section 130 1,0)
may be used for contracl.s for the support of curri-
culum development projects, including

(1) the development and dissemination of vocation-
al education curriculum materials for new and chang-
ing occupational fields ..." (Sec. 133 (a) (1))
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Funds available to the States under section 130
(a) mAy be used ler support of Stat reSearc
coordination units and for contracte by those
units.pursuant to comprehensive plapis of program
improvement involving

(3) improved curriculum materials for presently
funded programs in vocational education and new
curriculum materials for new.and emerging job
fields
(4) projects in the development of new careers
and occupations ... (Sec. 131 (a) (3) and (4))

Other Sources

According to Morrison's respondents, the third highest
priority need was, ellsuri,ng the relevance of vocatiohal curricula
to current job opportunities and.practices ,through.effective
methods for identifying, selecting,'and updating content. Other
needs which were ranked fairly high included: -individualizing
teaching andAaearning (e.g. curriculum) to meet the. needs of
different kinds of liprners, developing curricula which prepare
students for clusters of up-to-date occupations, increasing the
flexibility of vocational programs, and improving the curriculum
materials used by vocatiOnal students and educators. (Morrison/
1976)

In its study of secondary vocational education, NAM cited
several weakneese which included: too few students receiving
occupational trai.ning in areas where jobs are available or ex-
pected to be available, and lack of program relevance. The poor
placement rate of graduates in the area for which they were
trained was cited as an indicator of'the lack of program rele-
Arancy. NAM recommended that-tithe diverse educa'tional and occupa-
tional needs of vocational education students can be satisfied,
better by a broader, more flexible range of programs." (NAM, 1975)

Two medium high needs for vocational education, as perceived
by district .level personnel, are, first, the systematic initiation
of new vocational programs in .emerging occupations and fields with
expanding employment opportunities, and, second, the development
and use of competency-based instruction. Mentioned as a fairly
low priority need was vocational education .curricvla and 'instruc-
tional materials for use. in open entry/open exit situations.
(Adams, 1977)

Ellis reports that even with limited investment, strides
have been made in the design and' development of curricula for new
and emerging technologies and in modifying existing curricula for
ongoing programs. She comments favorably on the cluster concept
in curricular design, seeing it as holding great promise for
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vocational education. (Ellis, 1975)

All of the ten state plans revieWed have made provision Eor
upgrading and/or improving curriculum and instruction. Five
addressed the issue of relevance while Seven made specific refer-
ence to developing programs in consumer and homemaking eduvtion..
A few state plans intended to .implement energy eduCation as part
of their post-secondaxy vocational education program offerings.
(State Plans, 1977)

The GAO report fdund that vocational training or-retraining
oftentimes is not relevant in light of actual or anticipated
opportuniti,es for gainful employment. The report recommended to
the Congress that federal vocational funds direced to LEA's for
programs be used only for those skill areas for which existing
on anticipated job opportunifies can be demonstrated. (Comptrol-
ler General of the United States, 1974)

NACVE responded to the charge that ".student enrollments have
not been aligned with employment opportunities" by recognizing
the lag of vocational education courses in adjust.ing to changes
in the labor market. This they attributed mainly to lack of
proper planning. NACVE, however, questioned basing, the findings
solely on placement data. It also contended that objectives
other than training for employment should be part of vocational
education, for example, motivation for increasinglbasic skills,
and reducing school dropouts. NACVE, 1975)

COVERD identified a major problem in ;Iocational education
the development of means for keeping curricula up .to date and
responsive to the needs, of stud6nts. This relates to_ the need
for training students for.occupational versatility. The Committee
'was critical of curriculum development which ds totally directed
toward a small proportion of students and instructors. They ,

called for adequte curridulum development in all areas, stressing
the necessity for developing a 4ighly flexible and generalizable
curricula. (COVERD, 1976)

Some criticisms of vocational education voiced by 41embers of
Congress include: "vocational education provides irrelevant skills
training for.today's job market and especially for tomorrow's
economy," and "vocational education insists on maintaining train-
ing in..fhe old categories (e.g. T & I, Agriculture, etc.) as
opposed to new job areas as urged by Congress."

In translating the Carter Administration's legislative
themes, Halperin identified individualized educational plans for
ech student as a coming initiative. (Halperin, 1978, p. 11)
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Data Collection and Evaluation

General There is a need for more and better data on inputs
and procesSes bf vocational education, betterrevaluation of effec-.
tiveness, and better 6bcess to and uti;...lization of data, (legisla-
tive authority 19761imendments)

The Commissioner,and the Administrator of the National
Center for Educational Statistics shall . . - jointly
develop information elements and uniform definitions -

for a national vocational education data reporting and
accounting system. (Sec. 161 (a) (1)

.

There is hereby established a National Occupational
Information Coordinating Committee which shall ...
(B) develop and implement by September 30, 1977, an
occupational informat,ion system to meet the common
occupational information needs of vocational educa-
tion programs...which system shall include data on
occupational demands and supply ... (Sec. 161 (b)
(1) (B)

Any State desiring to participate in the programs
authorized by this Act shall also assign such full-

40

time personnel4may be necessary to assist the
State board i filling the purposes of this Act
by (B) gatherina, analyzing, and disseminating
data on the staus of men and women, studepts and
employees in the vocational education pragrams of
that State; (Sec. 104 (b) 4(1) (B)

Each State shall, duringftheive-year period of
the State plan, evaluate the effectiveness of each
program within the State being assisted with funds
available under this Act;... (Sec. 112 (b) (1) (A)

Funds available to the States ... may 'be used for...
projects to evaluate the operation of'programs for
the training, development and utilization of public
service aides, partidularly their effectiveness in
providing satisfactory work experiences and in meet-
ing public needs; ... (Sec. 131 (a) (4) (c)

Nr



The Commissioner and the Secretary of Labor together
shall ... evaluate the impact of such bilingual
vocational training on the shortages of well-trained
personnel, the unemployemnt or underemployment of
persons with limited English-speaking apility, and
the ability of such persons to acquire sufficient job
skills and English language skills to contribute fully
to the economy of the UnitediStates; ..._ Sec. 182 (a)

(2))

The Commissioner and the Secretary of Labor together
shall . . develop and dissemi ate accurate in-
formation on the statUs of bilingual vocational
training in all parts of the United States; .

(Sec. 182 (a) (1))

Other Sources

Morrison respondents ranked data collection and evaluation
needs as a high priority. The mean rating of statements regard-
ing tile need to more effectively evaluate vocational education
and to provide improved data for planning and evaluating voca-
tional programs were fourth and eighth highest, respectively.
Those surveyed viewed improving and expanding follow-up studies
of former graduates and employers, and developing practical pro-
cedures for measuring cost-effectiveness of program alternatives
as medium priority needs, (Morrison, 1976)

NAM found it was difficult for those secondary vocational
education programs lacking a viable feedback and evaluatiol'mech-
anism to respond effectively to job market projections for occupa-
tionally trained 11.4.gh school students. NAM recommended that sys-
tematic, standardized, and result-based methods of evaluating
programs should be required. (NAM,'1975)

District level personnel in large cities perweived data
collection and evaluation needs as a, fpirly low priority.
Adjudged medium low needs w.ere collecting information about voca-
tional graduate on-the-job performange from present employers,
and collecting up7to-date and valid information about job compet-
encies in certain areas. A lower ranked need was that of develo-
ping systematic precedures for usihg the information collected
through follow-up( studies to improve the educational process.
(Adams, 1977) \

4
Almost every/ one of the Cen state plans reviewed had as .a goal

the improvement Of data collection and/or evaluation.
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Some states identified specific needs, cuch as the need to
1). develop program standards, 2) improve evaluation of appren-
ticeship programs, 3) determine if equipment needs updating,
1) translate studen needs assessments and labor-market surveys
into programs, 5) study the effects of releasing seniors early
in the school day, and 6) evaluate instructional materials..
(State Plans, 1977)

The GAO report concluded that the planning of vocational
programs should be improved at the local, state, and n;ational
levels. Better data for policy formulation and plannirig should
be collected and the data that are available should be used ,more
effectively. The report recommended that the Secretary of HEW
should:

expand management evaluations of state and local
vocational education programs supported by federal
funds. (p. 35)

expand efforts to enforce the requirements that all
2EAs and SEAs, in planning vocational krogriams,
identify the needs of public and private business,
industry, labor, and students and that those identified
needs be considered the primary basis for decision.-
making about providing those vocational services
supported by the Vocational Education Act of1963.
(p. 35)

increase efforts in the develcipte,nt of yocational

L
iqprmation systems that will provide 'data for'com-
patative analysis, and continuously r view use of
tht data to imptove vocational:programs. (p.. 35)

- deelop with states an improv'ed approach to planning
which will better meet state needs as well as. providing
information necessary to adequately monitor and evaluate
fedqral program expendAUres. (p.. 35)

The GAO also recommTded that HEW improve techniepl assistance to
states so as to help them to identify, develop, and apply data
which will more effectively consider each criterion in the law.
4). 104) (Comptroller General of'the 'United States, 2974)

NACVE contends that what is needed is not a national voca-
.

tional educaUon data collection effort,,but a ,national comPuter-
ized information system for all education. The report cites the
development of state management information systems as a step in
this direction. The SACVEs recognize.that data are not available,.
for assessing labor market needs or projections. There is a need
for Labor Department data. (NACVE, 1975.)
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State councils cOmplained that there was no common core of
data that could be used among different agencies and that the
data formats now being used are not translatable from one system
to another. Although, the existence of adequate data is sometimes
a problem, the greatest difficulty lies in obtainang it 11n a use,-.
able form. (NACVE, SACVE, 1974)

11,

COVERD found that insufficient .data exist to allow for a
comprehensive evaluation of vocational education R & D and'
recommended that the Commissioner of Education ensure that USQE
develop a cbmprehensiVe plan for evaluation of vocatipnal edu-
cation R & D. The-objectives of this plan should be determined.
by examining vocational education and its actual benefits. They
recOmmeladed that evaluation criteria be developed and a sample
of projects be ektensively evaluated. Additional data should ,

be collected through longitudinal studies of vocational students
and their eftiployers concerning measures of students; job satis-
raction, continuation of education, job mobility and wages,
employers satisfaction, and savings in training costs. The
Committee also recoliimended that HEW support a comprehensive, and
well-integrated inormation resource system linked to-a dis-
semination.network serving practitioners?

The Committee ,i.ssued a call for the improved evaluation of
vocational education. programs. Larger and )2etter designed
samples,.more appropriate experimental and 1§uestionnaire design,
better measurement of background and criterion variables, and
more suitable statistical techn*ues need to be utilized. Other
measures of program succeSs such as job satisfaction, job
turnover rates,'changes in student self-perceptions, etc., should
be considered. In short, vocational education R & D has been
underutailized due to an inadequate data base and the lack of
appropriate information collection andretrievalpechanisms.
(COVERD, 1976)

Jenninas -and Radcliffe stress the imPortance of having
evidence to show that vocational education is doing a better lob
than regular classes in.getting people better jobs. They identi-
fy the following evaltiative'criteria: paacement in jobs or close-
ly related areas for which an indiVidual is prepared; whether or
.not the person was well prepared for the job and satisfied with
the area for which prepared; and whether the vocational program
is worthwhile, from the employer's pointof'vieW. (Jennings and
Radcliffe, 1977)

4

In reporting Congressmen's perceptions of vocational educa-.
tion, HalPerin listed one commonly held feeling that "vocational
educ,ation is delinquent in statistical collection and 'hard-nosed'.
program evaluation-so that Congress and the taxpayer aannot know
whether programs are effective or even in proper O'ompliance with
federal statutes." (Halperin, 1978, p. I?)
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Equipment and Facilities

Geht.ral Up-to-date equipment:, and facilities should bp
provided. .

Specific needs; 7(1eclis1ative authority - 1976 Amendments)

1. Facilitiei" should be renovated and remodeled to provide
vocational education designed to meet today's needs.

-It is the purpose 22 this part to piovide emergency
assistance...to loOal educational agencies in urban
..and rural' areas' which are unable to provide Vocational,.
educatiOn 'designed to meet today's'manpower'nee4s due
to the age of their vocational education facilities
-or the obSolete nature' of the equipment uged for voca-
tional training,' in order to assist such agencies in
the modernization of,facilities and equipment and the
conversion pf academic facilities necessary to assure
thpt spc)-1 f(cilities will be able to offer vo'pational
e.:lucation p rams-)Wlvich give reasonable promise of
employment .., Sec. 19I)`

fa()ther Sources

Respondents to Adams' survey ranked "standards, procedures,,
and funds for replacing obsolete equipMent" as a medium high need.
A medium priority, goal as perseived.by city directors is to im-
prove the planning and financing of equipment for vocational ,

insquction so up-to-date equipment can be maintained.
(Adams, 1977) .

Only two of the 10 state planS reviewed addressed the qtleis-
tion of equipment and facilities,and these were general statements
to the effect that up-to-date equipment and facilities should be-
provided: (State Plans, 1977)



A

Funding

General Adequate Funding should-be provided.
Specific Needs:

, 1. Funds should be usea more4effectively

2. Funding level need to be known'far enough in advance for'
effective blanning

3. Methods should be e.stablished to insure compliance with
existing re'gulations in the use of Federal funds

df
,The 1976 AMendments contain a great deal of material on how
voCational education funds are to be allcicated fon various other
.needs -but do not specifically address funding as a need in itself.

Other Sources

A high priority need according to Morrison's respondents was
Tinancing vocational education programs by effectively using
local, state, and federal sources. A medium priority need was
centinuing proven innovations when outside funds were no longer
available. (Morrison, 1976)

NAM found that the relatively high-cost of providing occupa-
'tional.training in such areas as trades and- industry-hinders the
expansion of these vocational eduáation programs'because fundg
are usually alldcated on a per .pupil basis. This contributes to.
the inability of s.econdary vocational education to .resgond to job
market projections for occupationally trained high school students.
(UNNI, 1575)

District level personnel fe4t the highest ranked needs for
vocational 'education in large cities-were related'to funding.
The top need was for firm commitmentq concerning eimely vocational
funding so. Decal districts pould plan and initiate programs on
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schedule. The second highest need was seen as district forward
funding based on long-range plans so as to permit continuity,of
program planning and services. Another mo4erately high-ranked
need was tor.direct7federal funding to major urban areas without
their being denied state funding. Other needs intluded resource
allocation'formulas allowing for differences in the cost of deliv-
ering.vocational education in urban and rural areas, and develop-
ment of alternative bases for obtaining funds at the local level.
(Adams, 1977)

Most of the ten state plans reviewed which mentioned funding
did so in a general sense by citing a need for adequate funding.
Some specific needs which were reported included funding for
innovative programs and "seed money" for the implementation bf
newly developed and tested programs. A few plans called for
using funds more effectively, especially at the postsecondary
level. (State Plans, 1977) -

The GAO report recommended that the Secretary of HEW should:
.20

analyze actual State practices in distributi,on of
federal funds to determine consistency with the
law's criteria.. (p. 104)

perform:follow-up reviewg to insuke that States
improve' their distribution procedures so that
Federal funds can be better targeted tp meet
needs defined in the law. (p. 104)

Generally, ethe GAO found little to insure that funds provided to
statbs are actually-targetee'to areas of highest need or to areas
maXimizing program impact. It .felt. that states could improve
their,distribution practices by allocating on the basis of: 1)
mdiapOwer needs,and job opportunities, 2) differences.in yocational
education needs, 3) relative ability to provide resources, or
4Y relative costs Of single programs- versus making funds generally
available to all LEAs. (Comptroller General of the United States;
1974)

NACVE recognized that a problem exists regarding the target-
ing of funds in accordance with priorities'qtated in the law. It
citpd the wide discretion allowed state.and local administrators
tin handling federal vocational education funds and the competing
demands. made 'upon those administrators .as contibuting factors to-sk
this problem. The Council stated that there_ is a need for greater
OE evaluation of how federal funds are used 4nd stronger federal
guidance to insure that priorities axe met. NACVE recommended
that HEW undertake a researeh effort to answer the following
questions:
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a

1. How much has the cost of vocational education per
student hour in different types of courses risen
since 1964?

2. How does the cost rise in vocationaf education
compare with thp.cost rise in other areas of
education?

3. State'by state,show have state appropriations for
vocational education comparediwith federal appro-
priations?

4. What factors seem to account for the difference,
between those. states that have continued to
match annual federal increases and those states
that have not? .

5. State by state, how does the record of appropria-
tions for vocational education compare with the
record of appropriations for secondary education?
For higher education?

What factors seem to account,for the difference
between states which have increased the vocational .
education approprdation at a greater rate than the
general education appropriation and states in
which the opposite is the case? (p. 4)

.Generally, the report called for stricter federal guidelines for
expenditures for certain subpopulations, such as the disadvantaged
and handicapped, and additional research to evaluate the strengths
and'weaknesses of the current systeM in maximizing the impet of
'feddral funds. (NACVE, 1975)

Most of the state councils stated that better regulations
are needed to define those in, need and how to reach.them. Con-
currently, increased funding for special populations was seen as
a necessity if the intent of the law is to be met. The councils
expressed concern over the timing of fundingkrequesting that
funding information be .known far enough in a vance to allow for

sufficient planning. Councils also urged continuation cif a carry-
over provision. (NACVE, SACVE, 1974)

COVERD recommended that fifty percent of all vocational
R & D funds should be 4esignated as Commissioner's funds and be
used to solve national obr multi-state problems. They also Yecom-
mended that at least twenty perCent of the vocational education
R & D funds be used to generate new knowledge. Generally, a
better mix of funding procedures was suggested, one which would
separate fuhding for career education and vocational education
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R & D and would insure the allocation of funds specifically to
Reearch Coordinating Units. Additiona11,57, the Committee recom-
mended that the Commissioners of Educatidn should fund studies
reflecting the needs'of users of R & D to determine the most
effective dissemination methods and forms of information analysis
for different sit)Irations and users. (COVERD 1976)

Jennings and Radcliffe mention the Congressional feeling
that any research funds must be used only for applied research.
Congress intends that re'search efforts should offer reasonable
probability of improving teaching techniques or gerierating curri-
culum materials withirrive years of their termination. Jennings
and Radcliffe also offer the hope that more adequate notice of
appropriation levels will be forthcoming. (Jennings and Radcliffe,
.1977)

Halperin reported that the new Administration would like to
relax rigid fiscal controls upon sates reaching a specified
level of performance. He also reiterated the necessity of broad
categorical programs for advancing the welfare of various groups
which are inadequately served at the state and local:level, while
at the same time proposing that excessive categorization can be

reduced. A coMplaint voiced by Corigressmen is that voeationa-1
education is dominated by rural, vocational agricultural 'interests
and consistently shortdhapges the cities. (Halperin, 1978)

Interaction With Employers

General There should be more interaction and involvement
emplOyers in Vocational education (legislative authority

1976 Amendments)

Funds available to the States ... may be used'for
contacts4 for the support of exemplary and innovative
programs, including ... programs and projects to
facilitate the participation of employers and labor
organizations in postsecondary vocational education.
(Sec. 132 (a) (5) (B)

Specific needs: (legislative authority - 1976 AmendMents)

1. Wider qa.a..lef cooperative vocational education programs

Funds available to the States under Section 120 may be
used for establishing or expanding cooperative voca-
tional education programs through local educational
agencies with the participation of public and private
employers. (Sec. 122)



2. Wider use of work study programs

Funds available to the States under section 120' may
be used for grants to local educational agencies for
work-study programs ... (Sec. 12],( (a))

. 3. Greater coordination and cooperation'with 1 r unions to
develop pre-apprentice and journeyman traini programs

Funds available to thd States ... may be used ,for
contracts, ... for the support of exemplary and
innovative programs, including - programs and
projects to facilitate the participation of employers
and labor organizations in postsecondary vocational
education. (Sec. 132 (a) (5) (B)

he

Other Sources

The two highest priority needs for vocational education,
according to Morrison's respondents, related to interaction with
employers and labor organikations. The number one priority need
was to increase collaboration with key, segments of the employment
community (e.g. business, industry, organized labor, government).
A medium priority need was that of expanding opportunities for
all students to explore and practice job skills in both community
and school settings. (Morrison, 1976)

NAM found that the limited business and industry involvement
was a major contributor-to the failure of vocational education to
meet the occupational needs of the student and society.. They
recommended that cooperative.programs should be expanded even
when this requires modification of existing statutes. (NAM, 1.9715)

Maintaining vocational education programs as a source of
employees for business and industry was considered as a medium
needlby district level personnel in large citie's. Frequent and
consistent communication with employers to provide information
on_the programs offered, services provisied, and employees avail-
able through vocational education programs was seen as a lower
need. (Adams, 1977)

Ellis reported vocational.education has greatly improved its
relationships with the employment community since the enactment
of the 1968 Amendments. National and State-Advisory'Councils and
advisory committees have contributed to this improvement. Ellis
stated that there remains a need for expanded cooperative and
work-study programs because enrollments are so limited. (Ellis,
1975)
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Of the ten state plans reviewed, the few that mentioned
interaction with employers'and labor organizations dealt primaril
with the laced to make wider us6 of cooperative and workstudy pro-
grams. One state plan 'mentions better coordination with labor.
unions in developing pre-apprentice and apprentice programs,
while another mentioned cooperativekprograms emphasizing career
exploration. (State Plans, 1977) 3

The GAO report claimed that local vocational'officials have
only informal and, infrequent contact with the business communitY
andIthat labor resistance was an obstacle to establishing work
-stations for vocational training programs. A need for more work
experience was also reported: 'Cooperative arrangements between
schools and employers'were encouraged. A recommendation was made
to the Secretary tf HEW that leqislative provisions which inhibit
the interaction of students with the adult world be reviewed and
possibly revised. (Comptroller General of the United States,
1974)

NACVE reported 'that work experience is only one technique
to be used in the training Of students. They cautioned against
ignoring potential pitfalls state of the economy, tightness
bf labor.""ffiarket, saturat4on of an area or industry with students,
inadequate supervision, exploitation, misunderstandings with
labor unions, etc. The ,Council suggested that cooperative work
expe7rience must be carefully planned, superv±sed by a knowledge-
able coordinator, and details must be successfully negotiated
witA employers and labor unions. (NACVE, 1975)

COVERDt in reviewing literature on instructional techniques,
oted that there is limited evidence demonstrating the superiority

coopera,tive educatioh programs oVer othir methods of instruc-
%ion. In citing an assessmen.t of research in cooperative voca-
tional education methods by Wallace, they reported there'is a
need for: (1) a theoTetical ftameworkato guide the research and
application of research findings; g) improved,research techno-
logy for evaluation of such complexTnstruction; (3) attention
to many qudentanq teaoher variables and their interactions in
complex learnihg environments; and (1) greater attention-to
growth in studentS,related to intellectual skills, social skills,
attitudes toward educatio.n and the world of work, and self
concept.

The Committee also examined studies which have been conduc-
ted regarding the effectiveness of job training in industry and
concluded that very little is known about tasks which are taught'
most effectively on the job or in school. (COVERD, 1976)
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Personnel Development

General The qualifications of persons working or pre-
paring to work in vocational education.shoule be improved.
(leoislative authority - 1976c Amendments)

Funds available to the States under Section4130 (a)
may be used to support programs or projects designed
to improve the qualifications of persons serving or
preparing to serve in vocational education,programs,
including teachers, administrators, supervisors, and'
vocational guidance and counseling personnel, ...
(Sec. 135 (a)

Specific needs: (legisrhtive authority - 1 7C Amendments),

1. More women and ethnic group members should be prepared to
administer vocational educ'ation proorars.

There should be more effective preparation for special areas
of vocational education

Funds available to the States under Section 130 (a) may
A be used to support programs- or projects . .

(1) to train or retrain teachers, and supervisors
and trainers of teachers,in vocational education
in new and emerging occupations;

(2) which provide in7service training for vdcational.
education teachers and other staff members, to im-
-prove the quality of instruction, supervision, and
administration of vocational education programs', and
to Overcome SQX bias in vocational education programs;

(3) whicAPprovide for exOhange of vocatiOnal education
teachersrand other personnel with skilled workers or
supervisors in business, industry, and agriculture ...
and for development and operation of cooperative
progams involving periods of's-teaching in schools
providing vocational educhtion am:7 of experience in
commercial, indgstrial, or other public employment
related to the subject matter taught in such school;

(4) to prepare jouineymen in the s)0.11ed trades or
occupations for teaching positions;

(5) to train and to 13roVide in-scrvice.training for
teachers and supervisors and trainers of teachers in
vocational education to improve the quality of
instruction, supervision, and administration of
vocational education for persons with limited English-
speaking ability and to train or retrain counseling
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and guidance personnel to meet the special needs
of persons with limited English-speaking ability;,..)
... (Sec. 135 (a) (1-5)

Funds available to the States/under Section 130 (a) may
be used for contracts fpr t4 support of curriculum
delielopment projects, including

-

support seivices designed to enable teachers to meet
the needs of individuals enrolled in vocational.
education programs traditionally limited to members
of the opposite sex, ... (Sec. 133 (a) (2))

got less Ihan 20 per centem of the funds available to
the States under Section 130 (a) shall be used to
support programs fof vocational development'guidance
and counseling programs and serVices which ... shall
inciude

vocational guidance and counseling training designed
to acquaint quidande counselors with (A) the chang-.
ing4vork patterns of woMen, (B) ways of effectively
overcoming occupatiorikl sex stereotyping, and.(C)
-ways of.,assisting girls and women in selectin5 careers
solely on their occupaftional needs and i.nterests,
and to develop improved career counseling materi"als

'which are free; .,. (Sec. 134 (a) (4)

Other Sources f

Threeneeds related to personnel deVelopment received high
priority rating by Morrison's respondents: improving opportuni-
ties for the in-service training of vocational personnel to renew
and expand their competencies; insuring that preservice prepara-
tion of vocational personnel meetS present and emerging compet-
encyneeds; and.improving counselor education programs. Lower
priority needs included: preparing an adequate supply of quali-
fied vocational personnel for each leadership role; identifying
and improving the special skills needed by vocational personnel
to work with special groups; and providing specialized personnel
to Nalcational programs. (Morrison, 1976)

Among the highest ranked ten specific needs 4-eluz. vocational
education in large cities was developing effective preservice
counselor education programs in vocational guidance. Other fair-
ly high ranked needs were training vocational teachers and
counselors in new apprOaches to vocational education and encour-
aging the involvement of teachers in industry-based exploration
and in-service education. A medium need was that of developing
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the special awareness, ingtructional skills, and service skills
needed to serve the nandicapped, minorities and other special
needs grbups. (Adams, 1977)

Ellis reported that the Education rrofessions Development
Act has made significant strides in prerarinc vocational educa-
tion leaders of vocational education. Lven though the absolute
number of vocational education teachers has crown, Ellis noted
tAlat there are critical shortages in selected vocational fields,
particularly agriculture and trade and industry. (Ellis 1975)

All ten of the state plans mentioned-theneed for improvinc:
the qualifications of persons working or preparing to work in
vocational education, most crucially in special needs areas.'
Ileeeed personnel development projects incluCed programs fbr (1)
working with the handicapped, (2) trainins state itaffs to recoc..
nize and overcome sex biaS, (3) traininc, in newHand emerging
o upations, (4) training vonsuMer and homemaking personnel,
( ,training administrators.of apprentice training, (6) improv-
ing the qualifications of guidance and counseling personnel,
(7) educating instructional, supervisOry, coordinating and admin'
istratiVe staffs in work-experience proc.rers, (8) inservice
training in competency-based instruction for all vocational
teachers, and (9). preparing personnel tb..effectively.orgatize
,and operate student voqational organizations. (State Plans, 1977)

COVERD redommended that the Commissioner of Education and
state directors of vocational.education insure that researchers
and administrators from minority populations be involved in P. &

programs. It was also. suggested that annual status reports be
prepared on the percentage of R & D project directors who are
members of various populationsubgroups. The Committee recomne
ded that user training programs be concluctee involving P. & D
personnel, administrators, and educators to'iMprove the flow f

information from the P. & D resource syster to the practice'
community. (COVERD, 1976)

Jennings and Radcliffe stata,i1 that Con,ress, in modifying
the EPDA Program, was trying to attract people who have,skills
that need to be taught and to assist thcI: in moving into the
vocational education profession. The new procTram will alsoyer-
mit teachers certified in oVer-supplied. fields to be retraiaed
for positions in vocational education. This will help address
.the teacheX supply imbalance that e'sists in some areas. (Jennincs
and Radcliffe, 19,77)

Halperin reported that Congressmen are critical of vocational
education for being run by "an encrusted, Cefensive, unprogressive
educational establishment, Unwilling to cooFerate with society's
other trainers for employment. Vocational education faculty

I
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don't kepp up-to-date and think ... only about their own voca-
tion." (p. 11) Halperin advocates research activities designed
to dispel such views. (Halperin, 197E)

Planning

General There should be more and improved planning to guide
the development and administration of vocational education
(legislative authority - 1976 Amendments)

Any State desiring to receive' Funds under this Act
shall submit to the Commissioner, durapg Fiscal year
1977 and, during each fifth fiscal ye occurring there-
after, a State plan for vocational education for the five
fiscal years succeeding each such fiscal year. (Sec.

107 (a) (1))
-

Any Statp desiring to receive funds under this Act shall
submit to the Commissioner an annual program plan and
accountability report for each of the fiscal years in-
cluded in the five-year State plan. (Sec. 108 (a) (1))

Funds reserved to the Commissioner under Section 103
for programs under this part shall be used primarily
for contracts, and in some cases for grants, for----
support of a national center for research in vocational
education, --- and shall, either dixectly or through
other public agencies --- develop and provide information
to facilitate national planning and policytdevelopment
in vocational education; (Sec..171 (a) (2) (D))

Specific needs

To avoid duplication of effort, vocational education planners
should be aware of all training facilities and programs
in their geographic areas.

Other Sources
-

Planning, per se, was not listed as a separate need,
and planning related concerns were not viewed as being high
needs for vocational education in large cities. The need for
systematic procedures for using follow-up information to improve
the educational process received a mean rank of 42 out of 50.
(Adams, 1977)
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Ellis' examination of annual and long-range plans for
vocational education indicated an improvement in the states'
abilities to engage in comprehensive planning, but noted that
problems exist. Numerous pieces of federal and state legisla-
tion calling for comprehensive planning lead to overlap,
duplication, and sometimes competition among various agencies
to serve the same people. Ellis reported that while the
Vocational Education Amendments of 1968 called for planning,
'there was neither a specific mandate nor specific appropriation
for states to engage in comprehensive planning. (Ellis, 1975)

alf of the ten state plans mentioned planning concerns,
generally citing the need for more and improved planning to
auide the development and administration sr. vocational ,educa-
tion. Specific needs included planning for special*needs
students and planning that reflects the utilization of labor
marke.t needs data, training kesources available, and advisory
councils.

4

The GAO. report noted that the vocational education glanning
process could be improved. It found:that state and local plans
for vocational education were primarily compliance documents,
neither providing direction to programs nor measuring their
impact. *The needs of potential students and communities were
not being assessed in any systematic, ongoing manner. It also
foilnd that the limitations on advisory councils lessened their
impact on improvement in the planning process and that or-
ganizational patternswithin vocational education fragmented
responsibility, r sulting in independent and isolated plapning.
,The report made umber of recommendations relative to
planning:

1. The Secretary of HEW should help states develOp an
upproach to planning which will better meet state needs
as well ',Ns provide information necessary to more ef-
fectively monitor and evaluate federal program ex.-

,penditures.

Efforts should be expanded to enforce the requirement
that all LEAs and SEAs, in planning vocational programs,
iden'tify the needs of public and private business,
industry', labor, and students and furthermore, that
those needs be considered the primtary basis for
decision making about providing vocational services
under the Vocatioilal Education Act.of 1963.

3. The roles of those organizatiens within HEW involved in
occupational training should be clarified and some
mechanism should be implemented by which these bodies
can engage in coordinated; comprehensive'planning.
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4. States and LEAs should be encouraged to
. assess training resources and facilities in all
geographic areas.so federal funding can be viewed
within the context of total available resources.

In its recommendation to Congress, the GAO asked Congress
to consider requiring the Secretaries of HEW and DOL to
coordinate the planning of thosp programs conducted under
state plans for vocational edutation with the planning done
for training programs under CETA and those under the State
Postsecondary Commissions authorized by the educational amend-
ments of 1972. This coordination would assure that education
and manpower efforts Were synchronized'at all levels.

NACVE acknowledged the compliance nature of mobt state
plans, but asserted that all%statps are concerned with seeking
ways to improve their planning process. The'Council cited
two fforts where state councils have 1-commended to the state
board of education that the vocational education delivery system
establisb statewide priorities, goals, and objectives based on
input received from a task force.representing (1) all levels of
vocational education, (2) public and private agencies serving
vocational education, (3) lay persons, and' (4) students; the
state councils also lecommended that the system provide for
continuous review, updating, and evaluation. While it appeared
to the Council that some progress was being made in assessing
needs, Setting Rriorities, 'and planning resource .use, the
Council recommended that a thorough needs assessment be required
in each state before expenditure' ii,riorities are set so that the
needs of the lesS vocal or less powerful elements of the popula-
tion are not ignored. (NACVE, 1975)

The joint NACVE-SACVE report recognized current limita-
tions of state plans, especially their compliance nature, and
stated that the documents need to become more effective guides
for performance,. Unfortunately, the councils concluded that a
"system has not been developed-which will bring about the Alost
effective planning at the sthte level." SuOpstions for improving
state plans included increasing the flexibility of t egula-
tions defining Mow the state plans are to be created, an
eliminating unnecessary formal requirements. (NACVE, SACVE,
1975)
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Halperin reported that one of the recent congressional
criticisms of vocaticinal education has been that vocational
education refuses to engage in effective statewide planning
so that a state's needs and resourcee might be better Matched.
(Halperin, 1978)

Research-and Development

General - R & D should belapported to encourage' the improve-
ment and tesponsiveness of vocational education. (legislative
authority 1976 Amendments)

Funds available to the States under Section 130 (a) may
be 'used forqsupport of State research coordination units
and for contracts by those'units pursuant to comprehensive
plans for program improvement involving - (1) applied
research and development in vocational education; (Sec.
131 (a) (1)) one other reference -

Grants and contracts under Section 188 may be used, in
accordance with-applications approVed under Section 189B
fOr (3) experimental, developmental, and pilot
programs and projects designed to test the effects of
research findings; (Sec. 189 (3))

Specific needs: (legislative authority - 1976 Amendments)
1) Dissem4nation and utilization there should be greater
knolwedge about and use of research r-esults.

Funds available to the states under Section 130 (a) may
be used for support of state research coordination uni.ts
and for contracts by those units pursuant to comprehensive
plans of program improvement involving (5) dissemination
of the results ,of the contracts made pursuant to paragraphs
(1) through (4) , tincluding employment of persong to act
as disseminators, oh a local level, f these results.
(Sec. 131 (a) (5))

Grants and contracts under Se4tion 188 may be used,
in accOrdance with applicatio s approved under Section
189B, for ..:-(4) other demonstration and dissemination
projects. (Sec. 189 (4))



Other Sources
7

Morrison's'respondents felt it a high iority need to

provide tools and techniques for improved plaIing, management,
and evaluation of vocational education program . Low priority

.needs .included imprbving the effectiveness with whieh program

-ddrectors adopt,valid innovatiops.and develop effectiv or-

ganizational patterns. (Movisoq, 1976)

i District level vDcatipnal educational personnel in large
-_ cities perceived, as.a medium high need, the development of

procedures for incorporatjrnglodemonstrated innovations'.into the

operating school district when outside funds are no lbhger

availablé Identifying methods for diagnosing the basic academic
competencies of students so-that appropriate r,emedial activities.

, can be prescribQd was considered to be a mediuM low need.
(Adams., 1977)/

1;..] ,

Ellis reported.that.Congressiopal appropriations air
vocational-education R D have consisteqtly fallen short of,the

authorized level.. This'undeAunding- has led to,several saribus
needs in.vocational aducation, among them tha need for (1)

., more definitive data to determine the impact of ,vocational educa-
tion on the"national program) (2) basic as well as applied re-
earch, (3). more coordination among projects of national need

.so as to'avoid duplicaLion, -(4) 'ongoinc addr.6Ssing of l'atiOnal
'and state prioritieS', and (5) increased emphasis on the utiliza-
.tion and 'dissemination of research findings. (Ellis,'1975)

-

Most .ef-the ten state plans, supporte6 fl & D so'as to encour-
age ihe improvelli."Knt dnd responsiveness of vocatienal eduCation.
Some of.the specific R & D activities which were ,called for

included: developing a system for surveying eMployers of persons
.
who recently completed vocational progr'ams, developing a regional

- system for identifying and serVing the vocational needs of adults,
anC implemnting programs to test the effectiveness of research
'findings. (State Plans, 1977)

COVERD,recommended that a significant portion of Federal
R & D funds'shotad,be designated for dissemination and utilization,
under the direct responsiblity of the Bureau of Occupational and
Adult EducatiOn of'USOE. It asked that comprehensive dissemina-

:tTion and utilization plans be developed and user training programs
,be conducIed.to.improVe the flow of information from the resource
,systpm to practittioners. ,The Committee recommended several stra-
teqies necessary for a comprehensive evaluation of vocational
edocationAl & D: (1) defining the_go'als of the R & D program,
(2) having funding agencies provide access to final reports-of
all R & D projects, (3)'fadilitating the development of re.search,

synthesis documents, (4) developing an'evaluation plan for R6, D
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'that includes-the collection of .19.mgftudinal data, and (5)
developing a comparative, evaluative data base to determine w.Dat
vocational education-program$ and R & D have been effpctive arid
sh:ould.receive continued support. (COVERD, 1976)

The National and State Councils asked how research and
exemplary programs can .ble designed.so as to 1.-ve maximum impact
on the vocational education system? In surc y.of impact,
directed t6 State Coun6i1s,'a question're1atiVe.to R & D.was, "Is

. there an adequate system for the dissemination of the,testlts of
research and exemplary programsin your.Stater -Of the 36 etates
tesponding, nineteen answaKed."yes" and seventeen'"no". _(NPICVE,
SACVE, 1974, Appendix 11, p.13)

dpnnings,-and Radcliffe reported-Cbngress' intent to see
results'from Vocational-Education R & D. ,By forcing states to
Contract for research, curticulum development,'or exemplary pro-:
gram, rather than make grants for-these activities, Congress '

hope§ to see more conCrete results. Congress feels that voca-
tional education research should have direci impact on class-

. room teaching techniques or curriculum materials. (Jennings and,
,Radcliffg, 1977)

Sex Discrithination and Sex Stereotyping/Egual Opportunity

.,General - All artificial barriets to participation in
;vocational programs should be eliminated. (legislative authority
-. 1976 Amendments)

It is the'purpose of this part to assist,states in
improving planning in the-use of all resources aVail--.
able to them for vocational edUcation is also
the purpose of this Tart to.authorize Federal,grants

.

to States to assist theM%*:. (3) to develop and carry
out such programs o vocational education within each
state so as to overcome sex'discrimination and sex
stereotyping in vocational prggrams (including.pro-
gfams of homemaking) and thereby fUrpish equal educa-
tional opportunities in vocational education to.persons
o both sexes-...." (Sec,. 101,(3))

Fund§ available to the states under Section 130 (a) may
be' uSed to support activities which show promise of
overcoming sex stereotyping and bias in vocational
education. (Sec. 136)
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Specific needs:
0

1. Sex discrimination and sex stereotyping.should be overcome
4in vocational education programs,

No one should be prevented from taking vocational courses
on theibasis of race, ethnicity, or cultural origins.

Other Sources

Those responding to the National Sdrvey of Vocational Educa-
tion Needs gave a low priority ranking to the need to'enroll
students into all vocdtion. programs on an equal opportunity basis.
Based Upon a'means_ rank.ing, 4the Statement was ranked number 47
out of 48.

/ _.(Morris9n 1976)
4.

Nine.out of the ten state plans reviewed listed the elimin-
ation Of sex.stereotyping and sex discrimination as a goal or

.,objective, ,lthough several states reported that during the Public
hearings, several 'citizens_said.that too much emphasis was becng
placed on sex disci.imination.

The 'GAO report determined that sex discriMination.was among
the barriers which have restricted access to training and employ-
ment. Although prohibited by'Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972, sex discrimination was found to be implicit in catalogs'
describing vocational programs and in the lócation.of c sses in
such a manner'as to encourage sex role stereotyping. G4 ..recom-
men-ded to the Secretary of HEW that applicable ,provisions: of
Title IX of.the Education Amendments .of 1972 be implemented to
eliminate sex discrimination in vocational education, and that
proven techniques be adopted tcr recruit members of one sex .into
occupations traditionally considered the prerogative o.f the other,
sex. Thelialso recommended' that entranCe re9uirements to insti-
tutions and courses'be analyzed and that states be advised thai
.federal funds will not be available for programs which unfairly
deny entrance to students who, want training.

The National,and 'State Advisory Councils argued that in
ordpir for vocationa education tb continue to grow and meet the
needs of people, it will have' to determine whether discrimination
baSed on race or 6)ic eXists. (NACVE, SACVE,s-1974)

The COVERD reported that altEough vocational education has
been encouragpd to eliminate sex stereotyping in programs and to
provide equal access to programs associated with occupations
traditionally dominated by one sex, it is not clear to what extent
this requirement is being met. The Committee noted a dearthkof
vocational education R & D funding devoted to the nees of w4men,

a
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especiallY since more than half of the students ih vocational
education are women. (CONaRD) 1976)

. Radcliffe asserted that vocational education has a tremen-
dous responsibility in overcoming sex discrimination and providing
for prOductive employment. (Jennings and Radcliffe, 19.77)

Halperin noted the following Congressional critMism of
vocational education: "vocational -education (and home economics
in particular) is discriminatory toward women, minorities and
'the handicapped and much of vocational, education is sex-stereo-
typed." (Halperin, 1978, p. 11)

**.. Special Needs Groups

General Appropriate vocational education programs should
be provided for individualswho require special programs, ,modifi-
cations of programs, or supplemehtal services to help them succeed.

Specific groups: (legislative authoritY - 1976 Amendments)

1. Handicapped - Mental, hearing, deaf, speech impaired,
visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed,
crippled, or other health impaired.

For,each fiscal year, at least 10 per ceptUm of !each
State's allotment under Section 103 shall be used to
pay 50 per centum of the, cost of vocational education
for handicapped persons. (Sec. 110,(a)'

2. Disadvantaged Persons with academic or pconomfc problems

Any State desiring toj-eceive the"amount for which' it
is eligible for any fiscall'ear purkiant to this .Act
shall, through its State boar,d, submit tb, and maintain
on file with, the Commissioner a general application
providing assurances- ... that the State shall, in
,conSidering the approval of such, applications, give
priority to those applicants which are located in
economically depressed areas and areas with high rates
of ilnemployme9.t, and'are unable to provide the resoUrces
necessary to mept the vocational education needs of
those areas without Fedetal assistance, ... (Sec. 106
Ca) (5) (A) (i))

From the sums made available for grants under thi
subpart pursuant to sections 102 and 103,'the
-Commisqioner is authorized to make grants' to States
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to assist them in conducting special programs for
the disadvantaged ... (Sec. 140)
ences

3. Bilingual Persons with limited tnglish speaking ability

Funds available to the States under section 130 (a)
may be used for contracts, as part of the comprehensive
plans of program improvement: mentioned in section 131
(a) for the Support of exemplary and innovative pro-
grams, including ... programs of efféptive vocational
education for individuals with limited tnglish-speaking
ability; (Sec. 132 (a) (3))

4. Inmates of correctional 'institutions

Women.

Grants to States uhder this subpart may be used, in
accordance with five-yeat State plans and annual
program plans approved pursuant to section 109, for
the following purposes: ... support dervices for
women-who enter programs designed to prepare indivi-
duals for employment in jobs which have been tradi-
tionally limited o men, includinq counseling as to
the nature of such p%mgrams and the difficulties
which may be encountered by women in such programs,
and job development and job follow-up services;
(Sec. 120 (b) (1) (J))

6. Other

Grants to States under this subpart may be used, ...
for the following purposes: ... day care services
for children of studentp in secondary and post-
secondary vocational education programs; (Sec. 120
(s) (10) (K))

Grants to States undethis s_Ubpart may be used.
for the following purposes: ... vocational education
for (i) persons whc had solely been homemakers but
who now, because of dissolution of marriage, must
seek employment; (ii) persons who are single heads
df households and who lack adequate job skills; (iii)
persons who are currently homemakerg and parttime
workers but who wish to Secure a fulltime job;
(Sec. 120 (b) (1) (L) (i-iii))
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Other Sources

,Generally, Morrison's respondents ranked special needs groups
as low priority. Two exceptions were improving and expanding
vocational education to meet the needs of the handicapped, which
vas ranked as a high prioritt need, and improving and expanding
vocational education to meet the needs of the disadvantaged which
was a medium.priority need. (Morrison/ 1976)

NAM reported that the national dropout rate in.secondary
vocational educetion programs was considerably higher than that
for nonvocational education programs,.primarily because many
vocational education students are from'socially, economically, .

and intellectually disadvantaged backgrounds and thus have spe-
cial needs. Very few programs are designed specifically for this
group and only a small percentage of those programs have bgen
shown to be successful in reducing the number of dropouts and
meeting the special needs of the disadVantaged. (NAM, 1975)

A medium need for vocational education in large cities as
perceived by district level personnel was developing'the special
awarenesS, instructional skills, and service skills required to
serve the handicapped and other special needs groups. Vocational
education programs for early school leavers and unemployed yputh,
and remedial basic Skill programs for students with weak academic
skills were viewed as low need areas. (Adams, 1977)

Vocational education enrollments by the socio7economically
disadvantaged and by the handicapped showed an inerease (in terms
of absolute numbers) during'the periOd 1971-1974. Ellis repotted,
however, that.educational serVices fdgpecial needs persons have
not grown to the extent anticipated, both because disadvantaged-
or handicapped Vocational edUcation students do nOt qualify for
concurrent financiai assistance or Stipends and the definitions
for "socio-economically disadvantaged" 'and "handicapped" need
clarification. Once those definitions are clarified, those who
may best benefit from vocaional education programs and services
can be identified and recruited. Ellis added that the problems
associated with providing vocational education services to persons
with special needs are even more severe in the core cities. She
stated that hard data portraying the eXtent towhich vocational
education programs are having an impact on alleviating the pro-
blems of students in core city schools would be useful.
1975

All ten state plans made extensive reference.to special needs
groups including: homemakers seeking employment; enrollees
non-traditional programs; adult handicapped persons;. the disad-
vantaged; the handicapped; perscs Nrith limited English-speaking
ability; dropouts and potential.dropouts; youthful offenders;
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gifted and talented individuals"; and students who are parents.
Some of the perceived needS expressed in the plans included
improving and/or specializing curriculum, offering more adult ane"
postsecondary programs for handicapped individuals, provid,ing
support services for women, establishing day care services for
the children of parents whoswould otherwise not 'attend, and pro-
'viding programs for youthful offenders and those of limited.
English-speaking ability. (State Plans,-1977)

.The GAO report indicated that persons with special needs
have not been given as high a priority as was intended under the
1967 Amendments, a conclusion based upon an analysis of expendi-.
tures for the disadvantaged and handicapped in relation to each
state's total expenditures for each fiscal year froth 1970 through

;

1973. In addition, GAO found that relatively few handicapped
indiv.iduals were participating in vocational education programs.
State_cpuhcilS, too, have exPressed conbern about the small per-.
centage of disadvantaged and handicappee stueents being served
relative to the number needing vocatiOnal education.' GAO recom-
mendations to the Congress regarding programs and s ices.for
the disadvantaged and handicapped,took. the form ot o options:

a) Requiring states to match Federal set-asid for
disadvabtaged and handicapped at the sa evel
they are required to match regular part B funds
(50-50), thereby insuring state.and local involve-
ment in and commitment to .these e orts..

or

b) Increasing the per-centage of the set-asides for
the special need categories. (g. 21)
(Comptroller General of the United States, 1974)

The Council acknowledged that disadvantaged and handicapped
students are not being adequately served, by vocational eduqation
programs. It-points out the tension between federal priorities
and local concerns which eXists in this program area- With ari
.absence of federal pressure to direct 'funds toward students with
special needs, funds will probably be diverted into programs with
more backing from locally powerful groups. The failure to require
a thorough needs assessment for the development of-state plans was
also een as contributing-tb the problems of the disadvantaged and
.handicapped. (NACVE, 1975)

Most of t.te state councils favored maintaining set-asides
for the handicapped and disadvantaged, but felt that present fund-
ing levels were inadequate. Generally, the codncils felt they
would need increased funding in order to meet the needs of special
groups. They also called for standardization in the definitions
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of disadvantaged and handicapped in various.federal laws, and
better regulations for defining those in need and how best to
reach them. (NACVE, SACVE, 1974)

The Committee raised the question.of how vocational educa-
tion can best serve socially and economi.cally disadvantaged
students. A review, of R & D revealed that 6fforts concerned with
the disadvantaged have lacked breadth and quality. Topics,need-
ing more ,ittention include public school vocational education
programs, national surveys, teacher preparation, student follow-
up studies, and structured evaluation. Whether or not vocational
educatsipn can be expected to overcome barriers such as language.
or acculturation difficulties which confront ethnic minorities
is an6ther R & D area which demands attention. (COVERD, 1976)

.12ransition from SchOol to Work
111

General - Methods should be 4pveloped totelp prepare
students fOr job entry.

Specific needs: (legislative authority 1976 Amendments)

1. Tha.e should be in-school prepaetion for trangltion: job
see13in g.skills, piesenting one's self in job interviews,
et

2. Students should be prepared for occupational adaptability
And flexibility.

Job placement (and follow-through) services should be
Rrovided.

Not less,than 20 percentum of the funes available
to the States under Section 130 (a) shell be,used
to support programs for vocational development
guidance and couilseling programs ane 'services
which, subject to the provisions of subsection (b),
shall include (a) provision of educational'
and job placement services,-includina programs to
prepare individuals for'professiotial occupations
or occupations requiring a baccalaureate or higher
degree, including follow-up services; (See. 134
(a) (3)),

Other Sources

Respondents to the National Survey of Vocational Education,
Needs rated "providing comprehensive vocational guidance, counsel-
ing, placement, and follow-up services to all who need them" as a

k
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4, high pri6rity need. Based upon the mean group ratings, this need
was iasigned a priority rank Of six out of a total of forty-eight
ranked needs. Needs which were ranked in the medium priority
category in4Uded: developing alternative methods for assisting
stude4ts in transition from school to work (e.g., job seeking
skills, coping with work entry and adjustment, work habits, atti--
tudes); and placing vocational students in occupations related to
their -education,through coordinated efforts at all levels (class-
room, school, district, state, federal). (Morrison, 1976)

Creating opportunities for students to develop prOblem-solv-
ljng skills'for coping with work entry and,jcb adjustment problem5,
and pre-employment jOb readiness programs to help students learn
.job seeking skills such as job hunting, job.interviews, completing
job app/ications, -etc., werO perceived as medium low'needs by
district level vocational education personnel in large cities.
(Adams, -1977)

Congress envisioned that the 1968 Amendments would help
alleviate unemployment and poverty.by increasina the proportion
of.participants who complete vocational education programs and
who find appropriate epployment. Ellis reported 'Olat the growing
success of.vocational, education programs and supportive services
has been reflected in the numbers of-completions and placements.
She posed some fundamental questiOns, however, which remain
unanswered. /What is.happening to students who did not complete
their programs? Have the.students who found jobs remained in
those jobs 'and if so, have they found satisfaction in their em-
ployment?r(Ellis"contended that a national follow-up system is
needed to gauge the effectiveness with which vocational education
is preparing youth and adults for the labor market. Ellis also
viewed Ole development of the cluster concept in curriculum
design as holding promise for vocational education, although
limited funding has hampered progress. Ellis,stated that workers

'would be able to transfer more readily from one job to another
within a family of occupations if students were able to acquire
a salable skill in one area while becoming knowledgeable about a
host of related occupations. (Ellis,-1975)

Of the ten state plans which were reviewed, only three
specifically mentioned the need for methods to be developed to
help prepare'stu4nts for job entry. Those three plans addressed
the need for job placement and follow-up services. (State Plans
1977)

The GAO repOrt stated that schools have not routinely pr.Ovided
job placement assistance, both because many teachers view their

.

sole function to be that of education and training, and because
neitherkschools nor teachers have generally been held accountable
for placing students in jobs when they complete that trainino.
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The report also cited the lack of student and employer follow-up,
.

which precludes evaluating state and local vocational programs
in light of manpower needs and job opportunities. GAO recommended
that Congress require that schools take responsibility for job
placement assistance and follow-up in federally supported voca-
tional education programs. (Comptroller General of the United
States, 1974)

Many state councils reported that it was diff'idult to
respond to the question, "Do vocational education students in
your state find jobs in the area of their training?" because of
a lack of followup data. Some states questioned evalualing the
success of a secondary vocational education program solely-on the.
basis of placement in the area of training. They contend that
many employers value the training vocational education students
receive in work attitudes and general work-related skills more
highly than speCific job skills. All councils agreed, -however,
that follow-up .Services and record keeping were desirable, and
the use of funds for these purpoSbs should be authorized.,
(NACVE, SACVE, 1974)

COVERD recognized that there have been many attempts- to
maximize the proportion of vocational education graduates placed
in jobs. Two strategies which have been used are labor market
forecasting and career guidance. The Committee suggested that
labor market forecasting methods can be Improved in three ways: -
by attempting to take into.account.the extent to.which wages and
working conditions will change if more or fewer workers are
trained; by recognizing that. labor market 4nformation from vari-
ous vocational education Aistricts must be coordinated in some
way because workers move from place to place; and by considering
macro-economic or institutionally oriented employment policies
when making labor market forecasts.. In reviewing R & D relative
to occupational adaptability4he Committee noted that because of
the problems.faced by researchers attempting to study common re-
(luirements in existing jobs or to provide preparation for a
variety of job opportunities'Ithere remains d need to identify
similar skills across groups of occupations and to determine the
skills required for advancement within occupations. (COVERD,
19\76)
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CHAPTER 3

BACKGROUND PAPERS 'FOR SELECTED NEED AREAS

This chapter presents thq bac ground papers prepared bY
consultants knowledgeable in the f e need areas selected for
special emphasis. These papers are not specifiv research 'propo-
sals; they are instead questions and ideas from well inforMad
individuals Concerning t is necessary to advance the state of
knowledge in their pa ar content areas. Tha aUthors were
specifically asked.to p are "think pieces", not literature
reviews or synthesis and analysis papers. To fa6iLitate origin-
ality, they were given complete discretion on how to organiZe and
preseht their.ideas. Ip addition, the consultants varied in the
amount of time.they were able to devote to their tasks'. The
result is a group of papers that vary widely in format, approaches,
issues, and depth.' Because of this variety, the reading may be
somewhat difficult, but most\of the papers succeed in raising
questions worthy of attention.

The need areas vary widely; there are therefore few themes
comMon to the papers. One of the few recurrent themes, however,
is that more attention should be paid to the basic concepts'that
underlie the field. Often the research agenda set for vocational
education, both in the priorities of the USOE and state RCUs, has
been cidressed to immediate, practical problems. The nature of
these problems and the time frame,in which they have had to be
addressed - and reports be produced have precluded careful
attention to conceptualization or even to adequate instrument
development. Vocational researchers have often had to try to
solve immediate problems without being sure that the problem was
cokrectlj stated or their tools adequate tç the task.

Knaak's paper is a good example of the kinds of problems
encountered when problem-solving is not accompanied by more fund-
amental research. Knaak examines the costs and effectiveness of
competency-based vocational education and raises questions which
oftenhave not been addressed in the efforts to develop and imple-
ment competency-based.curriculum.

Kruger's paper oh coordination and articulation -gives another
example of the need to examine basic premises before trying to
determine how something can be done better. There is currently
a major federal initiative to improve coordination between voca-
tioal education and CETA. Kruger raiseslsome general -questions
about coordination that are directly applicable to thvis area.
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For example: what is the definition of coordination, what are-its
objectives, and why are,these important? What will vocation41
education and other agencies gain and lose from coordination?
Who will be responsible for coordinationoand what does each party
give and receive in return? These are the kinds of basic ques-
tions whith are essential- to.fully understanding problems but
which, unfortunately, are often overlooked or given short shrift
wheu the focus is primarily on solving a particular,problem. In
the following section the main points of each of the individual
papers are summarized and the original papers are then presented
by need areas.

Coordination

Howard Johnson's and Daniel'Kruger's papers explore in con-
siderable depth the internal and external ramifications of arti-
culation and coordination. Johnson concentrates on internal
aspetts, particularly on vertical articulation across sequential
competency levels, The-goal of articulation, for Johnson, is to
assure continuous progress for students. To help assure such
progress, Johnson identifies thtee broad categories of concerns
to which.arti,culation R & D could be dir,ected: (1) understanding
the current status of articulation in vo.cational prograMs, (2)

identifying the types of conditions which foster or impede arti-
culation, and ta) determining potential intervention strategies
or models to improve.vertical articulation.- Kruger's paper
looks primarily at the external aspects of articufation and coor-
dination across-governmental levels and with other publicly
supported employment and training programs. Taking as his focus
one vocatiOnal education courise in one Michigan school system,
Kruger identif'ies seven levels of,intergovernmental relationships
aud at least twenty individual relationships within these deven
sets which can, at least theoretically, impact on this one course..
He also identifies another sixteen broad external forces,'includ-
ing over forty-five subsets of relationships which impact on and
shapi vocational education. He then outlines a series of ques-
tions' concerning just what coordination and articulation involve,
what the barriers are to coordination, and how coordination can
1)e improved.

Curriculum

Calvin Taylor prepared one of the longest and most discursive
background papers. When a'sked how long it had taken him to pre-
pare it, Taylor replied, "All my professional life." The paper
is an attempt to present many of the,ideas about transferability
of skills that have been of major concern to Taylor. Three basic
questions occur in several different contexts: .(1) what are the
skills (or talents) people use most frequently in life, (2) what
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are the retention Curves for different types of skills and know-
ledge, andi (3) how can training be targeted to the skills that
will be ne'eded in actual perfOrmance?

William Knaak, asked to write about competency-based voca-
tional educationy'raises 25 specific questions and research
topics. These range from efforts to dbtain consensus concerning
just what ch4racteristics constitute competency-based instruction
to questions concerning its effectiveness as an instructional
method and how it can 'best be implemen ed. Knaak lists nine
management and nine educational reasons why a personalized com-
petency-based program was initiated at t e vocational-technical'
institute which he directs. He calls fo research to determine
if these reasons are valid, and if they a e, what is necessary to
implement Competency-based, programs on a 'der,scale.

Data ColleCt4on and Evaluation

In his paper Joseph. Malinski does not r se research
*questions so Much as outline a model for a data ystem for
vocational education. It is a model designed fo 'both operation-
al analysis and research in vodationaleducation in. contrast to
data collection for research on or reporting abc:Art vocational
education. The system he describes integrates data subsystems'
(about students, curriculum personnel, .etc.) across levels

,

(national, state,,local,. individul person),and educational.con-
text -(policy, goals, outcomes, etc.). Although MalizAki poses
relatively few direct questions, a huge effort would .be required
to implement the system he.describes on.a national scale.

. Would
'the benefi'ts in terms of program management and effectiveness
warrant this effort? Yhat type of investment would be necessary
both in equipment and in.the developtnent of.personnel? Is the
projected investment feasible in light of future resources likely
to be available to vocational education? These and similar
questions arise from a. QQo...a.sideration of the system Malinski
describes.

Jeffrey Windom looks 'at another aspect of data needs for
vocational education, specifically, the need to .have'information
on the supply of skilled workers. He identifies eight areas in
which better information would permit more' accurate estimates of
the need for new workers. Four of these areas deal with the
dynamics of the labor market and four with the characteristicS of
job training programs and the fit between these programs and
labor market needs._ _Windom suggests a'research approach for each
of the research question he raises.
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The Skinkle-Greenwood and Klit papers both address the
questioa of how evaluation in vocational education can be im-
proved. Skinkle and Greenwood discuss some reasons that may
have prevented the development of evaluation systems, some
weaknesses in traditional methodologies, and &ome approaches
that could be used to expand evaluation capabilities. For each
of the problems they identify, a project is described that could
either examine the problem in detail or test ways to overcome it. .

II John Klit, a state administrator, primarily addresses the
practical needs of program directors.and decision makers. He
demonstrates the need for exploting alternative evaluation
schemes and methods, determining the cost-effectiveness of differ-
ent approaches and utilizing information from different methods

.

and sourdes into a consolidated model. Klit then suggests R & D
activities directed to providing tools, how-to-do-it handbooks,
that can be of immediate use to practicing vocational educators.
These handbooks'would cover how to conduct, report, and uthe eval-
uation studies, espe&ially studies involving nonquantitative
metho4os and lay' citizens. Klit a.lso asks ,if the legislative

. mandate to test student achievement in vocational education,can
be carried out.

Planning

Allison Jackson, who w'as a.local level planner and is-now
working at the st.ate level,, chose to present her research sugges-
tions in tabular format. She lists eight questions or problem
areas in local level planning and proposes a specific approach
for each one, including I,instrumentation, sample population, and
study procedures, and a need/rationale statement. The major
concerns reflected in the research questions Jackson raises re-
late'to improving coordinati,on and communication in the planning
process, .for example, how to foster coordination of local advisory
councils with state and regional bOdies.

Transition from School to Work

Harry Silberman addresses the transition from sChool tp work
intrinsically and extrinsically and his paper yields two quite
separate research agendas_ The extrinsic.persp6ctive involves
studies of job market demands and analysis of labor market struc-

. ture and dynamic's, and leads to questions about way)p, to help
people get and keep jobs. The intrinsic approach leads to ques
tions on how to improve the quality of educational experiences..
In this area Silberman suggests the focus should be, on the devel7
opment of four types of instruents, measures of (1) the degree
to which different educational experienceS have actually'been
implemented, (2) the personal development_ of students, (3)
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individual attributes ,that moderate the effects of different
treatments, and (4) the organizational and'ecological character-
istics of the environment.' When such measure's are ,available,
Silberman feels, it would.be possible to determine if educational
experiences produce the, effects: claixled.for them.

Richard Graham was also 'aged to address the transition
questions, and he approaches it primarily from.a policy perspeq-
tive. He first confronts the problem of inCreasing equity in
transi,tion bY asking how the transition curve .for minoi-ity.yotth
can be,made more cdngruent with the curve for white, middle class
youth. He.then turns to more general problems concerning the
nature of a transitioD.;-process_path,-model and how programa cah
be implemented to kitipact-On this model. His discussion goes well
beyond the traditional problems of vocational education but are
fundamental to many bf them.

Jf
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'RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMtN'T ON ARTICULATION OF VOCATIONAL
PROGRAMS ACROSS SECONDARY, pOSTSECONDARY, AND ADULT LEVELS

Howard M. Johnson

Before discussing researcli and development needs in the area
of articulation, it is desi4able to present a definition_of the
articulation process itself. One such Oefin'ition.suggested at a
1975 conference of voetional educators'in Washington State
follows:

Articulation refers to the relationships between
educational programs which are designed t& provide
'a smooth transition for the student frbm o e educa-

.

tional program to another. This movemeh,e f the
student between programs can be either hoi zontal
or vertical. Horizontal 'articulationincl des those
relationships between programs, courses, or activiH.
ties which exist at any one educational competency .

level. and provide a coordinated educational program
fOr the student. yertieal,articulation refe;s to
those relationships which exist between instrtu-
tionarprograms,,courses, or activities and provide
a coordinated program for the-student moving from

'one educational Competency to the next.*

:-.

Certain-component parts of this definition are worthy of
discussion as we attempt to define priority.research and develop-
Lment .needs in-the area of articulation. First, the definition
focuses attention- on the need for a continuous educational exper-
ience for students. The.important aspect of articulation as
defined here is not the elimination of duplicated services, cut-
ting costs, pr the adoption of specific forms of governance oveir
vocational programs, but it ds'rather the assurance of coptinuoUs
progress for students. This concern for students should therefore
'guide efforts to establish research priorities in the area.
Second, we observe that the definition includes a concern for both
horiontal (within a single competency level) and vertical (along
sequential competency levels) articulation. While this paper
focuses on the vertical dimension of aitieula.t-iori across secondary
postsecondary, and adult levels', it is important to remember that
both concerns are always present and cannot' be totally separated.
The impossibility of separating these two strands stems partly
from the problem of.making a clear separatio'n between the academic

*Houc4ert, Arnie IL, and Beverly Postlewaite, Articulat1on of,
Vocational Education. .A report_ on the Sun Mountuin Conference
published by the Research Coordinatinsj Unit, State of Washington,
Otympia, Washintjton 98504, Mc:1y 1975.
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and vocational components of education. None of us is able to
totally make this separation and we must therefore admit that even
the most academic parts of our education 'have at.leaat some impact
on our occupational lives; hence coordination between the academic
and vocational experiences at any point in our training (horizontal
articulation) is of crucial concern in preparation for vocations.
A third focus worth discussion,now is the,inclusion.of competency
level sequencing, along which 'vertical articulation ics to bp estab7
lished. The assumption here is that articulation implies an ah41-
ity to define competencies along some continuum. .If such -sequencing
of "competencies cannot be accoMpliShed, we can assume that articu-
lation is priobably not a-maor concern to the educator. This may
be the reason that vertical articulati:on in mathematics programs
is genera.11y of greater concern to students an-ci pare/Its' than is
vertical articulation in such areas as sacial studies'or the arts.
Mathematics is by its, very nature a-more tightly sequenCed set of
experienbes or competencies and'theconcern for articulation is
therefore much more important. Sequencing of competencies is
readily accomplished in most vocational areas and to the extent
that such sequences are essential.tO learning about vocation, we
--(,-:onclude that articulation.itself becomes a-much more important
concern to those involved in planning and deliyering training
programs.

, -

Having reviewed one suggested definitLon of articulation.and .

committed Ourselves to a primary concern with verL_cal articula-
tion, it;remains for us to identify some basis for examining re-

. search and development priorities. After reviewing a number of
studies, including the 1976 study of articulation conducted by
the NaiOnal Advisory Council o.n Vocatdonal'EducatiGn; it seems
that mostresearch and development conceriv'can be viewed within

.

the context of three broad categories:

1. Lfnderstanding the current status o rticulation in
vocational programs.

2. Identifying the types of conditions which seem to
foster good articulation and thos5 which seem to
impede articulation.

3. Determining potenti4ai intervention strategics or
modelS which might be used to improve vertical
articulation of vocational programs.

rt,

The first category.centers on an attempt to increase our
diagnostic capability in articulation. Diagnostic, as used here,
refers to the capability of describing more precisely the extent
to which students.expericnce articulation problems and the nature
of these problems.- In the,second area, we arc concerned with
predicting the presence or, absence of good articulation based on
aMost of variables. ImpOrtant,questions raised in this-second

. area are the following:
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What state and local governmental arrangements are
associated with good vertical articulation of programs,
and are there arrangements which seem to work against
the development of articulated programs?

What characteristics of administrative and instruc-
tional personnel are likely to be associated with good
articulation practices?

Are certain scheduling and instructional strategies
(e.g., quarter courses, learning modules, employer-
based learning) more likely to be assoCiated with
good program articulation?

The third broad cate-gory of concerns focuses on the merits
of a number of proposed articulation strategies or models. In
this area, we are not only concerned with the relative value of
these several strategies but with a detailed description of the
procedures and costs associated with.each Strategy.

Included here are wide ranging lists of arti.culation strate-
gies such as shared advisory committees, joint development of
career 'ladders or competencies upon which to build programs, joint
yrogram planning, exchange teachers, shared facilities, and joint
inservice training experiences. This particular category of
research and development needs might be viewed as the search for
solutions to articulation problgms which exist in all vocational
'program areas and institutions.' For this'reason, it is clearly
dependent upon the diagnostic and prescriptive information gener-
ated from research in the first two categories.

In the remainder of this paper, we discuss key questions
which should be examined within the three broad 'categories aaready
described,. TheSe questions were generated in a meeting involving
three vocational educators frilim t.he Seattle area. Their names and
positions are as follows:

Roger Wing, Director of Vocational Education'
,Bellevue Public Schools
Bellevue, Washington

Gary Clyde, Program Director
Lake Washington Vocational Technical Institute
Kirkland, Washington

Mary Phillips, Director of Vocational Prdgrams
Edmonds Community College
Lynnwood, Washington



These three have been invloved in a series of articulation
activities partially supported by the Washingt3n State-gpmmission
for Vocational Education 'and under the sponsorship of the'North-
east Vocational Advisory Council (NEVAC). This NEVAC group con-
sists of nine suburban school districts, two vocational technical
institutes, and three community colleges to the north and east of
Lake Washington.

While the descriptive material following basically represents
the ideas of the author, it is important for the reader to under-
stand the proces which led to the priority listing of research
concerns. Utilizing the three categories of research and develop-
ment concerns, these three vocational educators generated a numbe'P
of possible research and development questions and then priori-
tized these concerns, discussing possible approaches to the
research. Dr. Johnson refined the questions and added certain
details to suggest research approaches. In the final two sections
of this rrOto-Ort are examined the list of R & D priorities and a
set-of R & D approaches for"those five areas judged to be potent-
ially most beneficial to vocational education.

List of Priority. Research and Development Questions

As mentioned above, a team of vocational.educators assisted
in prioritizing a list of key research and development questions
and concerns falling into three broad categories. 'This listing,
complete with a very brief description of possible directions
for research, is provided here. A more detailed description of
research approach or'direction is provided in the last section
of'this paper( but this level of detail is reserved for the few
questions judged to be of highest priority, a group identified
with an a.sterisk in the list which follows:

Category #1:- Understanding the current status 'of articula-
tioil in vocational programs.

1.1 To what extent do articulation problems exist at present
. in the various vocational program areas and what is the

nature of,these articulation problems or barriers?

Everyone seems to be talking about poor vertical articu-
lation of vocational programs but there has been iimited
documentation of the level of articulation problems
experienced by students in the several vocational areas
of agriculture, business and office, electronics, power
mechanics, etc.

It might be useful to interview a number of stucients
(and parents) involved in these vocational programs to
discover othe degree of problems actually experienced.
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This type of research may assist in pinpointing the
nature of articulation problems as actually experienced
by students and mig-ht indicate the specific vocational
program areas in which articulation most needs improve-
)11ent.

1.2 To what degree is the public ready to pay for theu cost
of improved articulation of vocational programs?

There are definite cost,s associated with better articul-
ation of vocational programs, partic4larly if teacher
and administrator communications is viewed as central
to improving the articulation processes. Boar4 members
of the various schools offering vocational programs
must be willing to pay for this communication time if
it is to become a.reality. Hence, there is need to.do
some opinion research among board members and the general
public to determine the level of financial support
likely to be directed in the articulation area.

This type of research is extremely difficult and would
probably entail the respondent making an actual allo-
cation of fixed amount of dollars over a number of
possible education needs. Unless articulation comes out
receiving d subs.4.antial resource allocation in the. pro-
cess, it might be concluded that articulation is not
viewed as a high priority need by the public generally
and we are not likely to succeed in directing additional
resources toward this end,no matter how much we as
educator's may feel the need.

1.3 What instruments or procedures might be used at the ,

local school level to determine Major barriers to articu-
lation?

The vocational director often hears of isolated cases of
poor articulation in a given progrAm area but it is
sometimes difficult to determine the numbers pf students
adversely affected. What is being called for here is
the development of a set of written instruments and
specified procedures which might be used to diagnose
the type and extent of the articulation problemxithin
a single school or school system. Some consortium of
university and field personnel mi/4ht become involved in 1
producing a set of diagnostic irocedures to e used by
local vocational directors systematically ide tifying
articulation problems.
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Category #2:. Identifying the types of conditions which seem
to foster good articulation and those which
seem I imlIde the process.

2.1 What are the relationships between various governmental
arrangements at the state and local levels and the
articulation of vocational programs?

There are those who believe that the qovernmental organi-
zation itself is a critical factor in the operation of
articulated vocational programs. As an exaMple, it may,
be harder to achieve coordinated prOgrams between publiC,
schools and post-secondary vocational programs when the
governing bodies for the two types of schools are differ-

. ent.

Working with a group of organizatiOnal experts and
political sientists, it ,may be possible to identify the
key' organizational strUctures operating in thel-sever.al,
states and to conduct research on the extent of articu-
lation problems existing in these sample systems. Such
research would no doubt'be lacking in tight controls,
but it might at least sbed some fiirther light on the
degree to which articulation depends upon,t4e4 govern-
mental structure itself.

re.

*2.2 What influence do certain key personnel groups (e.g.
board members, school superintendents, vocational
supervisors, counsel4rs, and teachers) have on the
processes of articulation .and what specific'personal
characteristics seem to encourage better articulation
of vocational programs?

Unless we know something about ,these personal character-
istics which lead to greater concern about and success
with articulation,' we are in a poor position to do
anything to imprOve the situation. Hence, there needs
to be,research into those qualities 'which are assoCiat'ed
wifh good program articulation. Similarily, identifica-
ttion of qualities associated with poor articulation
could be helpful i setting up better staff screening
procedures and in planning staff develdpment experiences
designed to improve vertidal articulation of vocational
pograms.
A

2.3 What role do conflicting philosOphies of vocational
' preparation and education generally have on the

*Identifies a high,priority 'research question.



development of g d articulation practices?

Some people have hypoth Sized that a certain.amount of
the articulation problen between the several levels of
education (secondary, pOst-secondary, adult) has to do
with the conflicting p4losophies exhibited by staff
at the different institutional levels. This may be true
but we have minimal evidence of major philosopkical
diffeences at the several institutional leirels":

It may be desirable to conduct research into basic
additudinal differences between staff at the several
levels. This analysis of differences should focus on
views toward how students learn, how mudh independence
they should be given in the selection and conduct of
learning experiences, and how they should be evaluated
in their respective programs. It might also address
the question as to whether the differences.identified
are serving as a barrier to good articulation of student
programs and whether the differences can in fact be
changed in any ways other than staff transfer. This
latter susceptibility to change relates more closely to
the Category #3 research and development area.

*2.4 Are there certain scheduling and instructional strate-
gies more likely to be associated With,better articula-
tion of programs?

Under consideration here are a host.of hypotheses regard-
ing the relation of certain instructional strategies
or methods to the presence or absence of ,good articula--
tion of programs. These strategies and methods include
such thAigs as the time frame used for course sequences
(semeeter, quarter, etc.), the type of instruction
packaging (traditional course sequencing, individualized
units, independent projects planned by atudents), and
the, grading and evaluation schemes empl5yed. The central
concern, is'whether some of these strategies or methods
seeM to result in better articulation of programs as
vieWed from the student's perspective.

Category #3: Determining potential intervention strategies
or models which might be used to improve
vertical articulation of vocational programS.

3.1 Tol what extent do higher level institutions (ecg yoga-
tional-technical schools and community colleges) incor-
porate "ill lieu of cours" options and how effective
are such options in achieving improved articulation?
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A number of schools have moved toward additional use of
the °in 14eu of course" options in recent years and
have, developed specific testing and screening,procedures
for assessing the merits of these requests for course
waiver. As an example, a student who has spent three
years working in an auto shop,during high school may
request a,waiver of the two introductory courses in
power mechanics at the local community college. If
such an "in lieu of course" provision is available at
the college, the student would simply take the required .

test and be placed in the course appropriate to his or
her knowlddge/skill level.

It would be interesting to compare the barriers to
continuous learning perceived by students attending..in-
stitbtions with formal "in lieu of Cburse" options with
those-Qf students attendizig schools where no such options.
existed. A related area of research interest is the
number of students in the different institutions who_
really exercise the option when ,available. There islit
some indication that many students rather enjoy repeat-
ing certain types of learning 0\nd may not exercise the
option for course waiver or substitute.

Qx 3.2 What articulation gains most likely resdlt from the use
of joint advisory committees?

The joint advisory coritmittee (in this instance, the
situation when more tAan one institution shares the use
of an advisory coimnittee) is often mentioned as a quick
and inexpensive way of improving program articulalion.
Yet, there is little documented evidence that such
committees result in a bettqtnsequencing of programs
for students transferring from one institution to the
other.'

Documentiag_this kind of evidence might be done in a
couple of ways. First, administrators, counselors', and
,teachers involved in the programs in question could be
asked to Simply list their ppinions as to articulation
gains. A more convincing methodology would involve the
review of course descriptions in programs and institu-
tions using joint advisory committees with those which
do not use such committees. One could also interview
representative samples of studentS in the two types-.of
situations. In both cases, the researcherAwould be
looking for definite evidence of supecior articulation
in those programs and schools using the joint advisory
councils.



*3.3 What are the major barriers to exchanging.teachers be-
iween the several school levels involved in vocational
training and what benefits are likely to be gained from
such exchanges?

If indeed the beginning of articulated programming for
students is communication'among those persOns planning
and teaching programs at the several school levels, it
can be argued that staff exchange may be a very usefua'
means of encouraging articulation ir vocational programs.
It may also be a factor in breaking,down certain phil-
osophical barriers which exiSt among 'the various schatl-
ing levels.

Certainly, the benefits of such staff exchanges could be
documented more completely. Even more important would
be.a description of how the barriersilto such staff ex-
changes can be overcome. This is primarily a develop-
ment rather than research .task and i4 may very ll
include a set of desoriptions of actUal staff exchanges;

\

*34 W.hat types of joint_ planning (e.g., reer laddei..develop-
ment, program planning, test developm nt, elimination
of duplicate courses) are likely to b resisted by pro-
fessional staff and what steps can betaken to minimize
this resistance?

Vocational professional. staff at different institutional ,

levels seem quite supportive of joint advisory committees,
Joint.career days, or-other kinds of interaction involv-
ing minimal cost or threat to institutional prog4ams.
There is evidence that other types of joint planning
aCtivity do not reeeive this same level of support.
Experience in one articulation project in, the Seattle
area.showed that teachers were quite willing.to-plan
together the career ladders which form the basis for
their individual institutional programs but were much
less interested in joint planning.' of courses or even
-course. sequences.

It might bb interesting to.test the receptivity of staff
to various kinds of joint .planning and to examine ways
to make joint 'planning less threatening to the partici-
pants. Such research and development will probably
require, at -a- minimum, the use of alternative planning
modes' in several different settings followed by.a mea-
sure of staff reaction to these several planning modes.

3.5 To what exto,nt aro facilities shared between institutions
,,and what impact does'such sharing haye.on the articulation
6f-pggrams?



It might be 'useful to have better information on the
amount and types of facilities sharing going on in
'vocational prOgrams. ,More important is an aPpreciation
of, the articulation impacts associated with joint fa-
cility use. There seems to be,considerable interest
in joint facility 'use, particularly 8 light of enroll-
ment declines in selected program areas.

In the teacher training area, there is an obvious
potential for joint facility use. Having potential
teacher candidates gain most of their skill training
in feeder community colleges can certainly limlt the
'need for extensive laboratory facilities at the four-
year college level, where more and more of the practicum

' teaching is being done at field sites. Questions to
be examined here would focus on the level of program
coordination accomplished when facflities are used
jointly as compared to when they are ,not. Examination
of progra documents and_course descriptions along with
selected interviews with students in the .two settings
would be:a suggested method of data collection. ,It

might also be-useful to document cost saving achieved
.

through variouS types of joint facility use.

*3.6 To what extent can better informed counseling and.teach-
ing staffs facilitate the articulation of vocational
programs across the several institutional levels?

The accuracy and Amount of information olptained by
students from -coudseling and teaching staffs can be
expected to have imgact on the continuity in the
student's career aining program. The kind of research
dnd development needed in this area will be fairly
expensive;, it will entail* both training and assessment
componenIs along with some reasonable control,over
general faculty comPetency levels. In order-to examine
the impact on cont.inuity of student programs, this level
of research sho-uld probably be done on a longitudinal
basis, adding even more to the time and cost.

De'spite the time and.cost obstacles, this might be an
extr.emely importAht area for .additional research and
'could yield insight into the types.of staff develop-
ment programs needed to increase faculty capacity for .

supplying needed information-f,or students. If informa-
tion about future learning opportunities is essential
to continous career,and vocational developMent, it is
important that we develop better ways to deliver this
information.to students.
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3.7 Do career orientation programs involving students
and faculty at different institutional levelig i'Mprove
articulation for students enrolled in vocational
programs?

Career orientation proeframg'in which a higher level
sChool invites students and faculty from several
potential feeder schools, are.suggested as one way to
increase communication among faculty and to assure
accurate information_ on the part of the students.
It might be useful to follow up on some of these
programs to assess their Lmpact on students. This
would,require surveys in which a cross section of
student and faculty participants would be ased to
assess the value of the activities. %It might also
be useful to develop a set of guidelines as to how
such.orientation programs are best.planned and
implemented.

3.8 What are the more promising models for improved
. articulation of student programs and what are the cost
implications for each?

This is clearly a different sort of question than
the others and is purposely placed at the conclUsion
of the list. It is a development need and depends
upon identification of the more successful of the
intervention strategies and models considered in
previous questions.

The end result of this develdpment activity Would
assist.the vocational director and sYstem adminisbra-
tors in selecting models 'of artidulation most:
suitable to their own local situation. Perhaps At
would result in a document-similar to Student
Articillation Between.Secondary and Post-Seconaary.

cation (a pamPhle't developed in.1974 by the Texas
A & M University Career Education Articulation
Project) tp.it with detailed cost figures associated
with the several suggested articulation, models.
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Suggested Approaches in Areas of Highest Priority

Because of the limited time for this activity, it made
sense to concentrate the research and development planning on .

the areas of highest priority. With this in mind, only those
areas which were marked with an asterisk in the previous section
are considered in these more detailed research and deVelop-
ment approaches. Even here, only certain components of each
high priority question are cohsidered in the suggested -

research and development procedures. In all.cases, these are
only'tentative suggestions for research and development and
more work will be required in arriving at detailed methodologies.

Question 2.2 What influenbe 'cio.cert in key personnel
groups (e.g., board members, sc ol superintendents,
vocational supervisors, co ors, and teachers)
have on the processes of-artibulation and what '

specific'personal characteristics seem \to encourage
better articulation of vocational progra1ms?

a

tine way to research .this area is to do a fairly
detailed analysis of the types and levels cif '

articulation in a number of school syst,ems, and/or
schools across the United States or eveli within a
few selected states. It Might be good to describe
at least 20 to 30 different school Settings. The
descriptive-work would probably have to be accomplished
through interviews and the intent would be to weigh
the amount of concern for articulation and 'the depth
of commitment to removing articulation.barriers
in the many schooPsettings.

Once this descriptive work is'acComplished, _it would
be necessary to intensively analyze key personnel;
It might be appropriate'to focus oh board_members,
superintendents, aild vocational supervisers or
directors in the first phase.of the research effort
and attempt to find out if the better articulated
programs seem to be asso4ated with certain types of
board membersand administrators. At this point, we
would be interested.iAl p6rsonn.1 characterisUcs,
beliefs, and attitudes of these key personnel;. It
might also be useful to examine actual.politystatb-
ments and administrative, actions which could,'account
for the varying levgls of articulation ip the several
scho.ol setting8.
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BacauSe conditions are7 differentin rural, sub-

. .

.
. .

.

.

, ,...

urban, and urban settings, this typ of research
might best be done by piCking both secondary ,and
postsecondary school 'settings in each of the baSic
community.typds.

'T116 suggested 20-30 schOol.settings would be an
absolute minimilm, particularly if thereA.s. an effort

.,.tostratify,b.Y community types. The research study
will require considerable time, b6th in the.develop
ment.of procedures for assessing the school commitment
to artidulation matters and in the designing Of pro-
cedure* for.obtaieing information on the character-

sistics'ond attitudes of keY school personnel.
;

Question 2.4 -7 gre there certain scheduling and instruc-,
,tional strategies, more likely to be associated saith
better program articulation?

11,

, .

'While there are,.numerous scheduliftg and instructional'
approaches which could be examined, of 'considerable
.interest is the building o,f course units around small
learning modules. Many advocates,of good articulation
of vocational programs have made the claim that such
sequencing of instruction is necessary to assure
continuous learning by students. It might be useful
to do some careful research to eliamine the impact
of such instruction on students' perceptions of the
level of articuia:tion achievech.

This research qould probably be expensive as it" wOuld
require.the development of a currigO.um sequence in
such areas as auto mechanics built entirelli on small
learning modules. This sequence WOuld have tO begin
with basics taught in.the cours6s in high school and
conclude with more advan,ced work normalq.y reserve4
for tha vocational technical institute or college..
Once.the course;etequence or sequences have been
developed, it would be desirabae to pick pairs of
,high schooi-college inst,itutions in which to install'
'th6's6quenced.curriculum Floi each, pair of schools
agreeing to.oper6te the module-based curriculum,
it would be necessary to select a-control pair wliere'
such instrUction is not.opo'rating. Student change
in these two systems over a series of years would then
have to be observed.
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' Things to watch.for in the two systems (one Using thq,module-basebd approach and th4 other usingmoretraditional courses) .wculd include the frequencr,ofadvanced placement in the program as students movefrom one institutional level to the next,..the varyipgspeeds with whi_ch cei-tain typy of students-mgvethrough the curriculum, the attitudes of studqntstoward the.two types pf programs, and.thCstudents"
perceptions'of the leVel of articulation'achievedin their own learning"program.

Certiniof the.contrals may be difficult,tb achieve
experiment,aliand control similarity in,allrespects but the USe of lean-ling modules, and thecommitient to useof moduleS in the.selected treat-mentschool) and -the research would,have totbecarried oUt over a s.eries.of several yQdrs; howevet,

ot. it dould yield important insights into the degree,of
suppbrt for the' learning module.ap'proach among'vccational faculty and the level, of articulation
'achieved through the use.of.this istruqional ap-proach.

0

Question 3,.3 -- What are the major barriers.to exchangingteachers between the several school',levO.s involved-in vocational,training and what benefits are likelyto be geined from such exchanges?

As mentioned earlier, this is largely(a deVelcipmentactivity. It would first be neeessary to assess the Iextent to which exchanges have been carried out inrecent years, by samPling vocational teachers and \
administrators in-three, or four representative

.states. Having determined the level of exchange flactivity, it would be desirable to conduct intensive
interviews of those persons involved in the exchaveThis.would include not ()lily the persons exchanging .%positions, but certain others (e.g., supbrintendents,business officials, college presid'ents).who facilit.atethe'exchancre. Information gleaned from these inter-

. views would offer first hand documentation of ;the_ 13roblemsand perceived gains of exchanges. Defi,nite.areaS of
v.

'concern would be methods of handling such itemsasretirement benefits, salaries, student advising,etc.

,144nee the interviews are completed,,it might be Usefulto i;7rite-a brief description of the different trpesof exchanges availableaipng with suggestions for
overcoming obstacles. This description might be

-N
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useful to vocational administrators across the Country .

s they attempt to'sell their superintendents, presidents,
4

andlYpards on 'the merits of an exchange program. To
-,, my knowledge nothing of this sort is cutrently avail-

., ,
able.

If: in a preliminary examination, it is,found that
very.few exchanges among vocational personnel have
taken place, it may be necessary to draw inferences

,

from exchahgeS involving non-vocational personnel
at the .different s0ool levels. Whatever Appro ch is
used, it is important to remember that the aim is
primarily one of ideAtifying'the potential proble s
associated with the establishment of mcchanges be ween
personnel at different institutional levels. The
documentation of benefits gained is of secondary
importance'bind can probably be satisfied by intervie s'
with those persons directly involved. Trying to
docuMent these gains eased on student perceptions of
articulation level seems a futile exercise._ The level
oflitontrel over these exchanges-(which have already .

occurred) is simply too great to waste time looking
at questions of student perc ption.

_Question 3.4 -7 What 'types of joint planning (e.g. career
ladder development, program planning, teqt de4Lopment,
elimination of duplicate courses) are likely to be
reSisted by.profess.ional staff and what.steps can be
taken to oinimize this resistance?

One could approach this assessment of. resistance by
surveying. faculty on seqeral joint planning, aCtivities.
'Esse'ntially, a number of 151anningoptions would hava'
to')be identified and respondents Would havp to indicate

- their. degree of a&eptanc of each.; The respondents
might be'asked their.reasons for liat endorsing.some
of 'the planning oPtionS:' Such opinion surveys are
relatively.fnexpensive to t3onductbut may offer super-
ficial results. People 4ometimes don!t know the
extent of their'feelings toward certain types 'of joint
planwing without hAving directly experienCed the. activity.,

4 Furthermore, it is_spmetimOS difficult to desct'ibe the
preise nature'qf the possible activities to be.
considered.

Due t6 these,difficultieS, it might nake more Sense
' to actually conduct cert.c4in kinds of _faint. planning
and then assess the re,eeptivity to these activities.
Unfortunately, this approach would be much More
'expensive ih .that it would involve support for A

A
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joint planning. As an examp4.e,, we might support
the development of.career ladders under several dif-

ferent conditions and examine the resistance-exhibited
by staff... As a specific instance, we might want toe.
check whether.the development of car,eer ladders to
build joint curriculum to be used in the several

'4. institutions would meet with less faVor-than building
the same career.ladders to,design test instruments and
procedures to be used on a.voluntary. basis in the
several school settings. This sort of career ladder

IdeveloPment work has been started in,the. Seattle area
by a group of teachers, working in the so-called
NEVAC districts and.the level of support has been.,.
reasonably high. This support might.hot have existed
in other circumstances. What is Proposed bere is an
effort to evaluate this receptivity in Se eral dif-

. ferent situations.'

This reseaf-ch miuht be combined with,the search f9r
person'al characteristics likely to be most supportive
ofgood articulation practices-in voca-tional education.
This, ef ceursef relates to Question 2.2. The4'concern
here would be ele identification of personal t-raitstand
attitudes which see.m to,contribUte mcrst to career.
ladder-devlopment or othei forms of joint,curriculum
planning. Identifying traits .conduciv to articulatibn
may later prOve- helpful in designing staff, selection
.and staff deyelopment programe.

Question 3:6 To what extent,can,better informed
counsel'ing and teachin0 staffs facilitate.the articula-
tion of vbc'ational prounaffiS across the several
institutional levels?

S.

Agairi, in this case, we are interested.in whether
'more complete and accurate information about program
sequences makes a difference in the articulation of
programs. On a long term basils this kind'of research
would be difficult to assess due to the many other
variables (e.u., 'home,'church, clubs, worlc, etc.')
whih-impact upon progress.'i.n school. In the slwrt
run, however, it may be possible to sec,.i.f better
information by counselors and teacherincreaseS the,
student's perception of option,s availble in'the immediate.
future. While"this sort of perception is no assurance
of a continuous and,articulated tTaining program, it
iS difficult to ,..se0 ryilow such a procu.-am could be ac-

..

comt;lished without-thls accurate! perZ,:eption,of major
epti,ens available.
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One way to.approach the research question is to develop
at a series of cemmunity, colleges (or other schools
providing advanced trainina in vocational areas)- shdrt
orientation prsprams for counselors and teachers in
nearby feeder schools.i. If students in the feeder
schcIpls are tested both before and after their
teachers and counselors-participate in orien'tation
programs, one could assess the increased student
awarenessof vocationa training possibilities..
.It would probably I;e necessary to set up control groups
in the same feeder pattern-of schools in order to
separate that portion of increased AtUdent awareness
which.might be due to increased maturity and other
non-school related faators. It would, also be advisable
to examine this ma4er in at least fifteen or twenty
schools so the results could be generalized to a
number of settings; 'The central research question
is whether the increased awareness by teachers and
"counselors results in any increased,understanding of
trairiing options on the part of students. We assume,
of course, that this increased understanding of

. training options leads to better articulation or at
least increases the possibility of the student
selecting the op.Von or options most consistent with
cuuent fted. '.This'suggetted approach to research is
admitte'dly only one small dimension' of the total
qu6stign being raised in this area but it appears to
,be ond whi,ch is clearly manageable.
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I.

',REFLECTIONS Oig VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
IN TERMS OF RESEARCH POSS BILITIES

.Daniel H. Kruger
*

VoCational edutation is one of five major public supported
eMployment and training delivery systemsb The other four are
(1) 'federal/state system of public employMent offiCes - the job
service, (2) federal/state vdcational rehabilitation programs,
(3) the work incentive program for welfare recipients, amd
(4). 'the Comprehensive Emplroyment ,and Training Act (CETA) program.
To put the vocational education'delivery system into perspective
it is. negessary.to analyza what vocational education embraces.
It includes 4 range of.coufSes from an elementary course in
cooking.and sewing to courses in airplane maintenance,band com-
puter technology. These varieties of courSes are offered in
high schools, area skill centers, technical institutes and
community colleges. Lach of these institutions is a delivery
point or delivery station for vocational#ducation programs.

The planning, deveropment, funding, and iMpaementation
of vocational education programs involves seven sets of
intergov,ernmental relations which themselves contain some
twenty imdividuaI relations. All these relationships shape
natioqal, state and local clucation services. The vocational
in'structor feaching a course in auto mechanics for fifteen
'Studentip at the Area Sinn Center in Mason, Michigan, is
supported by the complex superstructure of administratiVe
agencies and sets of intergovernmental relationships presented
in Table I.

Each of the individual and intergovernmental relationships
noted in Table I,can be the subject of research. ,It is
necessary ta identify the more critical of these relation-
ships. and.then to carefully examine theit impact.on vocational
education. In addition to these intergovernmentalkrelations,
there are at'least si,xteen broad-external forces which shape
vocational education which are listed in. Table II. These
sixteen broad external forces cover at least forty-seven
subsets.. Obviously all'are not of equal importance but in
reflecting on what shapes the nation's vocatipnal'programs
thesa app(er to be worth noting.
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TABLE I

Sets of Governmental Relationships
Affecting Vocational Education

A. Federal *lationships

1. President/Office of Management and Budget/Congress

2. Office of Management and Budget and Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW)

3. 'HEW and Office of Education (OE)

4. HEW/OE and Department of Labor

B. Federal - St:ate Relationships

5. ,Office of Eotucation and State Departments of Edudation
7

C. State Relationships

6. Governor. and Buthiet Office

7. Goternor and State'Legislators

8. Budget Office and State Department of Education

9 State Superintendenttand other units of State Depart-
ment of EdUcation A .

10. State yocational agency and other state agencieSiat

(a) State Employment Servica (Job-Service)
(b) State Wel-fare Agency (WIN Program)
(c) State V cational Rehabilitation
(d) State'C TA Office .

11. State Le.gislators and State Superintendent of .Education.
,

12. State'Vocational Education Agency and State Advisory
Council on Vocrational Education

II

1 . State Advisory Council on-Vocational EdUcation and
State Manpower Services Council

.

D. State and Local Education,Agency Relatipnships

re

4. State Department of:Education .and Local School
Boards of CommUnity Colleges
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4.

Table 1, continued

E. Local Education Agencies and their relationships at the
local level

15. Attitudes of Sohool Board or Community College
Board of Trustees t9ward Vocational Education (in-
cluding allocation of funds..for vocational education4

-11

16. Attitude of Chief Administrative Office of Sehool -

Boa-rd/Community College toward Vocational Education
(inlcuding allocation of funds for vocational
education)

17. Attitude of other departments of school or college
towards vocational education

18. Attitude of vocational education directors toward
program and its interrelationship with other govern-
mental programs

(a) Local Vocational Education Agency and CETA
Prime Sponsors

. (1) Attitude of MayOrs toward.Vocational Education
(2) Attitude of CETA Staff toward Vocational.

Education

'(b) Local Vocational Education Agency and Corrections
(c) Loca4=tional Education Agency and Local

Welf ency
(d) Local Vocational Education Agency and the Public

Employment Service
(e) Local Vocational Education Agency and Vocational

Rehabilitation.
(f) Local Vocational Education Agency and the,area

Community College
(g) Local Vodational Education Agency and the 'area

Skill Center ornarea .Technical Center.

0
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Table 1, continued'

F. Federal - State Local Relationships

19. Federal funds for vocational education which are giVen
to the states on the basis of some formula and which
,in turn are distribUted to local education agencies
for vocational education on the basis of certatin

criteria. Of particular significance are that guide-
lines of both the'Office of Educatibn and the State
Department of Education for diglsribution of funds.

G. Federal,,iLocal Education A9ency Relatibnships

20. Federal grants givem directly to local education
agencies for demonstration projects.

1

*
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TABLE II

Sets of External ReIati6nships to Vocational Education

"""

A. Attitudes toward vocational education,of the following
students:

1. Black
2. Hispanic
3. White
4. Male
5. Female.

B. Cttitude toward vocational education of the following
parents:

6. White
7. Black _

8. Hispanic.
9. By socio-economic class'

C. Attitudes toward vocational education cif the following
employers:

10. National firms
(a) Local brancfies

11. Local area employers
(a) Private sector

(1) Large
(2) MediuM
(3) Small

(b) Public sector

D. Attitude toward vo9ationa1 education of t e fo11owing
employer groups:

12. Chamber of Commerce of U. S.
13. State ChaMbers of Commerce
1-4. Local Chambers of Commerce i

15 National trqde associations
16. State trade associations
17. Local trade associations
18. Interaction with these groups*

(a) What works
(b) What does Apt work

4
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Table II, continupd

E. e of local occupation/trade advisory commLttees

19.'.'Extent to which they interct with employer groups
(see "D") V

F. Attitudes toward vocational educationof the following
unions:

20. AFL-CIO
21. Large international unions
22. State APL-CIO federations
23. State building trades councils
24, Locl. AFL-CIO federations .

425. Local unions -
26. Nbte: Do those building trades unions which have

extensive apprenticeship programs-see Imcationad
education programs as competition?

G. Attitudes toward vocationa.1 education of the tollowing
community based organizatibns:

I
27. _National Urban LeaqUe,
)1 (a) Local affiliates of National Urban League -

28. National Opportunities Industrialization Centers
(a) Branches of Opportunities Industrialization Centers

29. National Service, Employment and Rehabilitation
(--S) Local branches/chapters

30. National'Association for AdUancement of Colored
People (NAACP)
(a) Local.chaPters

H. The educational establishment (associations)

-31. American Vocational Association
32. National.Education Associaton

(a) State Education-Atsociation
Amerlcan and State Federation of Teachers

34.. Other 'national and state teacher groups with an/
interest in vocational education.

35. State associations of vocational education directors
36. National and State School Administrators Association
37. National and-State Association of School Boards
38. Other national or.state groups with an interest in

vocational education, e.g.-, Ass'alciation of Community
Cofleges (the.. groups that testif,ied on 'the 1976
athendments)-- 4
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Table continued

I. Publications dealing with vocational education

39. Note: What-is their impact on vocational education
.and who reads these publications?.

J. Busin6ss EducAion groups and their involveMent in
vocatiochal education.

a

40. Examples:

(a). National Association for Industry/Education
Cooperation

(b) Industry Education Councils of America

(Note: What do they do.to foster-vocational
education?)

K. Uniirersities and the training of vocational teachers

41. What are universities/cglleges of education and
colleges which prepare teacher doing in the'prepara-'.
tion of-vocation41 teachers.

(a) What are the curricula and. emphases?
(b) Are vocational teachers li)eing adequately prepared

to-deal with both internal and external forces
affecting'Vocational edu9ation?

. L. Certification Of vocational teachers (This is both internal
and external)

N

42. (a) What is the current status of the state Certifica-
tion laws for vocationl teachers?

-(b1How do these lawS handle,the non-certified
f6achers in vocational education?

(c) How do laws certifying apto mechanics affect
vocational programs in auto mechanics? (e.g.,
Michigan)

M. Impact of collective baligaining on vocational education

43. Many states ha.ve,laws which permit public employees,
.including public-school teachers, to 'engagein col-
lective bargaining. Even.in the. .absence of a state
collective bargaining law, school4districts sometimes
engage in collective bargaining. There is a ne%id to
determine if collective bargainintl in public educa-

*{

tion has created-any unique, problems for vocational
education.
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Table II, continued
%

N. The impact of private occupational schOols on:
vocatibfial education

44., The private occupational schools are growing. 'Why?
Are these,privately owned.schools in,competition with,
publicly supportea vocatIonal education? To vhat

- extent are these schools involved in institutional
traiRing '1.ipported by the Comprehewsive Employment
and Training Act? Why are theSe schools involved
in CETA programs.Tather than public'vocational
education programS?

0. The counseling establishment.
* 'f.

45. "What_are the attitudes of school counselo$ towards-.
vocational education? (This is also an internal-factor)

.N
46. What are the attitudes of national associations of

counselors/guidance towards,vocational education?
4

-

P. /The interrelationship between apprenticOship programs and
,

Vocational educational programs.
# iii

47. There:were approximately.255,000 registere4 appren ices
in the U.:S. at the end of 1976. Littile
about the relationship b.etween /3prentceship.programs
and vocational educatior?. Foz- example, .holi many
students in vocational 'education courses move on to
Apprenticeship programs?, Do apprenticeship progams
draW off potential sttdent's in vocational edUeation?
Still another area of investigatiOn is the tra.ining
centers operated jopintly by building trade.unions 'and
contractors. What impact do these trade sehools have
on apprenticeship programs? To what extent its- vo6a-
tional education involved ip the classroom training
in apprenticeship programs?
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Research MestionC

The intergovernmental relationships and external factors
outlined in Tables'I and II shape the nation's Vocational
education program. There is need, however, to identify what
constitutes "a good vocatiorial prOgram." This is a deceptively
simple' question. Each of the major actors in the vocational
eduCation system probably has different criteria. The major
actors are M. student, (2) parents, (3) sChool administrators,
A4) vocational educator.director, (5) the vocational education
instructor, and (6) the employer. It would be eixtremely useful
if theCr-,perceptions of what constitutes a good voca'tional
program could be identified. Such a project vould help
put ;kJ-lie roles of the major actors into perspective.

It appears that the ferm vocational-education i8 meaning-
less. ,It is too broad. A cooking class in high school is(not
t...he same as an institutional cooking class in a community -

college yet both fall within vocational education. There -ate
other examples wliich blur theeobjectives of vocational dduca-
tion. This raises the question, what are the objeCtives.of
,v.ocational education? The identification o.f objectives is
related to what constitutes a good vocational education
program.

.8arlier the major'actors in,the vocational,education .

- delivery system were identified. The vocational education'
instructor.is one of the major actors. . An interestinTstudy
would be tO anaiyze,%the job -descriptions of a _selected number
of vocational educatiOn instructors to learn what the sthooi

,

administrators expect of them. The.vocational educq,ion,_
instrtictbr is different from a math teacher or an Englien
teacher, for thevocatioNal education instrCautor if, he/she is on
,top of hisTher job must: relate to advisory Tommttteos,iemployers,
.etc., whereas the math or.English teadher, fOr the most part,
- operates in_the classroom. If the pay is the same for both,
teacher5-7the math teacher .and the vocatIonal'edudation
instru6tor--ttle latta( may say to Ilimself or to herself,
"Why shOuld 1 elate to the groups' outside the school when, the
reward system gives-no'recognition to this Job funotiori-V
This situation suggests another Area of study, namely,
salaries )-F vocational eduCation instruct,ors,as compared:with
other teac ers. All teachers are, vt worth the same but the
salary schedules prevalent in public.schoolS, assume tbat
they are. The rewarcA system may be a key factor in,e'Xplaining
the poor articulation.

The reward system is also influenced 1); collective bar-.
gaining and it is-for this reason that collectiv bargaining
vas included in, the external factors affecting vp-oational
education (see Item M) .
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VocAtional education is funded from iederal, state and
local so4ces. Without local support of vocational education
in Michigan, the program would be only i fraction of what: it
is. The, federal government contributes about $24 millione
the stite appropriates about $26 million and the local school
districts raik about $102 million. Federal funds-represent
only, lkpercent-yet the federal reguldtion assume major
importance. AnsimilaF observatiOn can be made about the
,state'siin;IctIvement. The relative small,general and state
contribU4oRs to vocational education may help to explain some"
of the tensIons between local education agencies'and the
federal and state partners.

Another general problem area of vocational 4dUcation is the
quality of,placement services. Alt is not known how many'.
schoblsivocat4dnal programs have placement services. The

, manner in whiCh vocational-edu6ation programs seek to place,
their stddents is an area of investigation which could provide
useful suggestions to School based placement services. More-
oller such-,a study would identify interrelationships between the
schobl.based placement services and the publicly supported
Job Service:' In addition, information is needed ,on the extent
to which CETA prime sponsors have ,financially supported solhopl
based placement services. Table III attempts to outline the
questions and issues reiated to coordInation and articulation.

I
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TABLE III

Aiticulation 'AO Coordination of
Vocational' Education with Qther Programs

I. Definitions &nd Objectives

A. .

B.
C.-
D.
E.

Definition of coordination
Definition of articulation
Differences between coordination
Qbjedtives of coordination - why
Qbjectices of articulation r why

At

and articulation
important?
important?

II. With what groups and institutions is.coordination
desirable?

t.

Note: If the goal is better coordination then it is
necessary to examthe what groups should be involved.
These groups vary' from community to community depending
oh size; location and what is,available.

III. Wi what groups and institutions
'de i-i.able? (see Note in Item II)

IV, Why should vocational,education
other programs?

is articulation

be coordinated with

A. What will the vocatioqal education programs
. gain or-lose?

B. What will the other agencies/institutions gain or
lose from coordination?'

Note: Coordiriation involves a kind of exchfange theory,
namely, what does one give and what does one xeceive
in return from coordination? The exchange theory in my
view differentiates articulation from coordination.
In articulation, informationiis usually exchanged,
but in coordination, the emphasis is on programmatic
considerations. Artiqulation ip therefore, in my view,
easier to accomplish than coordination.

A

V. Who will do the coordinating?

If the goal is better coordination,,then someone must
do it or take the initiative. Taking the initiative
does not guarantee a response from the other agencies
or )rograms. There must be some kind of.exchange
theory operative (see Notesin Item IV).
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Table III, continued

VI. Identification of Barriers to coordination in specific
communities

A. No financial incentive for effective coordinafion

Note: Staff meMbers,are usually,not rewarded for
effective coord!inatiOn. An interesting.project
would be to review job descriptions of vocational
instructors and VOcational education directors to
learn if\one of their job responsibilities is to
coordinate. If coordination is not part of the job
descriptionv it is dOubtful' Whether anyone wouldTtake
it seriously.

ot 44,

B. Differing enabling legislation
C. Differing organizations
D. Differing criteria as to what constitutes

"effective coordination"

Note These barriers can be examined through surveys
and questionnaires of those agencies which' should
be involved in some form of coordination.

E. Differing levels of coordination

Note; As an eximple), one level of coordination is
to 'refer clients of one Agency to another agency.
Another level1istfgr one agency to give funds to
another agency to perform services for the,former
agency's clients.

VII. What can be done to improve coordination?

.6

A, pc agencies want to be involved in coordination?

Note: EmploKment and training avencies ate alrea
involved in some levels of coordination without
knbwing it. These aforementioned levels of co-
ordination-need to be clearly identified so that
agencies can begin to eliminate these impedimentsf.
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THINK PIECE ON. TRANSFERABILITY,

Calvin, W. Taylor

Prelimillfry Comments .

4

Written as a think pi,pce, this report captures the main
ideas about transferability that have occurred.to me.over thg4
years or that are now trouling me. One-of my musical friends'.
once recommended that a composer sliould compose just the right
amotintr'not too much or too little. In this way he/she leaves
enough room for the performers to add, their talents so as to
take.thd total effort most effective. This paper approaches
that state.

Although I am not,involved in day-to-day work in vocational,
educatieon, my basic research has been career-competency.b sed.
During the last few years, I 'have worked several times wi.,th the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education at. te Ohio
Statellniversity. "lost relevant to this papet was my work with
the National Center's project on transferable skills (ssie refererices

-Pratzner :(1977). lists, examples 9f transferable 04.1s and
characteristics within the following sections:

1) Summary of Generic Skills
2) Attribute Requirement Inventory

a: General Vocaticinal Capabilities
b. Cognitive Abilities ,

c. Psychomotor Abilities
d. Sensory Capacities
e. Interests
f. Needs

3) List of Attributes Developed by Mecham
4) Occupational4 Survival-Skills
5) Composite List of Transferable Skil,ls

It is assumed that the reader has access tothe rlepprts'ftrm theNati.onal
Center's project on transferable skills. I have tried to write,
this think.piece as taking off from and going beyond those reports.

I. EARLIER RECdMMENDATIONS.ON TRANSFERABLE SKILLS

As a result of.this earlier project, I drew at least two con-
clusions. First, erne attributes are more,!central to people's
total set of career, and life performances itnd therefore are widely

'needed with at least moderate spread effects. If thes4 attributes
were the focus of education and training, students could obtain
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from such programs great benefits both for their careers and lives.
Second, selection and training programs should be as muck "on 'tar-

get" of their ultimately desired performances as possible if trans-
fer or.spread effects are to appear veky. noticeable.

In this area increased activities need' to be sparked by educa-
.

tional foundations and others (a) in tonstructing new measures for
identification, evaluation, and assessment purposes, (b) in basic
iesearch focUsed upon the issues of acquisition, retention, and .
transferability of knowledge versus transferability of attribute
processes (talents and kills and personal characteristics), and
(c) in R g/D and implementation of the findings and new procedures
developed.

As a psychologist wHose prime focus i people,.my .0117exriding

conchision is that-Transferable Skills and hara-cteristics (i.e.
transferable attributes), is by far the most important area in
which money could be spent on education. In pur own work we.have
called this approach talent-fOcused education, with emphasis,pn
the mast important and most transferable attributes. Compared to
Other approaches now available, this approach.has time and again
roduced .the 'most positive research evidence fox bringing about a

major imprOvement--even a revolution--in education. Furthermore,

it offers a double-barrelled curriculum approach in which students
grow both in knowledge'and in transferable attribute.s. The product

of such an educational prOgram is not only a knowledgeable but-
also.an effectively' functioning, multiple-talented (or skilled)
person who has many resources fully activated within himself or
herself. . These multiple resources are transferable and.make.the
person both useful and valuable as a citizen and hiOlyemployableil
transferable, and promotable as an employee.

The funds could well 'be spent in suppOrting basic research on
d'kher,ihtellectual and nonintellectual attributes not yet weli
isolated, identified, and measured, which could-then be
strengthened through educational training. These'include fiuman
interrelations,'self ,insights, personal attributes,.etc. They
could also be used to develop curriculum materials apd approaches
to cover all the important transferable talents and attribttes
that produce highly effective persons'and employees. Further
funding should go to implement these materialsepen they have been
sufficiently developed for use. -

Finally) funding is needed dn new instruments for identifyin9
each*transferable attribute,for measuring improvement in these
attributes.through training, and for assessing training and educa-
tion programs focused on important transferable attributes.

P mit

In summary; the nation should spend an extremely high per-

centage of its current public and private funding in educational

,reSearch, development, implementation, and measurement activities 4
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'focused on multipre transterable attributes in studeqts. In fact,
according to all indications, 'the'majority of,the foundation
funding in education would be well spent upon attribute-.focused
education. It would not be more money down the Same-old drain,
with little' or no change or improvementAin what happens to students
in classrooms. Instead, it could bring.about major imprOVements.
in all'fields of education and training.

II.. SOME 13ROAD PROBLEM AREAS

General Issues

This.paper will not be limited td vocational education, even
though vocational education is to be-congratulated for'having.such
.an interest in transferability. All of edlacation will be covered,

. with some emphasi.s On. vocational education, where probably the
highest degree of transferability is occurring within formal
educational programs, especially in those linked to oh-the-job
performance.

The concept of transfer or of transfer cpf trafning is undoubtedly
one of the moSt basic notions in education; both in formal school
programs and in all kinds of learning and training situations.
Transfer of training or the transfer of learning is highly impor-
tant, even if limited to the formal education systet. This con-
cept is even morp potent when _considering the kinds and.amounts of
transfer of.training that occur from formal educdticinal systems to
careers nd to other (non-school) life activities._ Transfer that
occursthroughout one' entire lifetime, such as It lifetime learn-,
ing from experience/ in lifetime self-education, in lifetime Urain-
ing and.learning on jobs, etc., isialso important.

One of the main issues in transferabilitY id tHe complexity
versus the simplicity of people, jobs, and situations, including
working condltions and organizational climate. The more a person
believes in complexity, the less he/she can believe in,or bet on the
broadness qf transfefability or spread 6ffects across all kinds
of activities and situations. Therefore, the
believes in'complexity, the less he/She expec
and the more he/she feels that training shoul
"the target."

ore that,a person
s'(from transferability,
be fully aimed at

If little or no transfer of training of any kind were occurk-
ring, it would be very difficult to...defend the existence of such'
a training or.educational program. It is therefore important for
education to determine each and every type of transfer that is
commit-ring and to determine to what degree each education and train-
lng program could be improved as.far as desirable transfer effects
are concerned.
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Learning and Retention Curves

It has been said many times that education is what is left
over after (me has forgotten what was learned in school. The
typical learning 'and retention curvp starts with a rapidly rising
curve, turning gradually into a moA slowly rising, "diminishing
returns" curve. The qurve rises less and less with continued
training on the sanw material.or skill processes,.after which the
learning practice in'a training program tends to cease and the
retention part of the curve starts to predominate. The typical
r'etention curve then drops sharply and-tends.to sink close to the
original ba4seline.

The.most striking phenomenon is not the amount that has been-I
learned and retained, but instead the amount that has been forget-

. j
ten. This rapid forgetting prdcess will continue io occur bdt
will turn into only a slight fading-away proceelafter the large
amount of forgetting hae occurred. This occurs if no opportunities
arise to relearn or to reuse what has (earlier) been learned.

In, later opportunities to practice or use the learned know .

ledge or_skill, however, the-learning curve will. rise again., ris-
ing even more, sharply and to a higher level per unit or practice
than occurred in the initial learning. After this later period of'
practice the retention .curve.will drop again but less sharRly and
to not as low a level as the initial- retention (or forgetting)
curve. Thus, the more later oppbrtunities for relearriing.of'fur-
ther skill use,the higher the learning curve will rise and,the
greater thv retention Tor later use or transferability.,

Generality Index of Transferability

In our studies of creativity one of the working definitions
we have used emerged from,NASA evaluations of the creativeness
of their scientists. The definition-used was based upon the notion !
that the wider the breadth'of.applicability, the greater the
creativity. For example, j..f a scientist en a project solved a
problem on that project and'his/her entire .1:ixocess and solution had no
applicability to apy other project or problem, this was considere4
the lowest degree on the scale of creativeness of.the contribution.
On,the other hand, if a solution or a problem could be found to
be applicable in'a wide range of other areas or other scientific
problems, this would indicate a high degree of creativity.

This same type of scale could be developed to measure a'"4ener&7
lity index" of transferability (or spread). This index could be
used to measure different kinds, facts, ideas, contributions,
principles, methodology skills, etc., in terms of their span of
applicability. This "index" cduld even be applied to those per-
sonal attributes and'other lists presented in the first section
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above from Pratzner's report,. In summary, the wider the applica-
bility, the greater the possibility for later transfrring of that
knowledge or skill.... A

r"

Frequenc_Y-of-Occurrence Index of Transferability

The idea here is_ that the more frequently a skill occurs in
school, career, and life, the more it wili be retained and avail-
able' for transfer into mati of these activities. In working with
groups of teachers in inservice training, I have often had,them
list activities that adults do in their work and life. After ,

they generatO a long list, then they search for.some skill com-
mon to these activities. For example, skint like ice skating
would not be used in many adult activities; however, the fre-.
quency of using a skill of balance would be much greater. In the
lives Of most adults, talking is another skill which probably
is used more Jaeten than %?ritill,g.

We can further illustiatewhy we selected fhe set of six
talents first'used in our Multiple Talent Totem poles. We asked
teachers to look at a long list of activities to see how often
'planning talents are'calle'd for, across these activiti10. Typi-
cally, we found that...all or nearly all of thosd'activities called
for planning. We ilxt raised the same question about decision
qmaking. We few exceptions, decision making was called for in all
,of the activities On the list, and so on.

. This suggests that each of these talents is very broadly
applicable and woulebe importaAt in terms of transferability.-
When functioning effectively, these talents would initially make
a perdon more emplioyable uption leaving-school, more able to be
transferred from one job to another within an orgahization.or
even across organizations, and more promotable to higher-level
jobs. They would therefore be generally more useful andpvaluable
to themselves and to others. .

Consequently, a listing of knowledge, skills, and talents,
according to their frequency of use in school and in other work-

. ing and livingeactivities, could be Studied and deverbped as one
of the important underlying baseyor predictang positive transfer.

Verbal and Verbalizing Activities ; k.

- Vocational education is perhaps.involved in non-verbalizing
in training and performing more than most of edvcation, which is
both highly. verbal 4nd often calls kor verbalizing as well as
actual performance. In the latter case', the person is required to
learn the/performance and then also describe how to accompltish the
performance. ,



4 It is. my hunch, one that could bkikchecked out by research,
that the majority of people are both non-verbal*4and non-verbalizing
in career and liFe activities. Even when verbalizing -is required, .

many performances,can be more non-verbal and non-verbalizing in
career And life activities. Even when verbalizing is required(
many performances can be, more noh-verbl than verbal. Conse-
quently, the transferability.of verbalizing versus non-verbaliz-

-
ing performances should be studied.

The firstetudy which brought this strongly to my attentipn,
was Loiraine.Loy's 1969 dissertation under my Supervision. She '

folind that afer a non-verbal performance had been learned, it
waS2 later performed more eTfectively than were performances'which
had initially been verbalized as,well as performed. In that case,
and perhaps in many nonverbal performances--the usual academiC
rule is reverspd, with many educators in effecIive saying, tell me
how you did the performance, then you will be able to repeat the
nonverbal performance better later." Loy's finding could be ex-
ei.emely important because.the large majority of humap perform-
ances are probably nonverbal (except in school).

The se=nd study is equally provocative, although it is much
more preliminary than Loy's. It concerns itself Mote with verbal
versus non-verbal than with verbalizing versus non-verbalizing:
Cecelia Flint at Brigham Young pniversity,just completed a study
in 1978, the first of *itq kind that I've seen, on verbal versus'
non-verbal7treativity. She tested monolingual and bilingual stu-
dents in Costa.Rica, Who were equal in verbal creativity. Sur- .

prisingly to_many.educatbrs, however, the monolinguals were more
nonverbally creative than theibilinguals.

. . Both cases aEbve may be dealing with important pre-expressional
thinking 'processes, most of Which are non-verbal or preverbal
(cept for schooling effects)..' Whenever schooling deals almost
solely with verbal thinking and verbalizing, other important
pre-ekpressional.thought processes (including creative thinking)
may be curtailed and stifled so that they occur with much less
intensity and frequency than would have happened naturally.

The creative proces6, largely non-verbal'and really not well
known or understood, has-been verbally described in many ways, but
the description most relevant to this paper is'presented below-.
Qne noteworthy feature of the creative process is that those who
find it occurring within them often seek thereafter to have it
occur again and again throughout their lifetime, whether they are
faced by similar or radically different types of pr6b1ms. This
re-occurrence seems to be sought after as a rewarding experience
for the creatives. In one sense therefore it shows transferability,
from one problem task to another and from one time in life to
another.
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Much of the creative process,' for example, is most likely
. preconscious, nonverbal or pre-verbal, involVing largesweep-.

ing, scanning, deep, diffuSed, free, and powpreul'actions oc)
. almost thp whole mind;

The five stagbs ofAhe creative process can be internal and
non-expressible in many persons until the last stage or two, but'
even the last stage could.involve important non-verbal processes.
If.there is a Sixth stage it might be the repetition of,the.
process, later on.

III, AREAS OF RETENTION'AND TRANSFERABILITY'

Most-of the educational programs in the nation probablyare
primarily knowledge-focused and only secondarily skill-focused
(or even pe41e-focused). As has been said, %one can determine the
type of program or program emphasis by exadining the nature of
the 't.esting.in the program. probably the largestmumber of class-

. room educational programS are primarily knowledge-tested. The'
transferability of knowledge is thuscovered, as well as the
transferability df skills. In common language,.these.two, when .
combined, constitute the concepts of both "knoW" and "how" and
know-how is certainly a double focus in vobational education.
ConsequentIS,, one research question concerns the l.ikelihood of
transférability,of botb know and howl especially if both are
needeu in a latersactivity.

Since- so much of education is knowledge-rfocused ahd knowl-_
edge-tested,:an issue Arises-as t7b whe,ther knowledg-focused
education develops as by-productS a wide range of multiple basid
.skilas and highleVel talents of students. The alternative
question is whether there is little growth in a. wide band of the'
basic skillS and high-level talents, or groW,Ah only in that very
garrow skill bapd which is repeatedly uS'ed and which we haVe
called basio academic skills,'

'It is nedessary how to determine not only whether talent-
focused.education develops ,3 wide bapd of skills and talents in
students, but whether, a wide band of kndwledge is developed as
a by-PrOduct. A further questiOn is whether talent-focused edu-
cation cd-uses students to pro6s's Mowledge in-ways different
from knowledge-based education, and,'if it does, whether ,those,
learning from talent-based education 'have.more, working and last-__
ing knowledge, knowledge which is'more fully retained and more
readily available.for transfer. In other words, the question,is
whether talent-focused educatiOn does a better job than knowledge-
focused education in fosterinig.growth in both talents and knowl-
edgei If it dcies, then there shpuld be more transfer pf both
knowledge and talents in later activities.
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Knowledge Retention and Transferability

In knowledge-focused education,1there is a 'strong possibi,lity
that knowledge adquired in different classes Will be,learned-and
retuined on tests without much, opportunity to'use it in later-
courses or in out of school,activities. For example, there is.a
good chance that same technical chemistry learned in a science
course in 'junior high or high school will pot be required even in
later yeats-of schoolingi let aSone during the rest of one!a life.
That knowledge will thut be largely fOrgotten or not available
for later Use and transferability. This would also be true of
learning to write, talk,:br listen.in a foreign .language.if this
language is never' again used after the claSs if finished. It

may slip away'almosteas many telephone numbers are quickly for-
gotten after dialingi never to be used again.'

A major relsearch need is to study-the learning ihd retention
curves of the various kinds of knowledge and dubjgct matter.'used
in vocational education programs as well As individual differences
in theSe learningand retention curves.- These studies Shotld
not merely be done strictly in research laboratoriesE nor.with
nonsense syllables, but in regular classroom situations.'covering
typiGal suE)ect matter. From such .curves, onemight determine
which types of knowledge would be retained better and be more

,

available for later transferability in classes or in regular
living activities. .In this way, the varlfous types of knowledge
could be classified into less forgettable dr more greatly. re- ,

usable, thereby increasing,transferability. High fading knawl-
edgesmuld then be made htrailatde through handy referenCe.systems
on compUterized access.,

There may be many different,kinds of knowledge, each having its
own transferabiaity "index." For example.., I have often said.that
there is nothing as practial as real insight -- and nothing as
impractical aS no real insight. My, belief is that one great
insight can be- readily applied in practical situations and wOuld
havesa thigh transferability index compared to an abundance of,
detailed unrelated facts in a field. Research could be done
different types of knowledge or subject matter to see what the
transfer4ility index would be with each type.

A. caution about ligh tran'Sferabilitli of knowledge seems
appropriate. A new principal of a ju'nior high started to emphasize. 4

educational improvement in his newly assigned school. He had
supportive responses from teachers in every area dxcept one. Then
he discovered that the students in that one area had topped the
district the previous year in the standard achievement tests being'
used district wide. Therefore the teachers in that area had some
official justification for belmTpleased with What-they were doing
in their teaching. They were "on top of- Blinker Hill" as far as
their standing in their district, the largest district in their
state.
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The,principal itien wondered Miat wourd happ4n if he were to
astemble, and ,ret-est the stAdents Who had scored sdlligh. He did

'this and the-studentwIall did very poorly. This suggests.that
knowledge.gained from-knowledge tests is not pecesipakily:retained.

.

ft reminds,me of,the great-concern that T,and many otfiers,
have had about taking one final comPrehensive exam over all
the subjecf Matter they-had learrled cn t4eir-high 'school (or
vollege) .courses. Tfie.above results suggest that,thi4 is not an
unreal fear, 'Not.AUdE total knowledge-might lap left"foreadily
"dispiay'on tests; /16r would.it be eaSy'to brush up ori all that
knoWiedgd in a reasonable period of time.

In

-Along With thi$ problem-'is whether-the combiyiation 9f kno-.
4 ledge or talent may be potent.- For qxample, one talent, called
expressional' fluency, 'describeS'Whether'a person,can express
essentially the same idea in.different.ways: If-he/she can, it sug-
gests- bothgood insight and the ability to state and restate'
that insight in many ways. This combination gf knowledge and
talent.Would-seein to pave a higher transferability index than the
insight-talerkt combination shown by a person,when he/she reads or
recite? exactly, or perhaps from meMory, famous quotations or
rules or .principIeS. This insight-talent combination is uiwaouqedly
a gre4tassef in teacherS, parents, and supervisOrs*.'

Skill Retention and Transferability

All the above.logic would apply to the initial learning and
retenton and to fUture opportunities for re-learnins and re-using
particular skills. The learning and retention q3.irves for parti-
,cular skfkls, especially those usea in vocational education, should
be studied and,giaphed. Of particular interest would.be-whether
a higher percentage of the learned skills is retained better than
learned knowledge. That is, are typical skill learning and
retention curves different and better for transferability than
fypical knowledge learning and retentin curires? Our general
-hunch is that they are,-especially for some skilfs like-ridina
bicycle and roller,(or ice) skating. Some of-the e skills might
differ by being well'retained yithq,ut practice, 4i1e others would
recuireloractice to be retained.

Major ,issuesare whether skills ere acquired more easily and/or
retained mo fully with more opportunities for later use and re-

_ learning na hether those skills would be reVlined longer than
'the knowledge ypically learned in.vocational or other types of
educatidn'., 4
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Retentitn and Transferability of Talents (High-Level Skills)

Scae of the -training activities for students in voca=
tional education undoubtedly involve a'considerable use of
lower level skills, such as using manual dexterity, eye-hand
coordination; working on assembay lines, etc. Others empha'sizp
higher level skills calling for higher level brain processes
or what we have called ",talents."., The;-e is the posSibility
that both.lower level Motor skills and higher level brain
talent could have higher retention curves and greater' pos-
sibilities for fUture use than does the kneisledge'received by .

a high grade-getter in school.

My professor, L. L. Thurstone, was originally a mechanical
engineer who later obtained a doctorate in psycHology. 'Cne
of his frequent complaints was that if a Person is doing
poorly in academic work, he/she is often advised to go into
vocational education, such as mechanical training programs.
'frienThurstone did factor analysis studies on mechanical abilities,
he tound.that moSt mecha4cal abilities were in the head
rather than in the hands. All of us can agree.we want a person
with lop mechanical brains to work on our automobile or on
the airplanes in which we fly.

There is a strong possibiliti/ that the higher level b1-ain
processes or talents (such as anticipating, planning, and
decision making) have a greater opportunity for re-use, a
greater frequency of occurrence in.adult and career activities,
and a higher spread effect or breadth of applicability than
do specific lower'level skills or knowledges. This should be
determined by.basic research and research in typical Classrooms
and training,programs as well as by analyzing caredr and other.
lifetime activities. Some have also claime'd ,that ceebral
funationing is a person's most dependable servant over his/her
life. They point out.that his/her sensory and motor performance
may become impaired but his'ier brain may.still be functioning very
clearly. It needs to be determined whether lower level skills,
subject matter knowledge, or high level talents are retained
and whi.ch function most effectively throughout.one's lifespan.

Retention and Transferability of Personal Attributes

In the earlier Ohio State project, the title "Transferable
Skills" was stretched to include "Transferable Skills and
Characteristics" and occasionally was called "Transferable
Attributes." This section emphasizes those other personal
characteristics'(attributes).
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Certain personal attributes may be displayed and used more
otteri when functioning effectiv.ely., For,example, motivation
sparked from within to perform well might have high trans-
ferability. Other personal characteristics might repeatedly
prove to be assets in dif,ferent situations and actiyities.
Feor example, persons who break easily into a catching smile
or-ia.eln into an infectious laugh can utilize that attribute-
,many,,.tOles in many ways, mostly with a positive.effect. A
pugon*Ith initial stage fright'might break into a big smile
before starting a\speech, thus disarming the audience and
gaining their support. LikeWise, the ability to 'break the
ice and strike up a conversation and keep it going with another
person could be a.valuable arid wi,dely-used attribute in many,
many situations, such as in door to dodr selling, inteTviewing,
in being interviewed, in making suggestions or in giving
suggestions or feedback..

The characteristic of emathy, though not yet well under-
stood, can help establish a rapport and underslanding.between
two people and thus should prove to have a high transferability
index. These attributes would 'have a high frequency of op-
portunity so-they could be praèticed, developed, and readily
available for future use. ,

, Lack of knowledge or lack of jOb skills are not the main
,reasons people do not suCceed in jobs. Instead, the reasons
tend to be more due to lack of personal skills or character-
istics, including personality, establishing interpersonal
relationships, self-motivation, self:discovery, self-management,
socializing and political characteristics/ etc.

IV. THE POTENTIAL RELEVANCE OF PREDICTION
STUDIES TO TRANSFERABILITY

Early research on transfer of training often stated that
there had to be common elements between the initial training
and the later performances for transfer to (pour.

Prediction research in personnel and other programs depends
upon the ability to forecast later performances from earlier
attributes, training, and performances. In other words, if
there is considerable transferability of earlier trained and
measured aspects of an individual, then these will provide
bases for predicting"later performances. This implies there

4 is something measurable from the eaillier training that
transfers over to produce a definite relationship.
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Match df Tr'aining ActiviVies and Job Activities'
-

I
.

n order to match a person with a job, he or she is
sometimes asked to perform on teSts or in classroom activities
or'work samples. Then these and other measures form the basis
of.predicting.later performance in Some specified activity,
4z)b, or performp..nce.

In reality, this,matching'.of.the wOrkers and the job 1s-4
a double-match situation'. One research need is ,to determine

.the degrnQ to which the later worker is the same person
as he or she who was measured earlier.. The second need is to
determine the degree of similarity between the characteristi'cs
of the earliee activities ,and those needed in the job later.
Possibly the greatest success in this sort of prediction studies
has been in predicting school grades from earlier schGol grades.

The most disappointing area of prediction has.:certainly
been in predicting adult career 'and job performance from school
performances and grades. Typically little or no relationship
-has been found with rare exceptiplas occurring in the enter-
tainment.fields, where campus activities are very much like -
the latex professiopal perfbrmances. Those who .have studied
transfer of tvaining have atypically found liittle tranSTer

taking place; The traditional recommendation was to train
a person in exactly,what he or she :is going to be called.upon
to do.'.

It has becoMe possible, at least with certain human char-
ActeristThs'and performances, to build parallel forms of tests.
One activity can thus be substituted for another activity with
essentially identical results. It is possible., for example, in
one class with ane teacher, that test scores on subject matter
in later chapters in the cour'Se can yield almost parallel
resealts to earlier test scores. Of course, this ±s true only
if the student's effort and other conditions are essentially
the same.

This relatively high-level of parallelism is much more
likely to occur in schools than between schools or jobs or
between, jobs and other jobs. It is no doubt troublesome to
educators to hear that school grades are such poor predictors
of later career performances. In'fact, this has sometimes
been called the best guarded secret in education. This lack
of predictability is undoubtedly 1.ss true of vocational educa-
tion programs than those programs offered In general education,
graduate education, and even professional education.

rftw
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It is undoubtedly even more troublesome to e
edpecially curriculum, specialists, .pto find that
students' extra,-curricular act.ivities are better
tors than grades. One partial explanation for
,of common elements between school activities anc'
abtivities.. To illustrate the problOm, if ten
0.b1es are involved in the training aetiv'ity and
only one or two of-these' #reltransfexable to th
job activity, these two.variables cannot predfc
trAnsfer very potently to'the later situation a

4. '

ators,
ures of
eer predic-
is a lack

rld of work
ore vari-
uation-and,
re cOmplex
ighly or
performancei.

When studeAs are conside,red merely as el oom learneg's
of knowledge, they are learners-and-returners, cb tinually.
wdrking under close supervision and directidn. e of my stu-
dents asked "where c.an .ybu.earn a-good salary 0 the world- .

of-work by teliing'your boss'éxactly what he h s 'told you?" s.

1 : ,

This lack of correlation between scho4 andiworld of work
-performances also suggests that the persOn 4nd'ailtuation may
be as different as the activities and the teist's Performed. In
fact, one of the frequent statements among persona doing pre-
dictign studieS in personnel work is( that there. is a cei-ling
to the leVel of correlation.found in'predi tion studies match-
ing workers and jobs. This may be becauselyOriables other
than those concerriing the person or the worKactivity are not
controlled or used in the prediction equatiOn.

Triple Match of Person, Job and Situational'Variaples

In our first major attempt to use working condition vari-
ables as a predictor of job performanee,' we studied the
productivity, creativity, and other accomplishments of *scien-
tists on the job in a large research center in the San Francisco
area.* Surprisingly we found many multiple 'correlations of .5,
.6 and even .7 between measures of the working climate of
scientis and indices of ther individual performances,-'sug-

r
gesting hat a three-way match is needed. This is actpally a
three-wa dcllible match between the person at two.stages,,the
trailling vemills the job, and the training situation versus the
job situation. If there are many mismatches, there will be
low correlations at best, indicating low transferdbi/ity.

If the locus in edIation were on human characterittics,
it would be possible to develop many Valuable attributes, but

*An Investigation of OrganiLtional Climate. Robert T lison,
Blair McDonald, Lawrence James, David Fox, and Calvin W. Taylor.
Published by Creativity Research Institute, ,Richardson F undation,
Piedmont Building, Greensboro, North Carolina, 1967 pages 1968.
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they may neeer be neede'a because of.the absence'of both appro-
priate situat4.'onai variables and appropriate performances in
working situations. Stated in reverse, the 'attributes being
trained in the educational settitg may not be those called for
in the work eituation..

, Curriculum specialistg, in vocational and other educational
programs can establfsh appropriate situational variables.and
a,lso prescribe the activities to be performed in the earlier
learning artd training situations. They can also try,to pre;-
Scribe how to elicit certlain skills, talent.s,' and other human
_characteristics, as well, a outliing what knowledge is to be
acqurreq. Then the student may fiave,enough of.the necessary
combination of know-how to 'function effectivelY in the later
activiti.es. This "total curriculum approach" could more .

nearly insure the greatest prediction,or transferability effects.

The research suggested here is more a Matter of defining
the full target, together with clarifying and measuring the
attribtites involved, the,human performances, the situational
variables in the-climate or working conditions, and the vari-
ables in the job or performances. These need to be.reduced
to a workable number of variab;es in each cage, by singling out
the most general variables for'the greatest attention, and those
variables used most fretlilently in accomplishing the most dffective

.
transfer (or prediction) from an earlier to a later situation.

Measurement of Climate (Situa'tional) Variables

Our measurement researdh has yielded a Studene Activities
Questionnaire (SAQ) for classroom climate ana teachiiig process-
es therein plus a Management Audit Survey (MAS) for use in
large organizations.*7 ,Situatiorial coillorexity is indicated
in our MAS-findings. by eiore than fifteen organizational ,climate
scores (all involving different factored dimensions). Thus
if one were, transferring from one situation to another,the
climate variables could support transfer effeCts if enough,
variables of the situations are identical or, similar, but could
be quite damaging if many or most of the variables have changed
radically from the initial situation.

Another, mai') finding'is that in a large organization wlth
many subdivisions, the climate'is not at all uniform, but can
change considerably from one sub-unit to another. Just as
individuals differ, so can organizational sub-units differ in

**These are available from The Institute for Behavioral Research
in Creativity, 1570 South 1100 East, Salt Lake City, Utah 84105.
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*all the measures we have takdn. One example of our findings
is that in a sub-unit where.the climate for innovation is
high, the training posts are ,l,ow because the'tnnovatiVe people
can figure better and.bettey,ways 6b do thingsi In contras.t,
where the climate for'innovation is low, the training costs
tend to be high because "everyone must be trained in the'offi-
cial way".

Another example of the effect of :the working:climate 4.2pon
a petson's performance is illustrató in athletics, where a
player can-get traded to a different team and Work.under, a
different coach Ad differept.organizational policies and,con-
ditions. Some players, when traded, suddenly bloom, especially
when plaYing against.their formeY team.

V. SPECIAL PROBLEM AREAS

Transfer from Training to Testing 4

Another kind of transfer of training 00curs when attributes
displayed in day-to-day.classroom and homewbrk activities are
displayed on class tests. Other variables'-, though, such as
test taking anxiety, can act to prevent a close relationship .

between classroom training performance and periodic test per-
formance.

Another concern is whether test performances in school will
correlate with what may be considered test performance on the
job. Our lengthy experiefices'in large testing programs.are
that school tests will not correlate highly witia on-the:-job
types of tests. Most people who build tests are academic pro-
ducts and know-how to build academic tests. When I ran the
Army-Wide Trade Testing IiTogram, ve gradually learned how to
construct tests so that they become morp and more job-like
instead of school-like'. On the tests we' required functioning
to be job oriented in job-like settings. We also produced itelps

, and procedures that were less verbal than those on the usual
school tests.

Later I directed a new:type of project for the Air Force
entitlOp Training Needs, Tests, which yielded a profile of scores
on subcomponentsof eacill of several technical Air Force jobs. 4

For a person to be an airpl,ane mechanic or other specialist,
he had to score above the minmum On each and every part of the
test profile. In this way we' discovered in which areas he
needed more training 4r order tbe fully certified. Again,
we 16,rere able to produ e tests whi h were job-like rather than
sc4bol-like. It was found, howeve , that because'the tests
used for promotio the Air Force were more school-like than
job-like, the Training Needs Test Program was seen as a threat
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to the Well-established program of tests-Used for.promotional
purposes.for einlistedrpersonnel. We .suggbsted that all of these
promotion lests should be revised to'becave mor=e job-like and
therefore more sound.

From,these experiences educators are in-a positioh to pro-
vide the know-hbw in ti-dining manuals'and to explain how to
build job-likeltests for use in school:s. If these tests were

'used and if classroom trafning performances did not
transfer over well to the job-like tests, it would by evident
that the lassroom performancei require change so that positive

ula occur:transfer

Self Educating and Learning'From Experiencet on One's Own

Leaerning how to educate oneself could ,be the most impor
tant of transferable skills or talents. In a way it is a fill-
the-gap talent. When all transferability that will occur hag
occurred and a person is still not capable of functioning at
the desired or required level of pei-formance, he/she is often on
his/her own. he/she Must train or educate- himself/herwlf for the
remaining reguairements of the job through practice, self evaluation,
-self guidance, etc. Since the correlation is often low between
raining performances and job performances, those who excel in
the latter tend not to be those who are earlier teacher-pleaser

-* grade getters, but those who have educated themselved on the
remaining aspects of the job. Self-educating could therefore
be one of the most potent trainable skills or talents involyed
in all potential transfer situations.

.One negative example here is our evidence that medical
students 'who were the luighest ,9-rades getters,and thus possessed
the most knowledge at the time of each test Were not necessar-
ily those who were most knowledgeable after graduation.. Every
ten years general medical knowledge almost doubles; The studY
skills used in obtaining grades in medical school, however, do
not.transfer sufficiehtly.to become the skills used by practic-
ing physicians to kecp abreast of knowledge during the follow-
ing decades. Those who discover how to learn most effectively
on their own, and not those who once got high grades in college,
will be the ones who remain most knowledgeable.

Awareness or Reality Training About Transferability

Experiments ought to 4)e conducted to determine what merit
and what effects there would be if studeuts were given _direct
awareness training or "hard reality" training about all the
topics on transferability'covcred herein. This could include,
educating themselves in'areas where much, if not most, of the
later performances would'not be taken care of through
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'transferability of earlier training; thus, they could not
expect. to.lean too heavily on their past training or education
for full future success. They could also take awareness and.
realiey'training on their own complexities; on the complexities
of their future actiyities. As a result of this transferability
awareness, they. might see the merit of getting experiencejlin
a wider5rnge of pe,ronal attributes and work,ing conditioAs.so
-ttla't they could prepare themselves for greater transferabilit,
greaeer value, and greater likelihood of promOt:ion.

A To illustrate this neaMPfor direct training on transfr-
ability, I use the example of an Army Engineering raining
Prograv, which trained Army enginees to5build a piridge across a
stream flowing into the large river nearby. Late, when these
engineers Went into action in war settings) they were able to
build an appropriate bridge as lang as the stream was as narrow
or narrower than the stream where they were trained. However,
many were unable to builda bridge across a wider stream.**t

,7

***Readers might want to iSe i.nformed of the Project on the Voca-
tional Preparation of"Gifted and Talented Students in Secondary
and Post Secondary Education. Dr. Bruce G. Milne was the'Project
Director at the School of Education, UniverOty of South Dakota,
'Olermillion, South Dakota 57069. In a series of conferences
across the country he gathered together leaders in vocational
edubation, vocational counseling, and Gifted/Talented program;
plus consultants (including the present writer), to explore all
aspects of the tbpic of the project.
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COMPETENCY-BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION; NEEDED REiEARCH.

William C. Knaak 1

.._

The "Competency-Based Education Movement",which has been .

described" as "a bandwagon in search of a definition", appea± s. to be
here to.stay. Competency-based vocational education (CBVE) has
also receives broad attention in the literature since 1970,..but
there appears to ,be a lack of commOnality among authors in their
use of expressions-and'terms.associated with CBVE. . For example,
the definition of "par,ticipants" in CBVE.ranges all the way from
a typewriting teacher who has dpveloped his/her first task or'
competency list to vocational-technical institUtions whichrare
totally competenc-based, open entry, and which utilize persdnal-
ized instruction. These extremes and the, no) doubt, many levels
of definition betwepn them suggest three areas of possible basic
research in CBVE:

(1) Research to obtain reasonable concensus as to the
characteristics of CBVE (definitions and linguistibs).
A survey of.knowledgeable personsfis recommended.

)

(2 ) DPvelopment.or refinement of an instrument which can
be applied to vocational program,(s) or to-an entire
institufion to determine at what level t'he.basic
characteristic& of CBVE are present. R & D could
involve furthér exploratory work along the lines being'
developed by Keene State University in New HampShire.

(3) Utilization of the instrument to determine the levelS
L. of CBVE present in vocational programs 4n4 institutions

around the nation. Application of the instrument to
1. on-going CBVE programs is recommended.

CBVE prograMmiing is frequently co-mingled with personalized
instruction, individualized instruction, time-variable learning
and mastpry learning. Must it be? Research is needed td answer
the following question: .

(4) Can CBVE exist subcessfully if it is not associated
with (a) personalized/individualized instruction?,
(b) time-variable learning?, or (c) mastery learning?
Opinion polls from successful and reasonably complete
,CBVE programs and institutions would be of value here.

The question af "why CBVE?" has not been adequately ad-
dressed. There are frequent references to "a bandwagon", "state
mandates", "accountability", and "innovation", but little
reference to it beimg a superior learning system., Is it?

"No,
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At the 916 Vo-Tiech Institute in Minnesota, a personalized
cOmpetency-based program was origi,nally initiated for educatidnal
managementrreasons. In that program,

1) Students are not required to repeat learning of skills
and knowledge previously learned.

2) HandicapPed and other studentls.can obtain immediate°
access to instructional programs.

-
Handicapped students can complete.the segmeRts of an
instructional program they are able to.

4). The building, instructional eqttipment, and instructional
staff can be used more efficiently. There is job place-
tent assistance for graduates.

4

5) .Students with a wide range of entry-level skills can
be acceioted.

Instruction is available 24 hour3 per day for part-day
students:

Later, the prggram was also defended for the following edu-
cational reasons:

1) The learner wogresses at hid/her own rate to master
the instructiOnal content.

2) More learner.s achieve mastery than ds possible under
-groUp-centered instruction.

3) The learner builds confidence by_succeeding in learning.

4) The students learn to help, each other learn rather tiOan
to compete for grades.

5) Learners may speed up their learning.

6) The presentation of the content is consistent.

7) Students can learn according to their preferred learn-
ing style.

8) The efficiency of the instructor is increases.

9) The instructor perforps as a manager of .learning
rather than as info.r5ation giver.



.;ReEiea, rch is needed to.ascertain:
1

(5) Axe the reasons being given.for introducing1CBVE valid?
Objective on-site research is needed to determineif
claims have validity.

a, a

(6) What reasons would motiVate vocational education
administrators, vodational teachers and persons in
'State departments of education to limplement CBVE?
survey approach is needed for this information.

(7) What is the current level of coMinitment to CBVE by:
state,epartments cf education, vcidational administra-
tors, and vocational teachers? Confidential surveys
are needed.'

Efforts. have been made...at the National Center for Research
in Vocational Education,e'Ohio State University and elsewhere
to identif5) competencies required for,teacheis to implement
CBVE. However, methodology for how to teach these coffipetencies
is still elUsive, aS the time for learning the competencies.
EVen more elusive 'time the teacher needs-to implement
CpVE. Estj_mates on ration time for CBVE student learning
sstem rangejróm 1 pevelopment hour per four stUdent instruc-
tibnal hours to 50 develapment hourS for one student hour. Even
the lowest estimate seems prohibitive. It.has been reported
that 7% of vocational teachers felt that they had less than
three hours a month to develop, adapt or lo-Calige curriculum.
Research'is needed, to.determine:

(8) What was the development time commitMent in success-
_ 'ful CBVE programs? Variables: Programs-developed ,

from scratch", adapted programs, etc. Existing on-
going rograms should Dle polled.

(9) What is the success of "adaptation models" (transfer
programs from .successful CBVE sites)? Oftigoing
adaptation models should be monitored. New well-
controlled models should be tried and monitored.

.

(10) What transfer techniques work well (from successful
CBVE transfer sites)? and what works less well? This
is a variation from (9) above.

CBVE is claimed to have some advahtages over traditional
instruction in the training of handicapped, disadvantaged, and
for encouraging sex equity in programs. If true, CBVE could
have a strong impact in implementing the-objectives of federal
legislatiOn. Research is needed to:
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(11) Test-theivalidity of,claims about utiIizir CBVE, to
improve the tz...a...iLd..a.1./of persons who are.handicapped
disadvantaged or taking-tNaining 'course's traditional
for one sex. On-gding sites should ,be.studied 'to
see if delivery services to handicapped persons are
improves with CBVE.

Cpst data about CBVE are almost,nil._ Research isAeeded to:

(12) Def;ine start-rup costs On a per instructidthaI..hour
basis and.to compare'these costs to" it:art-up gosts; in
a traditiotil program. This ihplies studying new end
on-going-programs on-site.

. .

(13) Test cost advantages/disadvantages as compared to
traciitiona instruction in on-going instructional
programs. Same as (12) above.

Little is known about "predictors" of inaividual student
success in CBVE programs. Research is needed to:

(14) Determine if there are 4ny''predictors"-pf probable,/
-student success in a CBVE .program such as past exper-
iences, standarized tests, cognitive'style mapping,
etc; and,

(15) Determine if there are remedies which can be utilized
with students of low probable success to improve that
probability: Questions (14) and (15) imply institu-.
tional research at CBVE sites.

Wher,CBVE instruction has been personalized or individual7
ized and u46d with a mastery learning approach, it is claimed
that graduates.taught in this manner-tend to-attain accelerated
advancement,on the job because of having,learned'"how to learn".
Research is needed to:

(16) Test the validity of CBVL "advantages" to students
a4t.er they are employed. This could be an ada-on
to existing follow-up studies.

A major,thrust for attempting to implement CBVE throughout
the country has been,made by state departments of education and
teacher training colleges and universities encouraging vocational
teachers to i.mplement CBVE program's in their schbols and insti-
tutes. Research is needed to: . .

(1,7) Determine which approaches have been most suCcessful
in implementing CBVE. A natiolal survey would be in
order.
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Some state departments of education have decided that
horizontal and vertical articulation of vocationil programs ,can
be acdomplished most effectively if competency-based.programs
are established first. Research is needed to:

(18) Ascertain'tlie impact of.CBVE On the articulation
vocational instruction. Same as (17) above.

. There does not seem to be much:data aNiailable on studeht"
opinion of CBVE. Research is neeUed to:

(19) Determine student attitudes'toward a CBVE system of
instruction; pre and post-test. (This would require
institutional on-site research.)

(20) Determine helps/hindrances to students in CBVE
system.

Most CBVE instructional development starts with obtaining
some types of task or competency"list. This is followed by the
writing of terminal performance objectives and standards for
those objectives. Increasingly, previously deveroped lits
are being made available for adaptation by others. Research
is needed to answer the following questions:

(21) Is it possible to have a national task list witli"
standards for an occupation (i.e. Auto Mechanics)?

(22) If national standards can be developed, will this
lead to a national.curriculum? Is this desivable?

(23) Are there advantages/disadvantages to the-itarious
models of CBVE now being used in different parts of
the country?

(24) How-are CBVE learning materials now kept updated and,

(25) 1s this,.possible with a national curriculum? Questions
(21-25) above could be researched with opinion polling

'of persons familiar with CBVE.
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DATA COLLECTION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Joseph F. Malinski

The term "data collection," as used here, involves all the
activities associated with the identification, definition, class-
"ification recording and'reporting op, about, or-in vocational.
ecucation. Data collection processes span word of mouth trans-
mission 'to complex automated information stgrage and retrieval.

In my opinion, research and development in vocational educa-
tion and all of education.for that matter, have concentrated to
a large measure on the research report or pssertation model of
data collection and analysis. The ccintinuing use of this model .

has hindered the develbpment of real time information systems as
tools for research. Another impediment to the use of real time

.

information systems in education can be described as the "campli-
ance-mentality" associated with reports directed upward in the
sygtem; very,often requested reports had little relevance or
utility within the unit being queried. A final hindrance is the
tendency to develop data collection efforts for polj,cy making,
institutional planning, operational control, and evaluation of
all types. To use the vernacular, the Main thrust of research
and developMent activitieS ill vocational education is to figure
out "how to get our act together."

In its report on the hearings for the Educational Amendments
of 1976, the house Committee on Education and Labor reported in
the section titled "Administrative Improvements."

The Committee believes that increased Federal
.funding will /ead to more and hetter vocational
courses. But simply putting more dollars into
vocational education is not the sole answer to
the question of how to achieve the best voca-
tional education programs possible.

There must also be major improvements made in
the way in which the program is now administered
by the U.S. Office of Education and by the States.
Testimony before the Committee showed that these
improvements must come in the areas'of planning,
accountability, data collection and use, and
evaluation and follow-up.*

* The Vocational Education and National Institute of Education
Amendments of 1976. Reports No. 94-1085, 94th Congress,
2d Session. Page 16. 4
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This legislative activity resulted in Section 161a of the
1976 Act which requires the development of a national educational
data reporting_and accounting system. Therefore, the.Education
Amendments of 1976 provides a mandate for the development of'a
National Vocational Educational Inforzation System. This mandate
is the first time that a national system including all states and
territories in the nation has ever been attempted. The importance,
scope, and magnitude of this national effort will have a signifi-
cant and lasting effect on vocational education and the national
economy. The'design, development and implementation of.the
systeM will provide many opportunities for.research and develop-
ment activities in data collection, processing and reporting.

* Section 161b addresses the need to relate the p-rocess data
identified in 161a to labor demand. ,

The development process of the national vocational education
data and accounting system can be divided into the following
segments.

1. The development of a conceptual model.

2. The identification and definition of the data elements
required for the system.

3. The establishmènt of an accounting systr and_structure.

4. The development of the operational process and
pTocedures for data collection and storage.

The design and development of the reporting
capabilities of the system.

6. The evaluation of the effectiveness of the system.

7. The improvements and/or enhancements to the system;

A Concept of a Uniform AccountinE Structure

Figure 1 represents a conceptual presentation of the record-
keeping (accounting) system suggested by Public Law 94-48'2 and
related acts. Inasmuch as the primary focus is on vocational
education'S effect on student performance, the implementation of
the madel will need to be concentrated at the local level.
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Figure 1. Schematic model of data required by
4ducationa1 Amendments of 1976 *

* From paper peepared by William A. White.and.Joseph F. Malindki
for the Vocational Education Task' -Porce Data Acquisition Sub-
committee, CEIS Annual Meeting; Washington, D.C. April 18-21
1977.
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The Education Amendments of 1976 represent a watershed data
collection effort. Sections 112, 161 and 523 among others -
focus on the need for identifying, defining, classifying, record-
ing and reporting uniform data about students, programs, 4program
completers and leavers, staff, facilities, and expenditures. The
extensiveness of\the efforts required to meet the mandates of the
legislation will necessitate a well-formulated, highly-structured
accounting and reporting system to meet the needs and demands' of'
irrçlividuals, local administrators, state agencies and federal
'ag cies. This legislation also requires data linkages with spe-,
cial education, vocational rehabilitation, CETA and general
education.

Requirements of a Logical Construct

To comply with legislative requirements it will be essential
to engage in significant changes relative to the_information
gathering, organization, laperation, and administration of the
education system at the specific levels of program implementation
-- individual, local institution, stdte agency, and federal agency.
A data base a.1.11 have to be developed which is complete -- in
terms of accounting and reporting requirements '-- and which,has
the capability to generate analytical reports actually aiding in
decision making and policy formulation rather than simply provi-
ding collated data and status information. In addition, it will

.
be necessary that the data base be generated for analysis in such
a format and sufffciently,accessible that updating the informa-
tional file.s can be,accomplished at regular intervals. (At the
local-level it would be preferable that it be, possible. to do this
continuously.)

Accomplishing this will require a logical construct developed
through a model which is comprised of integrated data sub-systems
with student, personnel, curriculum, finance, property, and com-
munity information. The modularity of data between sub-systems
will be critical because it must be possible to generate output
using data across two or more of the'sub-systems when information-
al needs demand this capabiliti-. For instance, information needed
to make decisions about specific aspects of the education enter-
ptise (e.g.,'students, personnel, etc.) at the individual or any
of the three governmental levels (local, state, or federal) will
be a function of the educational context within which the decision
is to be made (e:g., policy, goals, process, etc.). Therefore,
the actual control and utilization of data will be a function of
the ability of the accounting and reporting system to interface
data elements across data sub-systems at a given level of educati-
onal operation and within a given educational context.

si
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Figure 2 presents a display of a conceptual organization of
the manner in which informatiOn about a-particular program can
be organized for access for different levels and purposes.
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Figure 2;. Organization of an integrated data base
for local management purposes. (File
structure used in Joint Independent School
Districts No. 287, Hennepin Technical
Centers, 1820 North Xenium Lane, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.)

, Many people within vocational education are involved in the
production, recording,reporting or utilization of data and infor-
mation. The scope and complexity of vocational education require
a comprehensive, integrated4information system. 4.
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The system contains the' following characteristics:

1. It is made up of six major sub-systems: Students, Prog-
rams, Personnel, Property, Finance, Community.

2. It establishes standardized data definitions.
4

3. It structures the data ac=inting functions witl-tin each
sub-system to enhance the reporting capabilities of the
system.

It provides an improved method for data assembly, input
preparation, verification, validation, and reporting
resulting in the more efficient production of accurate
apd more clearly.defined information.

5. It utilizes an integrated data base that makes possible
the correlations of information among sub-systems and
organizational uniis.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the interactive and reporting
capabilities of the system.

The complete installation and effective use of an informa-
tion system has the following conditions and requirements.

1. It requires that those persons having operational admin-
istrative or managc!rial responsiblity within vocational
education understand-and fully utilize the system with
its present capab4ities and assist in the further devel-
opment and improvement of it.

It identifiesland describes types of operational and
management reports which will be available to document
the vocational education performance.

-

(Figure 5 illustrates the conceptual scope of management
reports.)

3. It outlines the major activity areas involving the many
producers and user§ of information within and outside
vocational education, showing the ,ppecific data items to
be recorded or reported, the person or persons responsilqle,
date, time and sequencing rec.7uirements, and relationship
to other systems or sub-systems. The overall implementa-
tion requires a major effort by the National Center for
Educational Statistics, BOAE, state departments of educa-
tion,local educational agencies and many other national,
state and local organizations, both public and private..
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4. It requires identification o the processes and proce-
dures to be included in the i tegrated information system.
This activity will require the analysis aqd evaluation
of current procedures and restructuring and reordering of
them where necessary.

5.. It requires the developMent of a plan to disseminate
effective utilization techniques to the information sys-
tem for the management of vocational)education.

6. It identifies costs necessary to design, develop, maintain,
implement and improve the information system.

Mana9ement Information Systems

Certain propositions can be suggested for consideration in
the development of research and development efforts in data
collectiop and Ilse to support a real time information system for
vodational education. Nine are presented below.

1. -01.cision Making Information. There is a greater need
for decision making information at the local level than
at the state or federal level as more decisions (at least
numerically) are or should be made locally. Purthermore,
4the information reported to the-state and felma leNmas should
bear some relationship to the information necessary at
the local level. Requiring data whose sole use is for
reporting to higher levels should be minimized.

2. Decentralized Capabilities. There is a difference be-
tween decision making information at the local, state,
and federal levels.,The level o'f detail necessary to
make decisions or evaluate previous decisions is natu-

, rally much more detailed withim,or between departments/
and within or between school districts than need be re
ported to the state. .

3. Moaularity of Data. As reporting is simply a summation
cpf a large number of individual characteristics, statuses,
events or tr4nsactions, it.is Lmportant that eath con-
tain adequate information that can be related to More
than one activity.
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4. Standards bf Uniformity. There is a nd to define each
clataNlement at each, level in terms meaningful to the

. individual providing the data. As the operations and
program characteristics of vocational education change,
the data collection and analysis system Tust reflebt

,those changes.

5. Basis-of Accounting. The objectives of an ,accoutting
system are to relate theinputs and outputs foran ac-
counting period and the current status of the 1=gram
service or activity with a reasonable amount of accu
The rules established should.also present fair and cOm-,

parable analyses.

6. Involvement. There is a need to actively involve thosee
affected by or having an interest in data collection
activities, both providers,and users of data. Following
this, greater understanding of the need to integrate
and consolidate datacollection.efforts could be achieved.

7 Organization of Data for Cfdss-Functional Analysis (THE
CRIVICAL PROpOSITION).There is a greater need for-the
correlation of data and inforMation across the identified
sub-systems. e.g. Student sub,-system to Finance sub-
system; Ztudent sub-system to Finance.sub-system to Per-
sonnel sub-system; Financ6 sub-system to Property sub-
system to Curriculum sub-system. By linking 'the various
sub-systems it would be possible to identify the resources
of personnel, pzoperty, and finance used by a student to
achieve a measurable amount of learning witIlin -a specific
time frame. There is a need to se:t the same parameters
of timeftame definition and structure for all of the
information sub-systems.

8. The Report-Back Capabilities. The output of one level
or'function within the information system serves as the
input to another level or function. There is a need for
input level verification and validation of data and,
where data are col ected at the state level, from a
large nuMber of u formly.defined .organizational unite.
(districts, insti utions, schools, programs, classes,
individual students). The collecting organization has
the capability to report back.meaningZul comparison
analysis to the data-providing informational unit.



9. Changing Nature of Data Colle,ction Needs Within the
System (Flexibility); Changing legislation and funding
patterns, changing programs and organizational structure
within and among educational agencies, shifting popula-
tion and employment patternt, and other constantlY chang
ing needs present data collection and reporting difficul-
ties for voCational eduction. -Structuring data collec-
tion efforts separately for,each new need should be
minimized.

The process of implementing these proposals in whole or part
will of necessity need to be evolutionary in nature and will re-
quire the continuous involvement of the research and development'
community.

Vocatlional Education Data/Information Problems and Issues

Problems Are identified in four major areas including,
coordination and comprehensiveness; goal and policy formation,
monitoripg and.evaluation; involvement in vocational education
data collection;,and the changing nature of the system. Flowing
from each of these problem areas are a series of issues which
must be addressed in establishing alternative structures for
dealing with research and development activities concerned with'
data and informatior4; the major issues 4re listed under the
relevant problims or areas:

Coordination and Comprehensiveness

1. Can'a single coordinated structure, at whatever level,
meet the data collection needs of all the constituents
and clients to be served? If so, how? If not, why not?

2. cJilat mechanisms can be developed at,the local, regional
state and/or federal platning levelS to influence and
deal mith,the federal and state data collection programs?

3. How ca/I'private, semi-private and special purpose data
collection and activities be further, or increasingly re-
lated to the public data collection process?, How?

4. How can resourcq,s for vocational education data collect2on
functions and abtivities be allocated in a comprehensie
lashion to meet priority needs and equity considerations
of various geographic areas?

,
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5. HQW can-data collection.overlaps, duplications, and gaps
in services be detected and managed? What is the appro-
priate data codlectign mechanism for comprehensive coor-
dination of services and programs?

How can services and facilities be pooled or centralized
to yield more comprehensive data needs and to decrease
costs?

7. hat inter-ageney mechanism& are needed to coordinate
vocational education data collection with other criti-
cally related' data collection aeas?

1

Goal and-Policy Flannin_g, Monitoring and Eva1uAion

1. Should goaland policy development be _coordinated at the
local, regional, state or federal level? Is the existi'ng
mechanism at'the federal level Sufficient for coimodina-

---tion? If, not, what is at appropriate mechanism?' Can
separate local policies, goals, and priorities be recon-
ciled into a comprehensive set of 'prioritde&? How?

2. What is an appropriate mechanisM for identifying the
unmet needs? For'identifying future needs? For recom-'
mending new data collection components and pblicies to
meet these needs?

1. How should capabilities for monitoring and evaluation of,
vocational education data collection and services be
improved? Can Berformande indicators for each of the
major functions of.data eoll,ection be identified? What
mechanism can put the improved capability to use so that
monitoring and eValuation is made'comprehensive and con-
tinuous? How ean monitoring and evaluation be related to
resource allocation so that ineffective data collection
areas are identified and dropped?

Involvement in Vocational Education Data Collection

1. How can student and employer representation be inereased
in all vocational education data collection activities?

2. How can a planning structure be developed to prepare
parents, students and teachers and provide them necessary
dnformation for a greatly expanded role in. vocational
,education data collection and decision making process?
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3. What is an appropiate means to identify problem areas
needing further study? Is there one or are there several
agencies better equiPped to perform these studies?

How can existfng data; information, and special studies
be gathered in u8efuI form and disseminated to all per-

.
sons and agencies that may be able to use it?. What
'mechanisms can insure that it is utilized by all those
developing policies and making funding decisions for
vocational education data collection?

1

,The dhanging Nattre'of the.System and the Needs to be Met

1. How can changing néeds for vocational education data
collection services be.addressed? How 'tan the range of
the mix of school preparation and on-the-job, in-service
'training be documented? How can the shifts in emplOyment
pncentration and skill content be addressed?

2. How can a decentralized and representative data informa-
tion'process exist within' a structure far resource
allocation in which de4sidns are concentrated with state
and/or federal officrals? What mechariism,is appropriate
to Monitor the process?,

The problems and issues listed abOve should provide a base
for the development of specific research and development activi-
ties,'Snd the following suggestions list 6ertain methods of
researdh which Might profitably-be used:

1. ,Joint i:nvestigations (consortja)' of students, teachers
and administrators in schools or school systems andse-
searchers based in.universities, state departments of
education, the U.S. Office of Education, and/or other
outside Organizations.

2. ResearA synthesis and conceptual development ill advance
of preparation of proSect memoranda.

3. Longitudihal studies cf.' organizations' dynamics, of the
relations between stimuli.and vocational education organ-
izations! respdnses to them.

. Exploration of different metaphoss, 4such as broduction
process control and market ,analysis, as the analytic
frameworks.
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5. Historical studies to find out how features of vocational
education programs have evolv0p; e.g., how roles of
vocational educators as data collectors have changed or
how crfteria for evaluating vocational education's per-
formances have shifted.

6. Investigations using media, such as video tape, audio
tape and film as research tools for data collection.

7. Re-analysis of existing data using novel concepts rather
than collecting new data.

Investigations as to the most effective curriculum and
method's oe preparing teachers, local and state adminis-
trators and others to use data and information for
decision making.
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DATA NEEDS: SUPPLY OF SKILLED WORKERS

Jeffrey A. Windom

One of the most difficult problems confronting vocational
eduAtors is the requirement that there be a demonstrated labor
market need for the students they train. The.problems of pro-

. ducing valid projections of labor market demand have been
demonstrated many times.. Equally difficult--but less thoroughly
examined--are the problems of producing reliable estimates of -

labor market supply. That is, how many skilled workers are
likely to be competing for the number of jobs expected to be

--Javailable?

This paper raises research questions about some of the
factors that influence the supply of skilled workers. The
questions are organized into those related to occupational entry
and thdse.related to occupational mobility and separation. The
questions proposed are not intended to be exhaustive but illu-
strative of feasible research with the potential for a good
return' on the funds invested.

Occupational inery

What are the employment objectives of training program
enrollees? When one attempts to estimate the supPly ok galled
manpower for a given occupation or set of occupations, there is
a perenqial problem associated with interpreting existing

,

enrollments or completio s.deta. The problem is that a sig-

7)
nificant but generally un nown propbrtiOn of program enrollees
have already achieved en ry into the target occupation of the
program in which they are enrolled. In the short term, their
goal is to improve their competency within their current occu-
pation. In other cases, people who do not have employment
objectives, enroll in occupational training programi for cultural
or social reasons. As a consequence, it is generally unreal-
istic to take enrollments or completions data as a direct measure

. of potential supply to an occupation.

Thls problem does:not haunt some data in which the linkage'
between.the training program ,and the occupation are fairly clear;
examples would imclude adult vocational education, apprenticeship
programs, and medical schools (e.g., M. D. programs). In other
cases, however, the problem is generally recognized to be
significant, particularly with data on universities and technical
colleges. What is more, the problem will likely Worsen as post-
secondary institutions increasingly solicit adult enrollments in
response to shifting demographic patterns.
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I.
A partial solution would be to develop profiles of program

enrollees. This would be only a part4al solution, however,
because student objectives do not always correspond with out-
comes. However, these profiles, if used in conjunction with
better follow-up -data, would be useful. Since it would be
burdensome to,include student employment obiectives in insti-
tutional reporting requirements, a preferable approach may be'
to conduct periodic.sample surveys of students so.that this
important characteristic can be better described.

What is the relationship between participation in occupational
trainin ro rams and entr into occu ations? Although this
quest on is not particu ar y difficult for vocational education,
given current and proposed iristitutional reporting mechanisms,
knowledge of the relationship is far less precise for other
important training delivery institutions. This is notably so for
universities and technical colleges.

Follow-up datalttlirogram enrollees are necessary to deter-
mine the flow of skilled manpower into occupations. In tbe absence
of formal reporting requirements, data developed fram voluntary
follow-up surveys'are useful. For instance, many technical
.colleges survey their graduat,e's for institutional research'
purposes and willingly share their findings. The problem ds
that the data cannot be aggre-gated due to inconerttencies in
occupational classifications, program taxonomies, and other
reasons: It would be useful to develop and implement a standard-
ized follow-up procedures for two-year technical colleges, for
example. A pilot project in a discrete geographic area, for
instance a state, would be a good first step. A recent proposal
to these institutions in Ohio for a uniform, centrally administ-
ered follow-up study received nearly unanimous support.

What contribution da occupational education program dropouts
make to the supply of skilled manpower? With current and
proposed institutional reporting mechanisms for vocational edu-
cation, this question is not as important as it is for some other
sources of skilled supply, particularly technical colleges and
universities. For instance, most people who enter colleges and
universities never graduate. But even though they constitute a
majority, their rate and pattern of skill development is not
accounted for in the higher education data base in a systematic way.

Traditionally, college dropouts have entered what are now
the target occupations of vocational and technical education.
It is not now known whether the recent explosive growth of two-
year technical colleges has created a fldw of skills t at is
redundant or complmentary to the traditional sources o)f suppiy
for technician-level occupations.
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There is some evidence that'dropouts are having difficulty
competing in, the labor market without credentials or, perhaps,
without adequate skills. A recent Ohio State University'studi7
.found a substantial number of dropouts entering te6hnical
colleges or related programs, and a 1977 NCES study found 'nearly
one-fourth of the enrollees in postsecondary proprietary schools
were college dropouts.

A useful piece of research, then, would be a carefully
designed follow-up study of program An-completers, particularly
those Irom four- and two-year pi.ograms, to specify*the flow
into occupations and to contribute to the articulation of the
education system.

What is the relationship between vrevailing wages for
occupa_tions and labor forcd participation? The willingness of
potential workers to enter an occupation is to a considerable
but unknown extent a function of the prevailing wage rate'for
that occupation. A more precise specification of this relation-
"ship would be extremely useful in determining or estimating the
supply of skilled manpower to occupations under various economic
conditions. Put in simulation-form, the trade-off position of
training additional workers or adjusting wages could be estab-
lished to asses optimal inVestment strategies.

'As an illustration of a possible approach tep the question,
consider the following: Many areas of the.country are now
claiming a "shortage" of nurses. Wages are known to show con-
siderable geographic variatoin for this occupation. Since
nursing is a licensed occupation, there is comparatively good
potential supply data available Wenerally, a nurse need not be
employed to remain registered). Thus, using extant data, it may,
be possible for a researcher to describe empirically supply
elasticity by measuring incremental changes in labor forge
partic4pation while controlling for the size of the labor pool
and employer requirements.

How have the increased educational, attainments of workers
influenced occupational suppir Por most of the twentieth
century workers have progressively increased their average level
of educational attainment for most sets of occupations. At the
same0 time job competencies and functions have also shifted to
accommodate new technology and social preferences.

There is a genefal lack of understanding of the way'thak
educational attainment relates to occupational qualification
and performance. The.theoretical base underly,ing.thiquestion
is inconclusive. For instance, some econpmists feel th4 the

---\ supply of skilled workers influerices the size and strucure of
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employer requirements. , Other economists, notably Thurow, hold
that the structure of jobs in the economy is created first, and
then employers enter the labor market in search of people to fill

those jobs. If the latter is true, it is assured that employers
will tend to hire workers with the best educational credentials,
irrespective of whether those credentials enhance job performance.
Indeed, there is mounting evidence that many workers are over-
educated and that this leads to boredome, job dissatisfaction,
and a lOwer quality of working life.

One of the major thrusts of affirmative action has been to-
require that a relationship be demonstrated between educational
attainments and job perormance. Unfortunately, most of the
investigation has been t!echnically flawed. The economist's
traditional measure of performance has been "wages," but that
measure has something circuitous about it or begs the question.

The recommended countermeasure is an investment im additional
research relating educational attainment to job performance and '

satisfaction. There is presently little literature on.studies
using peer and supervisor review as the performance criteria,
and additional work in the area could make a very important
contribution in the determination of whether society's economic
need for increasing educational attainments is real or imaginary.
Th6 preferred methodology, of course, is case study at the firm
level. It should be noted that there is likely to be a very
favorable cost/potential benefit, ratio associated with such

research.

Occupational Mobility and Separation

What is the relationship between employer-sponsored training
and occupational mobility? is known that American industry
invests considerable resources to deyelop or improve the skills
of workers in lower-through upper-level occupations. There are
several important questions about eppis'activity for which little
information'is Currently available.

4

The proportion of training that is remedial in nature is not

known. That is, must employers supplement basic education of the
secondary school system? Th0 amount of training that is firm-

. specific,is now knowh. It would be useful to know the balance
between training that s inclined toward.firm orientation or
indoctrination and that which leads to a bona fide occupational
competency transportable to other firms competing in the labor
market. Also unknown is the balance between training provided
for occupational entry (trainee or unrec4stered apprenticeship
programs) and that provided for upgrading within or between
occupations. It would also be useful to know the extent to which
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firms contract with formal training institutions, the types of
firms which are most inclined to provide training, and the
occupations that receive the most attention.

While a few studies about employer-sponsored training have
been completed, they really only scratch the surface. The pre-
ferred methodology for this type of research is establishment
survey. 'The Bureau of Labor StatiStics is currently involved
in some related projects, but additional- investMents.in care-
fully designed efforts would prove very helpful.

What axe the career Iddders and lattices-associated with.
-different entry-level occupations? When one attempts ,to measure
and describe the supply of skilled manpower to most middle- and
upper-level occupations, an important consideration is the flow
of workers from lower- and,entry-level occupations, which typi-
.caaly are related in some.i4y. For instance, it is generally
recognized that most automotive repair supervisors were once
automotive mechanics. Many of tile latter, in turn, were once

mechanic:s helpers. A person who transfers from occupation "A"
to occupation "B" must be counted not only as an entrant to "B"
but as a separation from "A" as well. This flow can be de-
scribed by using a set of transfer, or occupatjon mobility rates
within the framework of a simple illput/output matrig or Markov
chain.

The most straightforward method of devOoping these transfer
rates would be to examine the occupational 'status of the same
workers at two or more points in time. Collection of such
longitudinal data, however, is difficult and extremely expensives
The major existing longitudinal data bases, such as the National
Longitudinal Surveys, do not have samples large enough to permit
reliable estimates of transfer rate for discrete occupations.
As a consequence, existing knowledge about career profiles is
imprecise for most occupations. Better information would prove
invaluable to occupational training program planners. Equally
import'ant, the process of evaluating career opportunities would
be enhanced for the individual.

The clear alternative to lcingitudinal data is to use cross-
sectional-data to seek enliahtenment on this important question.
The 5 percent sample in the 1970 Census includes a question on
the respondent's "occupation five years ago." Some preliminary
investigation of these data has been done by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The Bureau observed that Aarly one-third of all
workers who said they were employed in 1965 had chariged occu-
pations by 1970. Further, mobility levels vried by occupation,
with the lower-level groups changing occupations much more fre-
quently than the middle and upper-level groups. The principal
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flimitation of the census data is that accurate estimates of net
mobility (i.e., transfers in minus tr'ansfers out) for each occu-
"pation are difficult to develop. Nevertheless, some experts
believe that additional information can be'developed from these
Census data, particularly if used in conjunction with matched
samples from theeCurrent Population Survey.

Another approach to the-question would be to survey members
of a given occupation(s) , asking them to describe their career
history. The responses could be assembled-to develop career
profiles and, if supplemented by findings from the Census data,
would be very useful. The classic problem with this approach
is the identification of a survey sample (i.e., Where does one
obtain a list of people who are, say, laboratory technicians?).
It is recommended that potential studies in the area of occu-
pational mobility not be.overly ambitious, and instead focus
on a limited number of occupations or occupational clusters.
A well-designed pilot or demonstration protpct would be of grtat
value.

How does the pattern_of sep4ration from occupations affect
the needed supply of skilled manpower? An important fact of-E&T
overlooked is that total projected job openings due to
separation (death, retirement, disability, etc.) outnumber
those dbe to growth by roughly three to one. While eonsiderable
attention has b'een paid to identifying growth o*Ccupations, there
is.a serious problem in the estimation of occupational separation
which also warrents attenf.ion.

At piesent,ithe Bureau of Labor Statistics uses Current
Population Survey data on4labor force participation by age and
sex to construct working life tables, which provide net labor
force separation.rates by age and sex for all workers. The
Bureau applidaPthese rates to 'census employment data, by occu-
pation,.age, and sex, to yield net labor force separation rates
by occupation. The principal shortcoming of this procedure is
that it does not evaluate otcupational characteristics, which
surely have a strong .bearing on labor force separation patterns.
For example, physicians may tend to persist in their occupation
because of professiorial commitment, while assembly line workers
may retire early because of boredom, and structural workers may
exit from the labor force because of their tendency to fall
from beams.

There is nothing conceptually mystifying about thi's, question,
yet a suitable methodolo/gy has yet to be developed. Existing data
could probably be utilized, and the potential payoff of a good
effort is substantial.
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THt'PEDERAL,ROLE IN IMPROVING EVALUATION

STRATEGIES FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

John D. Skinkle and Katy Greenwood

Recent studies and their respective reports (including those
'of the General Accounting Office, Ellis,/ the National Association
of ManufactUrers, etc.) have documented the need for examining the
barriers to, methodologies for, and utilization of various eval-
.uation strategies within the'field of vocational education.
Because of the widespread problem nationally, U.S.O.E. should
identify ways that national projects might assist the various
states in responding to the need for more effective evaluation
strategies. The following comments and recommendations for fed-
eral foii are organized according to themes, or concerns:
(1) causes that have prevented the development of evaluation
systems; (2) methods that have not yielded the necessary informa-
tion needed for optimal decision-making; and (3) expanded utiliza-
tion of evaluation capabilities. Potential solutions in the.form
of federally funded. projects follow the identified problems. .

oauses That Have Prevented the

Development of Evaluation Systems

There is no hard evidence as to why the field of vocational
education has fallen short in providing adequate evaluation strate-
gies. Causes can only be conjectured, and therefore possibilities
for alleviation of the causes are only speculative. However, it
is clear that the federal mandate to "evaluate" had not been stimu-
lus enough to provide adeiluate evaluation systems. 1141e following
problems and possible solutions are offered for consideration:

1. There has been inadequate orientation and formal prepara-
tion for state and local administrators regarding the
value, uses, and methodologies of evaluation.

Members of respective state staffs have operated within
'IR

a strict compliance mode in terms of federal law. This
meant that state personnel did not need to -be skilled
in planning and evaluation techniques. Consequently,
there have been insufficient attempts to prepare state
'staffs to thoroughly understand the theory and practice
of evaluation even though state and local governments
had assumed ma'or fiscal res onsibilit for t'he su ort
o vocational education.
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Federal Role: Tlierefore,'\it is suggested that a national
project be designed and funded to provide personnel
development for key, state taff per'sons at the.jame
time new evaluation syStems\are being d,eveloped. 's4 few
states could serve as demonstration sites for dif rent
evafuation techniques. Respl ive ta8k forces co prised
of state staff persons would ex ine and try out iffer-
ent stratwies in developing 4nd operating various evalua-
,tion systems.

2. Members of State Boards,for Vcicational Education have not
been properly oriented to the Svays in which evaluation
activities might enhance polio -development and depision-
making.

Federal Role: A national project might be illitiated
wherein various media approaches could be used in brief
presentations, seminars, and/or workshopS to familiarize
key indiuiduals with the lou'rposes, value, and utilization
of evaluation activities and results.

3.. State legislatures have ntot been sufficiently convinced
of the need to provide funds specifically for the evalua-
tion of educational endeavors.,

Federal Role: Utilizing an approach similar to that men-
tioned above, attempts must made to familiarize state'.
legislators with the purposes, value, and use of evalua-
tion efforts in all education endeavors.). .A

4. Plretequisites to evaluation, such as the'development of-

goals and purposes of vocational education at state levels
have been ambiguous and unexamined. These must be care-
fully reviewed, clarified, and leaitimized in order for
evaluation to be useful.

Federal Role: A national project should examine the pro-
cess for establishing goals for vocational education
within the various stateg. Goals should be compared for
diversity, comprehensiveness, and feasibility,

5. State-wide evaluations have been assumed to-be too costly.
The assumption has been that every program must be evalu-

'ated. Sampling techniques were not adequately explored: \4
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Federal Role: Through the uses orcase studies, sophisti-
cated sampling stategies and/or pther techniques, pro-_.
jects should examine the relative difference in approaches
to evaluation versus costs involved.

No acceptable state-wide models have been developed for
extensive use. There are some systems which only examine
the secondary-level programs; others critique only the
effects at the post-secondary level; Still others review
only certain program components. Some have dealt wlth
process evaluation, others with product evaluation. Some
states have developed follow-up systems while others
have peer review as a singlar evaluation emphasis.

Federal Role: Projects should be funded'to establish
demonstration projects within yey states in orftr to
ascertaih feasible and effective ways for conducting and
utilizing comprehensive, state-wide evaluations.

7. The e has been resistance from regional accrediting agen-
cie .when various states have wanted to establish state-
wide evaluations.

Federal Role: A project should be undertaken that will
examine the ways and means by which accreditation effects
may be most effectively linked with state-wide evaluation
efforts.

8. Key components, such as program standards, of state and
local evaluation efforts have not been developed.

Federal Role:- The government needs to assist program
areas to develop,standards that can be used by states,
accrediting agencies, and logal schoolsvto evaluate pro-
grams.

9. The function and scope of various agencies mandated to,
evaluate vocational education have not been clearly
delineated. The state agencies, local schools, state
advisory councils, the National Advisory Council, and
others do not have a clear view of the role and boundaries
of their function to evalbate.

}
Federal Role: It is suggested that a project be initiated -

to conceptualize the substantive issues of vocational
education evaluation. What are the role, scope, and func-
tion of such activities; what types of efforts should be
undertakdh by variOus groups and agencies?

10. Higher education institutions with graduate programs of
vocational education have not given sufficient attention
to strategies for evaluation, planning, and accountability.
Practicums and new courses should be developed.
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Federal Role: Working through a council of teacher
educator§, a state of.the art paper focusing on evalua-
tion and planning for vocational education-could be
developed. Subsequent_competencies, instructional
techniques and appropriate materials-could be identified,
developed and pilot-tested.

11. Planning and evaluation components within vocational
education sections of state departments have not (suf-
ficiently) lin.ked their efforts with the central pian-
ning and evaluation unit at'respective state agencies.
(Perhaps more coordination would reap a more comprehen-
sive, viable state-Wide'system.)

Federal Role: Comparative projects should be dnitiated
within state agencies to contrast an integrated versus
isolated approach to vocational education evaluation.

12. There has been a lack of coordination between levels
of vocational education which has prevented the establish-
ment of viable evaluation systems. . Members of higher
education coordinating boards, state agencies, community
college boards, adult education agencies, and manpower
programs have not yet attempted to cooperate extensively
in the development of a comprehensive, coordinated,
evaluation system linked to all vocational education
endeavors.

Federal Role: Demonstration projects might 6e funded tcl_
.coordinate various cooperative efforts to link evaluation
sub-systems between various levels and types of_programs.

Lack of Information Needed for Decisions

1. Methodologies, strategied, and criteria used for making
decisions based ori evaluation efforts have often reflected_
archaic or unimaginative philosophies of vocational edu-
cation. They have assumed placement on the cl)ip was suf-
ficient evidence of program success.

Federal Role: The states should be assisted in identify-
ing additional criteria for determining the success of
vocational,programs. (Vocational education has too.few
observable and measurable indicators of success.)

2 Evaluation methods have generally focused on tjhe procesa
of providing Vocational education within a local education
agency. They have not directed attention to the evalua-
tion of other agencies (e.g. manpower), effectiveness of
state staff, etc.
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Federal Role: Evaluation activities which include more
than the traditional peer-group.review must be explored.
Different combinations of various techniques should be
tried to determine effective and efficient schema for
evaluating vocational education.

3. Thgre has not been sufficient use of periodic, third-
party evaluations as an integral component of a com-
prehensive'evaluation,g.xstem to provide an objectivity
not otherwise available.

,

Federal Role: The federal government should consider
T5170174Taalstration projects which would attempt to
build slich dkaluations into the total comprehensive
evaluaticesystem. The final outcomes of these projects
would be long-term)and short-term evaluations using a wide
variety of techniques which would exPectedly be incor-
porated within the overall evaluation effort on a periodic
(or continuous) basis. Such efforts will serve as a
check-and-balance on the validity, and objectivity of
vocational education evaluations.

E*panded Utilization of Evaluation Capabilities'

Distinct evaluation activities versus the development of evaluation
systems.

y,

In the past, evaluation efforts have:typically been distinct
activities associated with discrete times. There have been defini-
tive beginning and ending points for the evaluations conducted.
,As a result, there have been two distinct consequences. First.,
most evaluations have been relatively short-term in nature; and
second, they have not been linked to the,continuing administrative
aspects of the education systems. It is difficult, or impossible,
to hyPothesize and subsequeAtly determine long-term effects of
administrative and/or programmatic efforts.via short-term'evalua-
tion. In addition, since evaluation is conducted to enhance and
effect a rgitional, decision-making proce s evaluation 'efforts must
ee more than a composite of singular ass ssment activities. They
must be integral elements of a comprehen ive, structured and on-
going evaluation systeM which will enhan e the administration of
the education system in both its policy direction and its opera-
tional management. Also, evaluation systems must serve as the
base from which to develop the rationale for and foci of.vocationa
education renewal.

Therefore, one priority for the future funding of evaluation
efforts might encompass the establishment of extensive, broad-
based evaluation projects which would receive decremental alloca-
tions for financing the development of evaluation systems which
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will ultimately be self-supporting, continuous, and a base for
future decision-making. Such an effort would require that the
federal government assume the primary c t for development of
evaluation systems (during the initial ph es of the projects)
with the state government assuming the cost of operating and
utilizing the,system (during the latter phas s of the project
bontract). For instance, decreffiental funding of developmental
projects might involve 80% federal funding,the first year, 50%
funding the.second year, eand 20% funding during the third year.
The respective state(s) involVed would provide additional state
funding of 20%,.50%, and 80% for eabh of the respective years.
with additional funding of 100% for two more years. Not only*
would such a project rairkforce the concpt of "seed money" advo-

. cated by the federal government,- it would reccuire the state(s)
to make a,long-term coMmitment to evaluation which was specifi-
cally linke,d to the total programmatic vocational education effect
within a stato. Such an arrangement would increase the'probability
that evaluation would become'an integral aspect of state'and local
administration which could be continued indefinitely, with or with--;
out major modification of i.he evaluation strategies, methodologies,
and techniques employed. valuatiOn,activities of this type
'could also 'be used in other states as demonstration projects,
which could beexpanded, modified, and/or fused into existing
evaluations -systems wherever and whenever possible.

Meta-evaluations.
4-

It is not unreasonable to assume that substantial progress has
been made in the evaluation4of vocational education; however,
there is considerable instruction still needed to Oentify the
optimalJgoals, methodologies, and strategies of evaruation. Pre-
sently, evaluation efforts are considered an important element
within the educational enterprise. With considerable funding
being made available for evaluation .activities, it is expected
that valid and useful information will be made available for pur-
poses of decision-making.

Assuming that there have been some worthy evaluations con,
ducted in the past, it may be apprapriate to examine'these efforts
via meta-gvaluations to determine strengths to possibly include
in future activities. It may also be useful to identify weaknesses
which may be off-set in the future. Basically, a meta-evaluation
can be defined as an attempt.to describe an evaluation activity and
judge it 'against a conceptualization of what constitutes good
evaluation practice.

) J.

Meta-evalUations can be used to address some of the more sub-
stantive issues associated with evaluation. Among others, meta-
evaluations can assist in the assessment ot the:
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a. merit,of previous evaluation efforts)

b. extent td which -ev-iluatious have facilitated (1) decision-
making, and (2) compliance with requirements of account-
ability; and

c. evaluation,objectives, the appropriateness and implementa-
tion of evaluation designs, and the worth.of evaluatign
results.

Meta-evaluations can also be used to determine whether evaluation-
efforts are directly or indirectly linked to the improVeMents of
operations such as policy development, administrakion,, instrut-
tion, and research and development,activities. 'Is evaluation
bding utilized for'more than just explanation? . Are evluation
activities being used for planning and decision-making? Evalua-
tions of evaluation ,activities might contrast micro-verstis macro-
level evaluations but would probably not provide the systematic and
aggregated 4ta base necessary for contemporary educational.
leadership to make p4icy and planning decisions at-the state
and/or national level.

-

Therefore, gine priority for future R & D funding might involve
conducting second-order evaluations-of three different 'levels oE
previously conducted evaluations: local, st4e, and federal. In.
addition, it might be feasible in certain instailèes to suggest
secondary analyses of data which had been previously collected on
major evaluation studies. Possibly the state of the art in voca-
tional education evaluation and the expandSd utilizhtion of multi-
variate analysis techniques by professionals within 'the field have
made it feasible tq address new issues and questions with Joe-
viously colleOted data. 'It might also beShighly desirable to
re-analyze data for the purpose of analyzing the original
research,questions pobed for con'zideration.
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VOCAZIONAL EDUCATION EVALUATION

John A. Klit

Introduction

The utilization of formal evaluation -procedures within
vocational education is, at best, in its infancy. Since the 1976
Amendments, evaluation has received more emphasis than in the
years after the 1963 Amendments. This: ha6 caUsed much concern
and Consternation among vocational educators. Our efforts can
best'be summarized by stating that we now recognize the need to
conduct evaluation.abtivities.. We Can-understand'ihe procedUres
by which such activities can ocCur but we have yet-to recdgniie
what to do with results of evaluations. This is evidenced by the
number of evaluations that result in numerous answers to guesti.gps
that never'existed. We have not yet learned to utili'ze the .pro-N,
duct from conducting evaluation in program improvement, account-
ability or public relations purposes.

I have.attempted to identif areas bf needed research of
developmental activity within the study of vocational education
evaluation. The suggestioft. have been organized around the three
areas of: a) concepts of evaluation; b) procedures for conduct-

, -ting evaluations; and cY the use of evaluation results. I.have
identified specific prbblems or concerns that exist within each
of these categories and attempteeto suggest needed riNearch or
developmental activities to overcome the problem or oacern. The
speckfio Problems or concerns by'category include:

1. ConcePts of Evaluation

1. Limited Foundation for Conducting Evaluation

2. Cost Effectiveness of Various Evaluation* Techniques

3. Conceptual Model for Evaluation

B. Procedures for Conducting Evaluations

1. Locally Directed Evaluation

2. Involvement of Lay Citizens in EVsdluation

3. ANssessmeat of Student Achievement

.0
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C. Use of Evaluation Results

I. Integrating Evatluation Results

2. Reporting Results

3. Utilizing Evaluation Results for Public Relations

I will now Present a more detailed discussion of each of these

-areas.

A. Concepts of EvaluatiOn

1. Problem or Concern: Limited Foundation for Conductinq
.Evaluation. Although the emphasis on evaluation is a

'recent concern to vocational educators, it has existed in
other fields of study for many years. The theoretical

1 foundation exists in these areas and should be drawn upon
and applied to the evaluation of vocational programs.
Instead of vocational evaluation meaning little more than
follow-up studies on on-site visitations by teams of
n experts," we feel that evaluations must result in quanti-
fiable data.

7
uggested Research or Deve10 mental Activities. Other
ielai of study sudh as economics7 anthropology, law,

journalism, medicine,and law enforcement have instituted ,

"accepted- technologies of evaluation which would Ilave
sabstantial applicability to vocational education. From

such fields'could come improved methods of'investigation,
interpretation and reporting of results. We must then ;

overcome our heavy reliance on quantifiable data which we
have difficulty interpreting. Once various 'evaluation
techniques had been,gleaned from other disciplines, we
would have to adapt and test them within vocational edu-
cation.

2. 'Problem or Concern: Cost Effectiveness of Various Evalua-

tion TecEnicues.. We have not beeiIe to equate the

value of co-ilducting various evaluation methods to costs
incurred, both in terms of additional dollars expended
and personnel time required.

Tiggested Research or Devel6 mental Activities. With
ewer staff and financial resources available fbr voca-
tional education programs, cost-effective ways must be
developed for directors to select the most appropriate
evaluation techniques and to incorporate those techniques
into their programs. Developing such methods would allow
vocational educators 'tp document both the dosts and the
expected outcomes of various evaluative techniques.
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3. .Problem or Concern: Conceptual Model for Evaluation. All
too otften various evafuative teaniques are not incor-
pox'atd into a total evaluation approach. In addition,
the consolidation of evaluative information at various
educational levels such as local education agencies, state
education agencies and federal education agencies ddes
not "occur.

Suggested Research of Developmental Activities. With some
reservation, I suggest thaf available evaluation tech-
niques be consolidated into a model, from which program
personnel can easily ascertain the most effective evalua-
tion prqcedure for their program. The model must also
include the most effecti.ve methods of consolidatiqg
data and utilizing them at the local, state, and national
levels. Such a model would permit vocational educators
to develop evaluation systems that would provide them with
sufficient data for decision making.

Procedures for ConductingiEvaluations

. 1. Problem or Concern: Locally Directed Evaluation. The
staff of most local education agencies are deficient in
program 'evaluation techniques. They have neither the
understanding nor the tools with which to complete evalua-
tions and utilize-...the results in program improvements.

Suggested Research or Developmental Activities. A compre-
hensive set of materials should be developed to aid local
agen6y personnel in conducting their own program evalua-

-tions. This material should provide a rationale to staff
for conducting a specific evaluaticp activity (such as
cost outcome analysis), provide them with the suggested
steps necessary to complete the activity, and,provide them
with suggested instruments to assist them in interpreting
and.utiliziqg the reSulting information. This set of
materials should complement the comprehensive model deve-
loped as a result of item A-3 above.

2. Problem or Concern: Involvement cp-, Lay Citizens in Evalua-
tion. Related to the locallirected evaluition activity
included in item B-1 is a concern for the involvement of
non-educators in the process of evaluation. Vocational
educators have yet to harness the employment knowledge of
the communities they serve.

Suggested Research or Developmental Act'ivity. We have
isolated cases of successrul involvement 5flay citizens
in the evaluation of vocational prcyl-rams. New study
should draw upon successful procedures and result in a
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handbook designed to provtde educators with the guides and
tools by which to ain this valuable input. This is not
a research activity -but instead a developmental activity
which would have great utility in both pre-service and
in-service eduOation of vocational educators.

3.

.

Problem and Concern:,:Assessment of Student Achievement.
Vocational educatiTon evaluators are faced with a major
problem when considering the mandate within P.L. 94-482,
to assess vocational student achievement. Considering
the state-of-art of vocational evaluation, the degree to
which the mandate can.and will be met is questionable.
My opinioh is that it cannot be met if we expect to be
able to aggregate data from student achievement measure-

. ments either within states or across states by program area.
Employment needs and curriculum content do and should
vary from locale to locale. Standardization of curriculum
content should not be forced through testing procedures.

Suggested Research or Develumental Activity. Considerable
work is needed to determine first the feasibility of the
mandate assessing student achievement. Student achieve-
ment testing within other disciplines must be researched.
The result Should provide a desirable approach to meet .

this need. withih vocational education. This initial acti-
vity should be.followed by a major developmental activity
to provide vocational educators the tools by which student
achievement can be assessed, tools which must be tested
across several.vocational program. areas. These evaluation
methods would play a major rolewhen iegislators determine
the degree to which the Mandate's of the '76 Amendments
were mpt; the project should also provide direction for
the rewritl of the amendments that will occur prior to
1982.

C. Use of Evaluation Results

1 Problem or Concern: Integrating Evaluation Results. In
vocational education evaluation we have not yet reached
the'point where -we can analyze and utilize data coming
from several evaluation techniques at the same time. As
an illustration, we may conduct a studenVollow-up study
but are unable at the same time to takr-account of student
interest and achievement data. Were we able to develop
such'a system, we might be able to run elkaluations more
efficiently and economically. .As an example, certain
evaluations, such as cost outcome analyses within local -

education agencies, might more feasibly be conducted in
a different department each year. Other sorts of evalua-
tion might more effectively be run periodically rather
than annually.
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Sugsested Research or Developmental Activity. The end
product of this activity would be a handbook which would
enable vocational planners to obtain ogXimum data far the
decision-making process. For example, the data needs
rpquired by the Vocational Education Data System (VEDS)
should become part of the total evaluation plan. Data
from evaluation activities such as student and employer
follbw-up should first be utilized to improve the
program and secondly to complete the VEDS forms. -Such
considerations as the maturity of a program and its data
needs must be builtto t.he resulting handbook.

2. Problem or Concern: Reporting Results. Considerable
energy is expended conducting various evaluations but the
results are never utilized in program.decision-Making
efforts, often because final decision-makers do not
know enough about vocational programs andsare simply
unable to utilize the evaluative data provided. Vocational
educators have difficulty reporting data in a ubeable form.

Suggested Research or Developmental Activ
study of data reporting techniques utiliz
vocational education would be beneficial,t
Much could be learned from bdsiness and in
formats for summAizing yearend data.
use'of executive summaries would do much to improve the
use of evaluat'ive data.

Extensive
outside
the field.
stry graphic

ddition, the

To atObmplish this, we need to develop a handbook for
reporting data to decision-makers. This would be a
hands-on guide written for vocational educators, filled
with reporting techniques.

3. Problem and Concern: Utilizing Evaluation Results for
Public ReIaikions. Currently evaluative data are not used
for public relations purposes although vocational programs
are urgently in need of data that ban be used for this
parydse. We can no longer assume that our publics.can
readily see the value of vocational education-and will
continue to support it.

Suggested Research or Developmental, Activity. We haVe
used evaluative datq, for program planning and for accounta-
bility, but we should also consider °such data as a public
relations tool. Vocational'educators need a handbook that
can aid them in using evaluative data in this way. This
handbook would include t compilation of tested methods
for presenting data for public relations. The type of
data and the data format most interestina to the public
must be researched. When completed, the handbook should
enable vocational educators to formulate a public
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relations plan that periodically presents data to the
public served by the various programs offered.

SUMMARY

It is questionable how many separate studies exist within the
list of suggested( research or developmental activities., Many of
the suggestions Could be,combined into one study, with separate
handbooks resulting as aids for conducting various activities.
As an examale, the data utilization ould logically be one study,
with specific hanlabooks developed t1aEemonstrate data use for ,

program plannin accountability and pub ic relations.

If I were o put a priority on research needs, I would say
that our theore ical basis for conducting evaluation is in need
of expansion. e aretOo quantifiably oriented at t e present
time. 'The problem with this attitude is that most cntifiable
data are meaningless. As mentioned above, the other area of
extreme importance is how to use evaluation results.

The concept of meta-evaluation must also be consiidered in
whatever endeavors are undertaken. I did not include that as a
specific pro em or concern since it is a geheral concept that
must be consi.ered whenever,any evaluation procedure is developed.

In ad ition, I, feel that many of the suggested activities can
have relatively fast turnaround time; I do not see a lot of two
or three year research studies. I don't feel we can afford to
wait that long.

In summary,-I have identified the major areas of concern that
I recognize with existing evaluation endeavors. Keep in mind that
evaluation (other than student follow-up) is relativelY new to
vocational educators. We must develop materials that can-be
utilized by practicing vocational educators, as well as training
programs for those entering the field.
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IMPROVING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PLANNING AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

Allison L. Jackson

The major planning needs I see at the local level involve
methods of improving the coordination among the various agencies

and adviSing groups responsible for providing vocational train-

ing. In this paper I have attempted to outline what'I consider
the major research needed to improve planning at the locaf level.

First I present a list of seven needs related to iiiproved plan-

ning and t:hen I present in tabular form eight specific research
questions and suggest approathes for addressing these questions .

, Needs in Local Planning

1. There is a ,need to,.increase coordination.between local
and county 'level advisory-councils to develop and .

expand local vocational training. There has been a
general failure of state, coun y and local advisory

(ecouncils to coordinate needs ssessment and planning
activities to provide a comprehensive approach to the

same constituencies. This failtire has been recognized
in the legislation and the Educational Amendments of
1976,.the new CETA and Adult Education Acts require
better planning.

1

2. There is a need to identify those diffusion tactics
most favorable for the communication of validated local
vocational planning. A series of studies.conducted by

Hull and Hesier (1973, 1974, 1975) indicate the need
for additional research on staff perceptions of diffu-
sion tacticS. There is an apparent failure to communi-:

cate and transport vali440trategies from one .program
to another. -(NIE, 1973475)

There is a need to provide strategies for regionaliza-
*tion of vocational training services to,a number of
constitUencies concerned with adult, postsecondary and
experiental learning opportunities. There is an expand-
ing need to articulate different relationships among
health, human ,resources training, amd traditional voca-
tIonal institutions. In the past there has been little
or no attempt to interrelate long-range master plans

40of LLA's, county units and institutions (e.g. community
colleges) and state and federal training programs.

4. There is a need to develop a uniform data collection and
analysis system for local level planning. The establish-
ment of the National and State Occupational Information
.Coordinating Committees have caused thirty-four states



Ik

to initiate individual student cards for tracking and
data purposes. This is clearly a failure to use teh-
nology properly.

5. There is a need to coordinated career education and vocá-
tional \education planning at the local level. The new
Career' Incentive Act (P14 95-207) attempts to avoid the
duplication of a data baseoin its i-equirements for
statewide planning for .caAeer education. The inter-
dePendent nature of career' nd vocational education
must be communicated at the local, level to remove the
"them".and "us" syndrome.

6. There is 4 n:111163 supply indus.4y with a better analy-
sis of labor supply and demand dath This need has
grown greater because administraforNhave not effective-
ly utilized predictive and quantitative models for
estimations.

7. There is a need to develop urban vocational a inistra-
tive talent to-work. for local, state, and fede al
linkages to address\the training deficienoies ii the
cities. While many reports have been written .on this
need, the elements of sexism and racism th,at may in-
fluence the deficiencies have,not been addresse

In Table I, I raise eight possible research questipns thai
I think deserve highest priority in investigating the needs
have.listed above. For each of the questions I raise, I attempt
to sketch a research approach that could be directed to the
question.



QUESTIOL/RESEARCZ PROBLEM

TABLE Is SUGGESTED-RESEARCH QUESTIONS

INSTRUMENTATION TARGET POPULATION. ADMINISTRATINC, PROCEDURE

-

J.. Each state has numerous
manpower/Vocational advisory
groups operating for improving
vocational training.

Question: How to foster
coordination of local advisory
councils with the numerous
state and regional bodies
directing their efforts at
human resources development?

2. Staff perception of the
i'ffectiveness of local voca-
tional planning activities,is
affected by district dencgralliies.
(The problem is how to measure
and interpret staff perception
of LEA advisory board planning
.activ4ies, in the light of
district demographics? A s'ih-
problem is, do the demographics,
affect perception of uffective-
ness of LEA advisory boards?

162

A.1 HEg, Manpower Programs,
inquiry sheets (1976).

1.2 Data Cbflection sheets
which indicate the following:

Formal Council Character-
istics

Functions, goals, structure,
representatives _4,

Reported linkages to other
advisory councils in
vocational education

1.3 Survey of LEA Boa#ds of
Education "Performance'in,
Planning" (see local vocational
education planning'guide
Ohio StateUnivertity, 1976).

1.4 "Opportunities for link-
age", Technical Assistance
and Training Corp.,,1977.

2.1 Biographica1 Data Survey.

2.2 District DemographJc
Profiles from the SEA.

2.3 District Planning
Activities Effectiveness
Survey.

2.4 A multi-staged stratified
cluster design (see National
Science Foundation, Offioe of
Program Investigation, March,
1978, National Survey Contract
#C7619848).

1:1 A prpnability sample of
all local Focational boards
of educatiOn.

1.2 A <random stratified mmAge
of all' local advisory board
members in a .state. Sample:
(For N.J. the dhmple would in-
clude approximately 147 voca-
tional boardiof education
mel-ibers and o*er 2,000 advisory
board members6)

2.1 Vocational Central Staffs,
principals, aUd shop teachers.

1.1 A telephone interviewing
technique , paralleling the
technique developed by Dr.
Steven Salamore, Eagleton
Institute of Politics, Rutger
University.

1.2 - 1.4 P:1Per and pencil
administration at (1) state-
wide vocational board meetinv
(2) through regional educa-
tional associations tRZA's)
and (3) at local beard mecAintm

2.1 Listing the breakdown of
the state by Primary Planning
Units, it would be easy to
classify vocational school
districts by demographics and
compare,staff perceptions of
effectiveness of LEA advisory
board planning activities,

is



STIONIRESEARCH PROBLEM

What re'gional patterns in
ocal vocattonal planning
terials usage are evident?

al leve l (vocational)
dvisory"

4.1' -What arp the roles of the
superintepdents and local:voca-
tional board Presidents in the
application of validated plalnirg
practices for local AVTS?

5. What are the competencies
needed by local advisory group
members and non-vocational schcol
administrators tp plan in a
coordinated-manner with local
vocational administrators for
the, advancement of occupational
programs?

TABLS I: (continued)

INSTRUMENTATION

3.1 Using the Northeast
Cur:acurum Network as an
exaMple, all SEA,REA, andi2A
library,,media, and plannilig
supervisory staf could be
Eurveyed as to material "

effectiveness and use.

4.1 Variables Struc.:ture.and
Organization of LEA (vqcation
al structure) Type of Profes-
sional Staff Organization

4.2 An instrament can Se
designed which incorporates
the.basic planning "practices
needed to pursue a Comprehen-t
sive planning process. (Using
the "Generic Planning Model"
as &guide.

5.1 Administratora 1;_rformance
Assessme4t foril desighed by
Dr. Robert Norton,,Ohio State
University ('PeformanCe Based
Cv.ric/ila Program, 1976).

TARGET POPULATION ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE.

3.1' Professional staff
-responsible for tbe dissemina-
=sof planning materials to

4.1 All vocational
superintendents.

Comprehensive school
superintendents, board of
education members.

3.1 Through the National
Curriculum Netwprk, a random -

sample of professional staff
could be pulled to respond to
several elements of this
question mainly.:

. materials useage
comparison of materials
requested

.application of strategie

4.1 Through local associa-
tions of superintendents
administer instruments.

See Dr. Robert Norton's
Performance Based Curricula
Program, 1976.

1 5.).



.QUESTION/RESEARCH PROBLEM

S. TABLE : ..(continued)

INSTRUMENWION TAR6ET ,POPULATION ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

. .

6. What are thi Characteristics See Measurement of the Clange Orientation of Vocational Teachers by Earl B. Russell, Ohio
of vocational teachers who dis- State University, December, 1972, pages 51 and 52. ,

play innovatiVe behaviors in
regard tolocal level planning? (Dr. Rustell's research Can lead to further problem analysis for vocational planning.

,. at the local level)

7. What are the skills needed
by local 1eti61 profe4sional
staff in vocational education
to produce an effective place-
ment, service?

8. What are the training needs
for'parents and community
members involved in vocational
education?

11.

1.66,

Student Planning Question-
naire (See Dr. Robert Nartzin's
Sthdent Placement Service
Study, 1977, pages 17-20.
review the entire packet for
fLrthei

4r

Identified in.Norton Study. Identified in Norton Study.

Contitct USOE, Office of Community Education for Instrumentation,'Design of Study, and
Administrative Procedure4.,

1SP
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NOTES 'ON TRANSITION FROM SCHOOL TO WORK

harry F. Silberman

These notes assume a reader familiarity with the three
volumes prepared by Paul Barton and Bryna Fraser (1978) on' Vile,
topic, "transition of students from school to work," entitled
BetWeen Two Worlds: Youth Transition from School to Work, a
report organized into'six elements: (1) developing a research
networking capability, (2) developing school-work transition
indicators, (3) knowledge integration and synthesis, (4) pro-
gram evaluation, (5) program experimentation, and (6) survey
research. Most of the ideas I can think of are contained therein
and I will not repeat those ideas here.

A few years ago, Research fbr Better Schools, Inc. identi-
fied four central issues in an attempt to focus oh key research
topics concerning the transition of youth to adulthood: (1)

youth unemployment, (2) youth segregation,\ (3) declining family
structure, and (4) youth sociopathy.

Another research agenda was prepared by Steve Heyneman and
fqilliam Daniels (1976) for the Assistant Secretary, for-Planning
and Evaluation, DHEW. They concluded two research themes deserved
top priority attention: (1) youth rights and obligations, e.g.,
right to learn and the bligation to permit others that right-;
and right to family pl ning irrespective of family opinion; .auul,
(2) sense of community e.g., how the notion of community worka
in families and large groups to preserve social cohesion. \

Loisellin Datta and Corinne Rieder have placed their high-
est research priority in three areas: (1) studies of measurement,
(2) studies of implementation, and (3) long-term follow-up. They
feel these three emphases will offer the chance for three.tradi-
tions to come together: , (1) research concerned with socialization
'and aolescent development; (2) research concerned withvthe
teaching/learning process in the, home, the school, the community,

and the workplace; and (3) research concerned with how struct-
ural changes in schools and the workplace develop and evolve.
See the-N1E Fourth Annual Report of Ole National Council on
Educational Research for further details on research in this

theme.
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The Interaiency Panel for Research and Development on Adoles-
cence has prepared a Fifth Annual Report published by Muriel V.

...::rkeley (1978) of the Social Scie ce Research Group at the George
shington University. It summari es the major research themes

of the various federal agencies. 'T e model she used examines
specific program areas (work experience opportunities youth
participation opportunities, preventive health care.opportunities,
etc.) by the. extent to which they enlist family, community, and
societal resources to enhance physical, cognitive, and socioemo-

_ tional development of different target populations.

In a talk at the second Career Education National Forum, I
identified four systemic issues that separated researchers on
school-to-work transition problems: (1) whether the researcher
focused more on technical skill learning or on personal and
social development; (2) whether the researcher emphasized indivi-
duAl4mfar altruism regarding duty to society; (3) whether the
resea?ther leaned more toward Marxism or toward more orthodox
free-market Chicago school of human capital theory; and (4)
whether,the research is centralist, favoring national manpower,
planning and categorical controls or is.decentralist, Eavoring
local control and block grants with a minimum of federal inter-
vention.

Clearly any number of taxonomies can be used to classify
research questions. My latest thinking on the school-work tran-
sition problem features a dual,istic analysis Which is summarized
in a draft paper which I intend to publish. The intrinsic-
extrinsic dichotomy is useful becalse it yields two separate
research agendas:

1. Research Agenda From an Extrinsic Perspective

An extrinsic perspective of the transition problem leads
to questions about the best ways to helP people get and
keep jobs. Evaluations of the extent to which various
types of training programs place graduates in jobs for
Which they were trained grow out of this perspective.
Investment in labor market data-collection and projections
to determine what forms of trainina are needed also come
from*an extrinsic perspective. The emphais is on the
accurate description of the job market demands.

Determining the skill requirements of various occupational
_clusters assumes central importance in helping young peo-
ple bridge the gap between school and work. Surveys of
employers must be conducted to determine the origin of
skills among their employees. Training and certification
pathways differ by occupation, industry, 4nd by skill
level. Pre-employment training may or may not be required,
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Scime occupational clusters require very little pre-employ-
ment training; most of the training occurs entirely on the
job. The research on tra sition problems of such job mar-
ket entrants may focus on evaluating alternative procedures
for assisting them with j b placement, e.g., assessment,
counseling, job search wo kshops, .interview techniques,
occupational guidance, jo information systems, etc.

"-Other occupational clusters require extensive training off
the job. The research on transition problemssof such job
,market entrants may focus on evaluations of alternative
training opportunities, e.g., public school, training cen-
ter, proprietary school, equipment manufacturers.- Some of..
these approaches may be more cost effective than others.
The results of such studies generally do not distinguish
outcomes that are attributable to the program's certifica-
tion and Placement capabilities from outcomes that can be
ascribed to the added value (growth in human capital) of
the training par se; that provides another research
challenge.

-In the extrinsic perspective, one's research agenda places
high priority on studying the structure of the labor mar-
ket, especially those structural barriers that retard
career deve4lopment of groups with special needs. Studies
of union job protective requirements, as.in the case of
arbitrary escalation of credentials, pr studies of diScri-
minatory practices in hiring, compensating, and promoting
minority group members, women, or the young, are given
high priority because we need to have more information
about such problems before we can rectify them.

Some research priorities can be discerned from topics
where much.work is being done,. For example, most of the
educational upgrading in the labor force between 1950 and
1970 is due to upgrading (credentialism) within occupations
rather than due to technological changes in the occupa-
tional structure that demand a higher ski41,1evel.,
Rodriguez, 1978.). And most of the upgrading is at the
level, of the high school diploma, thus placing pressure on
greater ers of young people to seek a college degree
as pa ort to a permanent place in the primary workforce.

7*/

A high g i.rity research area in the extrinsic view is the
study o bor market segmentation. human capital theo-
rist$ main ain that the structurally unerployed cannot be
incorporated into the workforce because of insufficient
education --the barriers to be overcome are claimed to be
the skill deficits of the workers rather than barriers
within the job market itself. Yet, recent research indi-
cates that differentials in earnings between the primary
and secondary labor markets cannot be explained away
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entirely by differencei in labor force composition, qual-
'ity, or wotker characteristics. There exist significant
variations in the structural characteristics of the two
labor market sectors -- in the way that worker character-
istics are rewarded, and in the rules by which they oper-
sate (Beck, Koran, & Tolbert, 1978). The implication of
this line,pof reseai.ch on school to work transition must.
take into account the dual structure of industrial capi-
talism; it must also abandon the assumption that one's
extrinsic rewards in the workforce are solely a function
of level of education and training.

Closely related to the above is research on present inno-
vations in redesigning social systems in work organiza-
tions to aid in the more appropriate design of those sys-
tems. In many companies employees 4re _becoming involved in
the design of their woik system. Participation in such
activities can be a desirable form of work experience for
young people preparing to make the transition from school
to work. In short, from an extrinsic perspective, research
on changes in.the workplace will help pqlicy makers and
educational practitiorlprs design transitional vocational
education services more responsive to so.cietal needs. See

a the 1978 "Conference Report on Youth Unemployment: Its
Measurement and Meaning," published by Department of Labor,-
Employment and Training Division, for research*in the
extrinsic perspective.

2. ,Research Agenda from an Intrinsic Perspective

An intrinsic perspective of the transition problem leads
to questions about how to improve thwlquality of present
educational experiences rather than how to prepare for
future jobs. The intrinsic purpose of educOtion is not
subordinated to long-range occupational goals but rather
to help young people.find pleasure in the education pro-
cess itself. Three general questions that emerge from an
intrinsic perspective are: (1) what are the most effec-
tive learning experiences for helping the young to achieve
adulthood?, (2) who ;hould serve as role models in help-
ing the young become arults?, and (3) what are the most
effective ways of articulating learning experiences in
ccommunity organizations with campus academic programs to
enhance personal development of youth?

In "The Relationship of Education and Work," (1978) I

describe a set of treatment variables derived from social
learning theory which are hypothesized as contributing to
the intrinsic value of an educational experience.

i
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Fdt example, if students are exposed to a variety of work-
experiences with the properties (quality rq,le models, rich
network of communication, opportunities for self-regualtion,
realistic consequences, etc.) described in the article, it
is hypothesized that they wills enjoy greater personal
growth than would be the case with work experiences that
do not contain those elements. This.is easier said'than
done; a full-blown program of research and development is
needed to test this hypothesis. In order to test the hy-
pothesid' we must first develop valid instruments to mea.
sure these treatments to insure that they are implemented
as planned. -There has been a failure to measue the treat--

ment in most reports on school-to-work transition programs.
Variations in fied site experiences increase the likeli-
hood that different studies are not comparing the same
treatments even when they bear the same label. There have
bee9 virtually no studies that tease calart the treatment
components and try to specify the cruciial variables that
make, the experience more or less effectiive. .This defici-
ency makes replication of a study impossible. ThAefore
a major step in the sequence of reSearch activity is to
develop valid measures of implementatio . Such measures
shduld be compareewith independent cri eria to establish
their validity and should he developed from the same
theoretical model that was used to spec fy the treatment.
These measures should also be used as a Manipulation check
to insure that the actual treatment interventions that
have been implemented coincide with the intended theoret-

, ical model,

A second class of instruments must also be developed to
measure the intended learning outcomes. If the transition
problem is viewed from an intrinsic perspective, such
outcomes are related.to the personal development of the
student (e.g., locus of controL, self-esteem, cOmmunication
skillsY rather than job placement, income, or other intrin-
sic outcomes. Unfortunately, there are no completely a0-
quate'measures of .such outcomes. It is not sufficient to
depend On existing paper-pencil self-report instrumentsi
for our nieasures of maturation'al outcomes. The validity
of these measures is sadly lacking, and much research and
development work is needed.

A third class of instruments which must be developed in
the exploration of intrinsic outcomeS isa set which
measures Student attributes that may in-ioderate the influence
of the treatments. Frequently reseatchers measure only
one characteristic, e.14., age or sex, 'and ignore other
attributes, e.g., personality, cognitive style, attitudes,
which may interact with the treatment.
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A fourth class of instruments wiliCh needs to be developed
are those which measure theorganizational and ecological
TEffaracteristics,of the larger environment that may moder-
ate the influence of the treatments. For example, within
organizations where students are participating in work
eXperience programs such dimensions as peer cohesion, free-
dom of expression, competitiveness, staffing ratios,
salary levels, composition of group membership, orderliness,
and role clarity can have as much effect on personal growth
outcomes as the impact of the intended treatmeA ftself.

When adequate measures of these four classe,s of variables
have been developed, the research program wpuld attempi to
test clearly defined hypotheses concerning the relation-
ships among these variables. Such expeTiments would be
'conducted with adequate samples under conditions in which
potent treatments would be tried over a long enough period
for unambiguous results to emerge.

The significance of such a research program is that we
would obtain a *better understanding of how effectively we
are facilitating the transition of youth. We can deter-
mine whether vocational education and employment and
training programs which are theoretically effective actu-
ally produce more effective functioning and personal
development in youth than programs without such features.
Such knowledge would have distinct implications for future
legislation on vocational education and employment and
txaining programs.
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WORKING NOTES FOR RESEARCH IN'CONNECTiON WITH

TRANSITION FROWSCHOOL TO WORK

Richard A. Graham

Transition from school to work is part of gtowing up, coming
of age, or joining society. The tr-ansition is of particular con-
cern to vocational.education, but it highlights broader problems
in American education. The loroblems can be put into three broad
categories, frot which research questioni can be dtawn and ie-
search projects.can be developed. These categories are:

- problems of equity in education,, of rich and poor, and of
setting intermediate goals for achieving it.

- problems of theorY and, stemming from these, pro lems of
effective program design.

problems f implementation, of general persuasion and
organization-of resources, linkages, and procedures \
nedessaxy to carry out the programs.,

I. Problems of Intermediate Ge5als in Achieving Equity

Neither the President's Domestic Policy staff nox the Con-
,

gressional committees explricitly state the amount of educational
improvement they seek, over a discreet period of time, from -the
array of education, training, and employment programs they,adyo-:-
cate or enact.. The Domestic PolicY staff and the ,Congress have
specified reasonably precise goals for increasing the employment
of youth but economic and demographic vagaries make it .d4ficult
to determine whether education and training programs have-played
their part in improving the transition from school to work. A
way of measuring the aggregate success of U.S7'education And
training programs iS needed, a measure that would complement em-
ployment statistics in assessing overall Effectiveness:

The national problem is not so much.to improve transition
from school to work in general (as-indicated in Fiq. 1), bUtt`to
greatly improve transition from school to work for poor minority
youth and to improve the transition more modestly for others.
(Shown in.Pig. 2). The difficulty here is stating the desired
progress in terms that can be measured. It is, Moreover, a
problem of giving approximate weighting tb'several factors.that
together constitute a measure that might be called "Transitability"
of American teenagers. It's not a measure of education, it says
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abovt'culture- or creatiVity, but it'piobably is a useful
concept for assesSing the 'ability of d teenager tO get a.job'or
choose further eHucation. For whatever reasons, the transitabi7
lity.of disadvantaged youth.as 6omplared to middle-class youth has
gotten worse in the past 15 years: Transitability includep. the
basic reading and writing skills, vbcational skills, coping skills.,
,and standing. Standing is related to measures of maturity, ludg-
Ment, and,stability, things that so far have proved hard- tb
measure, but.which are generally necessary to a successful tran-

Viey will be more fully ,e4i'ained later.

The Problem of Equity
.

, The glight of'disadvantaged youths, compaxed with the, dif-
,ficulties of youths from middle-income families, -as judged by

e`

employment and labor force participation, has greatly worsened
4 over the past 15 years, in,spitq of the many federal programs of

education, training and'employment; and-Civil Rights legislation.
Overall, the differences in years of schooling Iptween white
youth and blacic youth have.almost disappeared, but the'dif4rences
in educational accomplishment remain practically the same with
the poor minorities lagging by almOst as much ,a they did 15,
years ago. Although the diAsparities in employment have continued
to worsen year by year, there are some reasons'to'belleve that
they may n
tion and ef orts comparable to those of Rev. Jesse'Jackson's PUSH 111.

oyonger da emphasis in educa-so. The back-to-basics ,

may have already begun to reverse the trend, but aq, yet there is
no evidence to support this assumption. Nor, indeed, is there
conclusive evidence as to the origins of-the problem.

The question is, therefore: Why'the apparent failure of.the
laws and programs that were designed.to make growing up inAmerica
more nearly equal for the disadvantaged and the-middle-class? °

What reason is there to believe that the recent emphasis on
4

career education, work experience and youth employment will im-
prove matters? What, if any, changes sllould be made,in vocational:
education to complement these efforts?

The evidence so far: There is no clear explanation as to
why minorjoty youth have failed to improve their academic a6hieve7
ment and emPlOyment in proportion to their increaset years in
schooling, but there 'are considerable data that could provide'
an explanation and.lead to a sOlAation. These include the follow-
ingirese.arch,conclkisions that need confirmation, in.particular
confirmation 'that the.things mentioned below have worsdned for
poor minority youth:

economic achievement appears tote more,'strongly related

A



to an "attachmeht" to a school than to the number of years
of schooling coltipleted. Minority urban youth froM poor
a ilies tend to go-to -latge high Schools where school

at achments appear to be more difficult to make.
%

etudegfits with a nUmber ot arrests had fewer additional
arrests_if they droPped opt of schoof than if they
remained. Poor 'minority urban youth often belong to
groups that are at least partly adversarial to mainstream
society and,,,if this is true, there,is less- reason for
them to take the action necessary to join that society,
that is, to'prepare fot ajob, seek it, and keep it.

progtams designed to ifncrease a student's self-confidence
.and 27emsometimes increase these qualities'for reasons
unli

Z.to
lead to further education or to steady employment.

Some programs designed to increase ethnic pride seem to
have cionefso, hut at the expense al_sejeing "the'Pstablish-
ment" (and its employers) as the other side. #

'ieeping a job depends more on the ability to get along
wittsupervisors and fellow employees than an job skills. .

:Youths, in particular, tend to get along better with those
who are similar to themselves and there tend to be fewer
minorities in positions of authority.., *

a-higher percentage of minority youth, as comp4red to
white majority youth,. Were in'the labor force_.(employed
or looking for work) 15 yea,rs ago. A hIgher percentage of
minority yokith may now think that'look.ing for work is not
worth_the effort.

ma_turity as measured by\how:c-ine,depides what to do, is,

more a matter of being able to put oneself in another's
shoes than it is of one's knowledge cr the quality of
counseling one receives. Job status.and income seem to
depend significantly on the,level of vo'cational.Maturity, and
poor.youth,' appear to reCeive an education that is less
likely to develop s.1.1ch,-maturity.

-----/unexplained factors .,.-sometimes referred tO as uc1 and

*
chance;-,have more ,to do with what kind of-work ope

.

It
zdoes than does IQ or-idvel of education. Minorj,ty youth
tend.to hate fewer OpportUnities.for the kind of luqk
and chance\th-at.hanges lives for the better. (See later

..discussion.)

Most t&enaer make decisions k)a;ied upon what their
ftiends,think and do, rathir than, upon,6areer yoals or

4 the adviCe they receive fro'm adults: Disadvantaged youth,
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a$ compared to middle-class youth, probably place greater
emphasis on group attachments and hence are more reluctant

0 to seek work out of their neighborhoods. This, coupled
with_the fact that -a.higher percentage of new jobs h4s
been created in suburban areas in recent years, makes job
huntillg. tougher for minority youth.

pere Ire several differences in the way poor minority
youth look for and land jobs and generally this works to
the disadvantage of the poor minorities.*

.- Poor minority youths tend to have lower standing with
potential employers than do white youth and, though there
are reasons for some of this (minority youth, on the
average, score lower on tests of basic skills), much of
it is based on unwarranted racial Prejudice:- e.g.,
"Black kids are not as intprested in work as white kide.
The problem is that academic credentials generally count
for less than personal references or work history,7and
these latterare harder .to come by for minority youth.
Employers iay that a diploma or certification of comple-
tion of vo'cational training tells little about how well a
person will do on a job: 4. 4

* RaciAl Difference in Private Sector Job Search and Employment
Black teenagers tend to seek jobs in different ways than, whites
--they tend to use employment 'services and ads to greater egree
but use personal and family connections to a lesSer degtee be-
cause they tend less often to have such connections. Small
employers tend to use personal contacts for reaching potential
emplqyees to a greater degree than do larger employers. The
-Aarge employer tehds to give more weight to credentials, to
work and-personal histories, arrest records and the like. The
small employer, though often paying lower wages, generally'will'
hire youner employees and will provide greater oppo-rtunity for
learning on the job along with a more personal relationship'be-
tween supervisor and -employee. The larger employer generally
pays minimum wage or above and tends to employ older youth and
adults.

The black teenager tends therefore to be at a disantage not
only in.getting a job but also in,getting a job, with the kind
of perSqnal relationships that often go with learning both
occupational skills and the harder-to-define qualitie$ of self-
assurance, and practical ambitiot which improve one's chances
of getting ahead.

7!)

4414
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Impliations for Research on Prbblems of Intermediate Goals
for Eq.lity 0-=

Although there are in the above observations Several hints .

, at the reasons for growing inequity in the transition,from school
to work for the poor minorities, a clearer explanation is needed.
The following research is recommended:

1. An analysis that.compares the 'findings of the major
cross-sectional and longitudinal studies of youth, their
opinions, education,employment, e.g., Youth in Transition,
Project Talent, Coleman, Varnes' National Longitudinal
Study, Department of Labor Continuous Longitudinal Study,
Class,of '72, ClaSs of '78, etc. , from which cause and
effect relationships can be established,between attitudes
(including generational norms) and experiences in emplby-

'ment and other subsequent life outcomes.

2. Reexamination of the importance of,roup norms on the
.adoption of individual conventions and the importance of
group heterogeneity on the advance of a participant's
pattern of judgment.

3. Conduct of a "value added" research project comparable
',to the Harv4rd-based'projSet for post-secondary educa-
tional inttitutions.

4. The addition of'cognitive developmental measurements
(ego develop nt, social perspective, etc) to'the long-
itudinal stidies referred to in Item 1 above.

5.,Ext on tO\ vocational education prdgrams 2f fthe project
on the outcomes ot.experiential learning now eing con-
ducted by the Center for Youth Development afid Research
at the University of Minnesota on behalf of he National
Association of Secondary School Principals, the Nat,iopal
Catholic Association, and the Independent Schbols.Associ-
ation'. It connection with this, additions to their de-
sign might (1) include the use pf instruments to measure
the cognitive development as suggested above, (2) the use
of the inventory devel2ped by Frieberg of the Educational
Testing Service and (3) the Measure of.Psycho-Social
Maturity developed by Ellen Greenberger and others at the
Johns Hopkins University.



II. Problems of Theory and of Program

National efforts to achieve equity have no coherence in
theory and hence less coherence than they could in practice.
While a working ccommodatiop between conflicti4g theories of
human development is all that can be expected for the foreseeable
future, the net effect of federally assisted projects could be
increased by provisional agreement by program designers on the
relative importandh,the things, that affect the transition to
work. A path model a graphic representation)of interrelated
causes and effects in one's progress toward life's goals.
Figure 3 shows,a typical path model based on data for non-farm
white males, as presented in,INEQUALITY: A Reassessment of the
Effects of Family and Schooling in America by Chr1stofer.J4Acks
and seven others. It is*the model whiCh they, say "represents
our best effort at describing the determinants of adult success
in America". Data for, women and minorities would produce a
somewhat different path model but the same general conclusion
could be drawn: schooling.h4p.less effect than,is generally
assumed; luck, chance, or unexplained factors have greater effect.

Reducing the Effects of Luck and Chance: Contriving Fortuitous
Events

The 4,mplications for research on "tran itioR from schoel to
work!!. arelthese. Research is needed to det e:

a. in what ways opportunities tor the fortuitous differ
between rich and.poor, majority and minority.

b. the approximate effect of these differences.

c. in which ways greater opportunities for the fortuitous
can be contrived in programs of transition fromiOchool

5/to work. '
# -t

d. the antitipated effect of increasing these opportunities

e. what other unexplained but significant yariables are"
lumped4with luck and chance but which migfit instead
appear as programIcomponents in the path model. For
example, "educational attainment" Tight be seen as
having two compctents, institutional and experiential,
With the latter so designed as to contrive experiences
that are now largely left to chance. Without this
,contrivence, the well-to-do are certhin to'have greater
opportunity, for the fortuitous event than tile poor.
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To contrive the fortuitous involves more certain
opportunity through experiential programs for:

taking novel responsibility.

- finding a mentor or inspirational friend'or
helpful spouse

e

- seeing new perspectives: career, faith, purpose,
duty

- acquiring standirig (skill, ability,' distinction,
or notability)

develOping a new interest

- being accepted by a congenial group -

- e'stablishing a network of friends in power or
position*

Figilre 4 below shows some of the common personal and
program measures of experiential learning. They are:

Personal Outcome Measures

basic skills

occupational skills

-coping skills (maturity, psycho/social)

judgment

.c4reer decigidn making (self-directed search,
vocational aptitude tests, job knowledge, etc.)

self-image (self-esteem/confidence)

work attitudes (work-related attitude inventory,
'job holding skills tests, etc.)

job-seeking ability (skills test)

other fortuitous assets

* To achieve the ab8Ve, there is need for a Practitioners
Guidebook for Contriving the Fortuitous.
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- Program 01)..t.come Measures

credential or platement

standing**

retention (how, etc.)

Measures of\program Effect on the Fortuirtous. There is some
overlap between personal and program outcomes and the research
recommended here could apply to either. It involves developing
measures.of experiential programs in terms of the degree to which
they provide opportunity for taking novel responsiblity and for
experiencing the otper six fortuitous items in the list above.

Measure of Program ,Effects on Standing. A measure of stand-
ing is needed as a program outcome. Employability is only one
component of "transitability" and employability is for the most
part determined.by standing, a complex mix of skills, academic
credentials; work history, and personal contacts. Most education
and training procframs are designed to develop skills and confer
credenti4s rather than provide standing. Programs such as the
Executive Internships provide standing that is derived from the
recommendation of a person in power or Position and the network
of contacts that genevally come with close association with such
a person. If sianding can be better defined, it can move easily
be made a program goal and the program outcomes can be better.
assessed.

Generational Effects. The path model shown in Fig. 4"and
the implicit path model in the minds of educational program
designers and administrators generally rieglect generational ef-
fects. Although the generation in.which one grows up has profound
effect.on onels attitudes andiactions in the transition years,
(see studies by S.chaie, and the references in his bibliography)
it is generally assumed that these effects are governed by luck
and chance. Whether one grows up in a'depression or a boom, with
the Little Engine-that gobluld or Jonathan Livingston Seagull, with
a drug or straight generation, whether in an altruistic or'mater-'
ialistic generation, is mdstly a matter of chance. Although there
may be some kind of cyclic swing in attitudes towards work, not

t -
**A person has standing if he or she is an all-American, has
worked for a good president, mayor; legislator, business oi
Civil Rights leader; has published or'performed -or exhibited
in certain places; if one's name is RcYckefelle has made
Law RevieW at Harvard; etc.
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much is known about it. There is, therefore, a need fOr
.reSearch in:

whether_there are_cycles of youth attitudes towards work
and the effects of these cycles on the life outcomes of
youth.

- Whether the pervasiveness'and duration of these cyclic
attitudes can be predicted by general .sampling of.youth
attitudes on a regular basis.

- whether there is an identifiable forerunner group whose
attitudes can be sampled in ways,that will predict the
pervasiveness and 'duration of these generational effects.

- whether there are other sub-groups whose attitudes lag
or are countercyclical.

- whether, given the ability tp predict pervasiVe'ness and
duration of a cycle, it is possible and desirable to
ameliorate its effects. Greater ability to,predict
effedts and publicize them might trigger action qgreed
upon in advance, much like tt;ose efforts to dampen swings
in the economy.

ProbFilis of Theory as They Affects lirogram Design. If cogni-
tive develOpmental theory is correct, many transition to womjc.

(programs are-incorrect. in their assumption. that adolescents pos-
sess the same structute of reasoning as Most adults. These pro-

grams assume that since the necessary information for career ,

-choiceS is lacking, if it is supplied, adoleScents will react'as
rational adults. Adults close to adolescenis know that this is,
not so, that most adolescents are guided togreator,degree by
what their friends do and think thin.by a,cafeer plan. Adults
may'think that this is for want of career information,"but devel-
opmental theory and a great deal of evidence - holds ctherwise:
adolescents tend to,thihk in.qualitatively different waysi that .

career planning and hence much of transition can be 'achieved

more effecyvely by a combination of:

peer pressure; by changing the norms or conventions
of the peer group

a

- change or diversity of the "group" or "groups" to which
one belongs, e.g" to a new wiDrk group, to a mentor and
his or her assdciates, to a new team, performing group,
etc.
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change in the individual's basic reasbning, as in Piaget's
cbange of'stage, or a change in the related.stages of ego
development, social perspective, or judgments of what one
ought to do. Only in the past few years have there been
conscious efforts to bring"about changes in the stages of
reasoning, and although there have been some promising
results, these stUdies require cOnfirmation.

The Mismatch-of adult processes of-reasoning and those of adoleS--
.cents becomes evideht in many programs of counseling. Additional,-'
research is needed to explain this phenomenon and its effect and tO
make it understandable to'counselors,'teachers and pro4ram admin= -

istrators.-

Theory and Practice:. The Fit Between Them

There is a need to test tiFansition program designs against b

both the generally accepted theory of human deVelopmene.and the
practice§ that have proV6d successfill. A checklist of these iS
needed and would not be hard to come by... Strangely enough,,, there
has been little effort to test program designs from both per ee-'
tives concurrently and there *is considerable evidence that tfie
programs have suffered fo it.

,

Problems of Implementation: Providing Growing-up Job8 for Youth
,

\ and Oth *er Problems .

..

a,

ImplementatiDaTroblems invotve finding more effective ways:
to link education with the training and employment'resources that
serve adolesperits. There iS the problem, of findingiagreelment on.
goals, and the problem of channe.ling federal funds so as to in-
duce collaboration'in Valid'and feasible transition to work pro-
grams. High among current problems is the need to .reallocate the
existing resources, and to make a case for additional resources,
so as 'to provide enough growing-up jobs for every adolescent to
have a job that fits his or her needs. E3efore this can be done,
though, research is needed to develop:

1. An approximation of the aggregate national need for
youth jobs This Could be approached by determining in'
,a high school of 1,000 students.the average number of
-each of the following sorts of jobs:

parttime; casual employment, unsubsidized jo s (yard
work, baby-sitting, cleanup, etc.)
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al erVice, volunteer,.,nonpaid jobsAtutoring,
lping the aged, handicapped, etc.)

- Social service, at least partially, subsidized by
,CETA or equivalent (working-for United Way gr a
municipal agency)

- school or community organizatian' sheltered; income
producing, partially subsidized jobs (running a
schOol cafeteria or a,sub.shop, running reproduction
serv.ices or a pnting shop, running a youth employ-
ment agency,,running a school-based loan,ggency.or
edterprise bar* for students'in the same fashion as
a small business investMent corporation

private sector., unpaidlyork experience 'jobs
(e.g.t'experien,ce-based career education)

private sector, 4 least partially silbsidized jobs,-
some with emphasi8 on wdrk experience, some on
Iparttime emp1oyme4t (The VEPS program of the National
Alliance of Busimiessmen or equivalent. The JOBS pro-
gam,'on:--the7job trAining, etc.)

- private,sector, unsubsidized jobs.-
, ' 4

The number of eaCh of these jots should increase as.a,result of
federally supported program's under CETA; vocational education,
career education and the like. Of the kinds of ipbs listed above,
least is known about school sheltered, income producing jobs.
This category may'offer.the greatest opportunity.to increase the'
numbe'r of youth.jobS and to'do so througb programs that best meet:
the test of.theory and successful practice,in transition te wprk.

2." Approximation of the aggregate local, state and.federal
costs of providing the needed jobs in all of -the above

,categorties.
,

-Th
Approximation of the cost fo%create a job in dach of /

seveial categbries abou-t which little is known, specifi-
, cally the cost of.creatidg a school sheltered incomd-'

producing job as compared with the cost of creating a job
of comparable educational vaiue in the private seCtor.

4. An approximatign of equitable distribution between local,
'state and Tederal'sources. df the additional costs of
carrying out these prbgrams.
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ARproximation of the relative effeet on adult displace-
ment of creating youth jobs in each category.

6. Superv'isor and other job descriptions and competencies
required for the,new roles called for in these new pro-
§rams (e,g., in school sheltered income-producing pro-
jects), and descriptions.of programs of training and
experience that will develop these competencies.

7. Descriptive research an exemplary use of OETA' resources'
to provide vocational education fOr student§ who do not
academically qualify, for admittance to regular.vocational
educational programs.

8. Analysis., from:the vocational education persPective, of
the studies of,collaboration between CETA and state and
16Cal educational agencies, including-the following:
voCational education, Cooperative education, career edu7
cation, the_distributive educAion clubs, the Future
Farmers of America, 'the Junior Achievement, etc'. Studies.
\now underway by the.National Assodi,ation of State Boards
,of Education, the Council for Employment Fdticy,'thp .

Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education and the\Office
of Career Education.of-the U.S:. Office_of Education are
exaMining these questions. Additional data collection
is probably not'needed, only analysis of these reports.
from another perspective.

9. Descriptive research-on ways to support with state and
local funds those,alternative schools whidh-sgrve youth /
who'are not well.serVed by regular schocaRrograms. This
assumes that suCh schools can achipve agreed upon educe=
tional objectives at costs that are comparable to the
costs of the regul-ar school or at cot.6- Clearly justified
by the greater difficulty of helping these youths. This
,might involve*updating voucher research and the problems
that alter9ative schools pose for teacher and counselor
'bargaining 'organizations.

10. Descriptive research on the optimult trade7off between the
benefits of targeting programs to low-income participants
and the benefits of havting a mix of.participants with
differing conventions'. ahd patterns, of reasoning, There,
are several studies under way to provide data for the
descriptive researCh or analyses recommended a15ove and
altholIgh some additional data mayber needed, the analyses
could begin with the data now being collected.

r
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$UMMARY

'The research and analyses that should'b'd undertaken should
emphasize agi'eementon goals for job creation,.lakor force parti-.
cipation and employment for youth,.goals. that-will look to the
eradication of the discrepancies between poor minority youth and
the middleoclass majority. The goals will include the establish-

'7ment 'of criteria for measuring the of an adolescelit to-
make a successful transition from school` to.,work. This measure
Of transitability will take ini.d account basic skilas, work
skills, maturity and standing. It also will permit the comparison
of the effectiveness oTikvariouS educational, training and 'emplOy-,
meAt program'in developing these skills.

Agreement is needed-on an approximate path mbdel,showing -the
relationship between.background, education, train.ing:, chance
events, and what one makes of lifd. From agreement on this model
should come agreement' on the desirable Changes in programs of
education, traihing and employment and the co'st of making these
changeg. Agreement on these changes should lead to a determina--
tion as'to which organiations' ought to 'do what part of the job,
what collaboxation is needed, how money williSe.rased and.how
.it will flow. -

. ts.
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Rupert Evans
Pr8fessor of Vocational-Technical'Education

UniverOity_of Illinois

VerifiCation.Int9rvieW
,

Vocational Education' Needs and R &D i3riorities

AugUst 23, 1978,

After Morrison provided a brief explanation of the purpose
of the interview, Evans explained 'some of the thinking behind°
the needs he had checked as highest priority for R 1 D.

Coordination, To what degree,does vocational'education serve
as a vehicle for basic learnt*? Vocational educationoften claims
that it teachep reading and computation skills to people with whom
other education.groups do not work very well. Evans would.like to
see this claim,eicamined, arid if,it is valid, to see the circum-
stances under which 'such teaching is most effedtive.

Career D5velopmer7t. Evans opened the'discussion.of career
development by re'erring.to the Phi Delea KAppon artiqle by "lb
Eggington on the attitudes of vocational students. Although Evans

. was critical of this particular study, he thought it addressed an
important topic. This topic could prol?ably best be summarized as
socialization for the workplace. Evans cited the work of'qeveral
-revisionist.historians (Colohan, Feinberg, Violas) who have argued
that vocational education is designed taproduce "docile wage
,slaves." Their argument, according tp Evans, is that since World
War I education has been iprimarily concerned with ephancing pro-,
ductive effici:ency and vocational education is pirtlbf this general
historical Irend. These historians claim that when the capitalieits
were,cut off from the cheap labor supply in Europe; the'Y turned to
public education, particularly vocational education, to fill their
,labor needs.' Vocational educ.otion was structured to produce gradu-
ates who were willing to accept the drscipline 'of the WOrk place.

Evans asked, if this view of vocational education were, to.be
accepted,,what would be its implications? Would not placement
in related.occupations be higher if the emphasis were truly,on
producing docile workers? HoK,do the oCcupational areas ,

differ in the attitudes they develop in workers? Evans cited
agriculture And office occupations as two areas that are.likely
to produce quite different kinds of attitudes. How would one
deliberately design a program to produce a desired set of attitudes?

'Evans repoi.ted that the moscontroversial work he has ever
done was to include among the objectives of vocational education
"increasing the options availaW.e 'to sudents" and 'using voca-

, tional education as,a motivativng force to4 enhance all types of
learning". Evans said he was surprised by the number of vocational
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educators who think'the primary function of vocational education
is to supply skilled workers for the needs of- society. These
educatots seem to feel that if.yoUng people gain'things of peisonal
benefit that is fine, but that vocational education shoulknot"
spend its time-trying to produce these personal benefits. Evans'
t,hinks some retearch on the goals of.vocaticmal education--what .

they are whatsand should be--would ir useful.

Personnel Revelopment. Euans che ed personnel development.
as.a need requiring research; he thinks that,standards for voca-
tional teachers have been "vastly lowereLH He would like to know
how this change came about and what its effects have been.

ReSearch and Development. Evans described some of t..be pre-
sent research be is conducting on the outcomes of previous R & D
in Illinois. He identified some projects that state-officials
consider among their better products. Evans'is noW trying to
trace these projects tothe point where they no longer had any
impact ontactual practices or to the point where those who were
using the techniques no longer knew they were derived from research.

_

'In another project Evans is tryinc: to determine the cOmpara-
tive advantages of on-the-job and laboratory based instruCtiOn.
Which is the better setting for accomplishing different types 4
objectives.? He is studying this problem with handicapped popula-
tions in settings such as sheltered workshops and,state 'institu-
tions. Evans noted that mentally haqdicapped studegts go .through
A 17,evocational program before part-time cooperative placeTent,
yet this practicegs not considered necesgary for the nonhandi-
capped Who.enter part-time cooperative vocational programs.

Morrison not.& that the question.of pin, versus laboratory
training is part of the general,guestion of the.effective condi-
tions of learning. Evans agreed and referred to the changes in
the military-during, the 195D's from OJT to the laboratory; now
the military appears to be going the other way.. OJT is an effec-
tive way of dividing up and hiding'the real costs Of t±aining.
Since we are not in an active war, evefyone in the military is,
training now.

STolkial Needs. Evans mentioned the relationship between
sotioeconomic stiltps and vocational education. He said there,-.
is'clear evidence that secondary vocational education students
tend to be from the lower half of both the-SES and verbal ability
distributions. Students who go on to two7year postsecondary train-
ing tend to be low,on one of the distributions and high on the
other. This happens With no other group. Evans wondered wha
the reagons for this might be.
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Evans reported that many directors of voaational education in
the lare'ci,ties do not want to_be involved with programs con-
ducted under the Ybuth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act:
and asked who js conducting these programs? Evans hears many
vocational directors wishing for the -"good old days" when they
selected.the best of their applicants for training; Lewis
commented that during those good old_ days vocationAl education
was frequently.referred to as a dumping ground,- Evans replied
that this has always existed--elite programs or the best students
sideby. side with "dumping ground" programs.

.. Returning to the problem of the handicapped, Evans said that
there is evidence th4t the parents of h4ndicapped children migrate
to areas which have the best programs Nr.their children: One
policy implication a'f such a finding is that 'programs for the
handicapped shbuld not be funded with locar resources, that pro-
viding for the'handicapped is a brbader responsibility. Evans
also said that it is provi,ng-difficult to satisfy.accountants
when vocational eduction delivers services to special groups in
mainstreamed classes. It is far easier to satisfy accountants -

.when we provide services i speoial ckasses, Thus, Evans noted,
decisions get made for bookkeeping reAons rather than educational .
or.social reasons,

Other Issues. In addition,to the.needs which.he checked al;
highest priority for R & D, Evans commented on a number of other
'issues facing vocational education.-

Evaluation. Evans feels vobational edudation needs something
equivalent to the economist's concept of value added. Instead of
merely looking at employment or.any otcher outPut measure alone,
assessment should include what a progi'am has achieved with a stu-
dent (difference between entry and exit behavior). Eli Ginzberg
has suggested that a criteriop of effectiveness be whether a
training program produces'an employable worker, not an employed
one.

Demographic Trends. Evans asked what wilr happen to voca-
tional education when the population in the secondary-postsecon-
dary age range drops by one million per year? Experience in
Germany and Japan suggests,that as. a shortage of' young,people
appears, the proportion of the ayailable population that enrol;
in vocational education increases; :

Labelintg.L. Evans would like ta-see some research on the
effect ,of labbling. He see8 signs that federal support may be
lmited tp aid for the handicapped,and disadvantaged. If this

. happened would vocational education be seen solely as a program
for the hard-to-employ? Would employers be willing to hire
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or enter into cdtiperative proglms for vocational students? Evans
referred to the cui+vnt debate over whethey CETA shodld be limited
to the structurally unemployed. CETA sponsors want 10 percent
who are not-chiönically.unemployed to avoid the labeling of the
whole prograffi.

'Another aspect of labeling cbncerns the vaiue of mainStream-
ing for handicapped studehts. Does Placing .the handicapped
regdlar classes avoid labeling?

Structure. .Evans noted that there is considerable discussion
of,whether, vocational education should be offered at the/ sepon=
dary school level. If it were to be moved, what would be the
effect on the, dropout rate? As the percentage of dropouts ton-
tindes to iencrease,_there is more reason for programs such as
YEDPA. Most secondary school dropouts oCcur at age lts, before
entry to vocational educatiof4 What would be the effect on the
dropout rate\of removing'any chance for enrollment in secondary
school vocational education?

A-5
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Charles Law

Stata Director, Narth Carollna

Verification IntervieW

Vocational Education Needs and R & D Priorities

October'20, 1918

After a brief discussion of the purgoSe of the intervi
Morrison, Law reviewed the fiVe need'areas he had checked and
explained his reasons for checking them.

Curriculum Content'and.Introduction. In LaW's view nothina
that a state dpes ds'as'important as its work in-instruction.

,

and "the development *of curriculum. TgLaw an SEA is a teacher'
education institution. Some of his colleagues Sometimes ask
Law about-hid enfor6ement responsibiMties. Law's-reply is that
he is an enforcer7; but what he enforces is the competenov r t11.- 4dents. If this is achieved, every other impcirtant rule is
enforced.

.1)

vii.

Law believes that it AS onl,y through curriculum that a state
has any real control.. In North Carolina they have devbloped cur-.
riculum units that start with a set'of validated minimum compe-
tenefies in defined skill areas. From these, units of inStruction

'land leafning.activity packages are developed.. Validated test
items are availab.le to measure studenf performance, and an indi-
vidual competency testing record is provided for each st4dent.t
This rgcord lists the validated competenpies.in the skill area
and the,de4ree to-whfch a student has mastered these competencies.
Coupled with these curriculum units are staff devieloPment activities
directed to teachers and administrators.

-The kind of R & D that Law would like to see _involves the
transferability of vocational*skills. He cited the principles
of hydraulics which a student learns in the study of automotive
braking systems. He claimed these can be applied any job
that involves the movement.of fluids in a closed system. ,"Stu=
dents know ioke than they know that they know," he said.

Law thinks,there is a netd for federal help in identifing
areas of transferability. He added that vocational education needs
to acknowledge that many skills are the same across different
occup tional areas. Law recognizes that there are some who- fear
that b "emphasizing general skills vocationtal education will lose
its dis ctiveness,.but he not see this as a real concern.

Personne elopment. Oncd cwriculum that emphasizes trans-
ferabillty has been developed, 1t will be necessary to train
teachers'and admlnistrators to use it. Law thinks that many,of
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our past efforts have "left teachers behind." There has been too
much emphasis at other levels and not enough attention paid to
teachers.

V
.Planning. Law would like planning to emphasize "what we

haye, wh4ie, and why." He thinks planning in vocational educa-?'
tipn has been attempting to,accomplish too muchplanning, evalua-
tion, and reporting. In response to a.gdestiort on supply.of and
demand for vocational students, Law says the data are not too

./ good, butd,it is moreim.Oortant to-him to know what students can
do.

Interaction with Employert/Unions. Law de-emphasized unibns
in his state because "we don't have a lakge number of unions."-

% .Relations*with emp,loyers'he considers very import4nt.As unions
grow, so,will their involvement.

General Comments. Law volunteered some general comments on
past R 4 D emphages in vocational education. He thinks there has .

been too much research on special need, 'sex stereotyping and,so
on. Lgw feels the more we fragment, the less we can deal with'
the whole enterpriPe. As a state.director, he must deal with the
whole of vocational education in his state, not with )pits and
pieces.

Lewis noted that our other panelists had tended to agree
with Law, but that our panel,had quite different priorities
than'a panel NIE hro.ught together in 1976. Law said he was
familiar with the NIE panel and when its members are compared to
ours, the reasons for the differences are apparent.

Law added that he gelt the federal government is "in for a sur-1
prise" in the)coming years. As the priorities of the states con-
tinue to differ from those of the federal government, many
states will be writing their own vocational education legislation.
North Carolina, for example, passed its own legislation two
years ago. If the restrictions on the use of federal funds becone
móre and more strict," the federal dollars will be used where they
fit into the-state master Plan.

Law sees these developments as.a backlash against federal r

restrictions which have become gtronger and stronqer as the federal
government has tried to control what it perceives.to be unrespon-
sive states4 Law added that he cannot get money from his state's
general atsembly for the kinds of things Tashington wants to'do
and "frankly I don't want to go over there andiask for it."
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George Wallrodt

Acting Executive Director (when interviewed)

National Advisory Council on Vocational Education

Verification Interview

Vocational Edudation Needs & R & D Priorities

August 22., 1978,

Morrison opened Ile interview with a brief description of
the,purposes of the study and noted that Wallrodt had crossed

, off three of the needson the list he reviewed. When asked if
these were general needs of vocatiOnal education, not just
research needs, Wallrodt said he thought they were general needs.
Wallrodt had a number of comments regarding the specific needs
which he checked off as most important for futUre R & D:

Curriculum Content. Wallrodt was interested in new and emerg-ing occupations. He Wcandaed if'these will require shifts in,
present program or the creation of whole new programs. He asked
how far ahead it is necessary to identify new and emerging occupa-
.tions in order to plan.and develop programs.

Wallrodt noted that the U.S. Department of Commerce has been
making efforts to track new and emerging occupations, providing
the name of a Department of Commerce staff member who has been
involved in this effort:

Mr. Theodore Lettes
Room 5092, OMBE
U. S. Department of Co qrce
14th & Constitution Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20230
-Area Code 202 377-3165

Coordination. Waftrodt feels it is essential that vocational
education develop linkages with all-the training programA outside
of public education. He said the neW CETA legiSiation will put
far more atress on institutional training. He thought it would be
useful to identify models of §uccessful interaction between CETA
and ;both vocational education and successful in-school'youth pro-
jecti. Then, the elements that.underlie the successful interadtion
might be.determined.

Later'in.the interview Wallrodt returned to this need and
mentioned that CETA-vocational education coOrdinat64on at the local
level. 0/ill be forced by the federal-governthent. At the national
level he does not think coordination is too imPortant: He men-'`
tioned t'hat the Department of Labor recently issUed an RFP for
Tier 1. projects to be funded in 16 cities. The proposals had to



be submitted in cooperation with LEAs. Several hundred applica-
tions were receis{0, which meant that in each of these cities the
cTA and vocationll education people had.to work together to pre-
pare the proposals. Wallrodt also said that new.CMA legislation
will require a planning-process based on the vocational education.
model. The process must spell out how the''CETAprotiram is going.
to use existing facilities, including vocational education facili-.,
ties.

A coordination-articulation question-that Wallrodt considers
high priority cOncerns,'the proper roles for secondary and post-

.

-secondary,level instruction. Wallrodt said it is not necessarily
a secondary versus post-secondary question, but more a question
of where the most effective training is taking place. Wallrodt
posed some gpecific questions regarding articulation:. How much
duplication of training is there? Is it possible to make post-

. secondary instruction the ,"graduate school" for secondary? Is
there a need for four year of training in any area? Are there
special post-secondary methods. oi techniques which are more effec-
tive than secondary methods? Ls it basically just a question of
what level gets the money?

Another type of linkage Wallrodt;mentioned is.mith the Depart-
,ment of Defense training activities. This linkage has two.aspects.
One is to convert bOD curriculum materials to divilian usei while
the second is to assist the.transition of trained peciple from the
military to the private labor force. To achieve thiS second type
of linkage it would be necessary tq gear milit'ary training more
closely to civilian jp_b reduirements.

7

Evaluation. Walliqat cited the.heavy emphasis on evaluation
An.the 1976 Amendments. He ieferred to the "tim of evaluations'
coming in from OE and.NIE, and wondered how all these are *going to
be used. Wallrodt suggested that evaluation results be examined
as they are available, especially for improving programs rather
than for justia.gluencing legiSlation.

Interaction with,Employers/Unions. It was Wallrodel opinioa
that vocational education has done well at keeping in todch wit
employers and unions, but it could g obably do better. He thought
that cooperative education should expanded, suggesting a need
assessment of cooperative education in new and expanding Occupa-
tional area's. Also, suggested was a synthesis of the available .

evidence on how successful cooperative education has been.
J-Wallrodt has the impression that in comparison to in-school instruc-
tion, cooperative programs have greater relevancy, their students
are more motivated with better work'h-abits and so forth.

-* Transition from Sdhool to Work. Another of Whllrodt's impres-
sions wilich he would like to see tested concerns his. feeling "that
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vocational students,,seem to havpAR.easier:time-Moying from school
.tb Work; Is this true? If it is, What are the factors that
accaunt for it? What are the differences.between t:he etudents
who illAke.iheitranvitiOn-easily'and those who AD not?, Here, tpo,
'Wallrodt'would-like,,Qto_see,a'synthesis,of the existing informa--
iiati, anil research directed to, the unanswered questions. .4

'de-1

Wallrodt, asked Whether the relationship between training and
emplvoyment is an appropr,iate criterion of the, effectiveness of'
vodational edudation. Are...,the-stUdents _who enter and,stay in
related jobs necessarily b4tter off than those who'o5plore by
moVing from job to job?. nat are the value assumptions underly-
ing t,he judgment that stalArity is better?.

BecauSe of the emphasis that lodal districts place on.,
pEtring students for local labor market needs, Wal4odt,mentioned
that former Congressman Pucinski has proposed a "Title 1" for'
'vocational education. The money stpplied under such an act would
IDQ. used to Rrovide a broad cross-sectiOn

. of training in skills
that are not needed in particular local markets. Pucinski, justi-
fies such training by the high level of geographi'd mobility in
young people.

e
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William Woolf

Former,Colokado State.'=Director

0 Verification Iriterview

Vocational education Needs-and R &M Pridrities.

October 9, 1978 ,

.Morrison began the discussion with a brief deseription of
.the purposeZof the study and-the names- of q,her individuals who
are serVingoon the verification panel. Lewis then. asked, Woolf if
when he checked the needs which he considered most impOrtant
to vocational education, was he: khdiciting overall needs or those
that are most important for R & D. Woolf rep ied that he chose
needs for R & D and gave a brief description c the way he
approaches problems. Ike said he constantly lo ks for a frame-
work, an approach. ' He tries to take a long-range, macro view
that is feasible, and Ais major objective is to keep students:
in tune with the labOr market. In this context he explained why
he checked funding as an R.& D priority need.

-

Funding. Woolf think& the methods that states use to allo-
cate vocational education funds should be examined. He said there
are probably three or four models used irt different states through-
_out the nation. He suggested that.a stUdy be'launched to identify
these variouv,m6dels and to deterMine a rational, defensible basis
for fund distribution. 'Project Baseline, said Woolfl.made an
attempt to colleCt desF.iptions of how the states allocate funds
tut the results were totally inadequate. yhat is needed, in
Woolf's opinion,,is analysi's afid 1110del building to determine.-the
most workable:methods. ExaMpres he cited were formulas haded on
FTE or.ADA and eiccess costs. He asked if it is possible to
determine the relative merits" oDeach method, and if it is, then'
he felt a major, objective should be to improve vocational edu0a-
tion programming by improving funding systems.

apipment and Facilities. Woolf thinks research is needed,
on equipment andrfacilities to elptinate the variation in local
decision'-making. In Woolf's viec the field needs objective
standards of an acceptable program. These standards would cover
such things-as equipment, square footage of floor space, and
safety factors. An acceptable program would have to meet these
minimum standards, but an LEA would be free to exceed them. Woolf
thinks it wuuld not be too difficult to arrive at the standards.
He thinks a panel of business/industry and educational consultants
could develop them and verification could then be carried out.
Once such standardseare available, they could beolsed for accredi-
tation and evaluation. Without such standards, LEAs can excuse
poor performance of students in their vocational programs by
saying thdy do not have the proper equipment. Leaving decisions
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on equipment and facilities _in the hands of the LEA is, in Woollf's
.judgment, inviting the kind of cilticism that the GAO' report
.02koduc

"
Curripulum. Woolf feels vocatiorial educathrs, relatively

sPeaking, have the easiest.task in all of educ&tion because they
are training for particular finite jo41s. He thinks there would.
.be little argument on the basic skills that are-nedded for differ-
ent jobs. Once these are identified, these are 'what-vocational
education Should,teach.

While competency-based instruction does attempt to identify
and teach .essential skills, Woolf claims that at:the present time
-most developmental-efforts are at the LEA levelI' He'thinks they
should be at the federal level to avoid cost inhfficiencies and
lack of standardization. He does not think this represents federal
coAtrol. As with equipment and facilities, he sees the federal
government assisting in the setting of minimum standards for pro-
grams.

Woolf believes the identification of skills to'be taught tpas
to be a federal effort because there re too many.jobs being
taught 4n. vocational education for any LEA or state to make the

. ,effort'neede-d to develop starldardSEven the 'curriculum consortia
dannot keep up. Woolf feels Congress s1=2 be pressed on these
kinds of problets. The lands of R & D culumapproaches that
are presently be'ing.funded are, in his opinion, unlikely to have
any impact.

Data Collection and Evalpation. Woolf thinks the number one
R & D priority-=miles ahead'of anything else--is better data on
the' supply of and demand .for skilled workers, esPecially supply
information. There are many different kinds of training programs
and little data on how many trained workers are being prepared.
Woolf -feels it is critical for vocational education to stay in 4

tune with the demands of the labor market, because if it gets out
of tune, it Will lose its categorical aid.

With regard to evaluation, Woolf feels that Congress was right
on target with its requirements for evaluation, d'ven though voca-

. tional education is being asked to meet a higher standard than the
rest of education: He said we cannot hold teachers reiponsible
-for things (in the labor market) they cannot control. Woolf thinks
vocational education should focus on Student achievement -- that
is, the.field should be 'able to demonstrate the contribution of
vocational programs by comparing the performance of students at
the beginning and end of their training. Besides, in Jloolf's
opinion, follow-up data quality is "atrocious" in 45 out of 50
states. .Follow-up studies should be continued but the quality
should be improved.
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'Woolf had some brief comment's on the fdllowing topics:

Planning. Congress is right and the Bureau is wrong. Thb',
Bureau t-hrough its check sheets.and plan approval system is
requiring documents that are not tre plans. What is needed iU s
planning that is useful for management.

Projected Manpower Demand and Suppl.' y ye need to know the
demand for teachers and how this interfia-es with demand and kup-
ply for skilled workers and program trainees.

Role of Federal, State, and Local Governments In Governance
and Operation of Vocational Education. Everyone's expectations
of what the other levels can and should do are unrealistic. There
should be an analysis of who can do what best.

,Political Stratesies to Proect and Promote Vocational
Edudation. Woolf feels categorical aid must bqvmarntained. AVA
has deteriorated in its political effectiveness and the Bureau
is simply not effective. The field heeds leadership. It. does not-
have many people who realize the importance of power politics.c
Thirty years ago there was a much qtronger power base with its
roots in the agricultural states and state directors with long
-tenure. Presentfy agriculture, in general, s'little political
power and there are few direCtors who have hel ositionsfor
several years.
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1. Availability of Programs
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EARLE A411: (eefttlemad)

PERSISTEXT AND HMS= NEEDS

a.. funds should be used =ore effectfvely
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